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Forward 

This literature was prepared to fulfill a project mandate to 

provide a forecast of anticipated training needs over the next five, 

ten, and twenty year span. Its most i~ediate use, however, has been 

to give guidance and add substance to the Master Plan for Training in 

New York State. This ex11Ustive revte~.; provides e:-:cerpts from the major 

federal investigative reports and federal commissions; insights into 

many new trends:etEecting police training such as the full Service model, 

automation, and the systems approach; presenc concerns related to selection 

of persannel, benefits of higher education and psychological testing; and 

demographic trends and policing in NeW York State. 

The report was prepared by Antony Simpson, Special Consultant to the 

project and represents the first of a three volume SerieS connected with 

the project. Volume II will be the "Haster Plan for Training in NeW York 

State" and Volume III will be "The Police Recruit Training Program: 

Developmental Hethodology and Curriculum". 
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INTRODUCTION 

The following account represents the results of an intensive literature 

search designed to ide •. tify published findings and informed opinion relevant to 

the future of policing this region. Emphasis is given to the types of training 

~mich will be needed to equip the police with the skills necessary to enable 

them to cope with future demands and functions. Throughout this review) it has 

been assumed that the overwhelming majority of significant influences likely 

to affect the police role be~Neen now and the year 2000 will be rational 

phenocana. Such inf.Luences ,.ill not be pecu.liar to the S tate of ~Te~. York or 

to any other specific region of the country) but ~.ill be consequences of social 

::ren.is which apply throughout the country as a ,.;hole. For t.;'is reason, the 

bulk of the discussion in the pages which follow relates to universal trends 

v7hich are relevant to the future tasks, responsibilities and difficulties of 

police systems in. all parts of the nation.. 

Apart from thi~ any effort to restrict the discussion to the police 

in New York S t~te would have been a difficult one and the results of it ~vould 

not have been productive. Few studies exist which include data directly 

relevan~ "!:.?_~e future of la,. enf?rc-:ment in this State. "Those ,vhich have 

b.een published are identified in the course of this revie" and are cities and. 
_____ .... __ -.0 .... 

. discussed at various points in the account. Section V consists of a brief 
'---.-- ---_._ .. 

outline of the social and demographic factors wilich are unique to Ne<,o1 York State 

and includes some reference to the i-lay in ivhich these factors are likely to 

influence policing in this State over the next two or three cacades. 

The overall discussion is not restricted to the specific topic of 

police training. Each section is. devoted to discussion of particular aspects 

of policing in an effort to provide an over'liei. of those present and future 

developmen.ts ,.;hich "ill be of Ll'.ajor i.mportance in determin.g the na.t:u.re of the 
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future police role, actd the traL'1ictg st1:'ili:egias ~vhich must be employed to 

assist officers in developi~g act ability to meet the demactds of this role. I 
The principal objective of this report is to present a=l actalysis I 

of the trectdswhich must be coctsidered by police administrators in planctictg 

the directions which future traicting st~ategies must take. It is hoped that I 
the report will be of value in helping administrators to evaluate ~~e training 

cteeds of officers, in broad terms, and to make decisiocts regarding the I 
general kictds of skills officers should acquire. Discussiocts of specific 

training techniques, objectives and cU1:'1:'icula are included in a parallel - I -

report. I 
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THEORETICAL VIFU OF ~ ?OLICE ~iCTION 

An awareness of the fundamental ?9!o1e=s affecting the operations and 

roles of the police in modern democratic societies has characterized cost 

informed discussion of the U.S. police in the 20th century. The report of the 

Wickersham Commission, published in 1931, ?rovided ample documentation for the 

general failure of poli.ce systems in this count:; co carry out their stated 

functions efficiently and ~,o1ith due regard for the rule of law. Host of the 

remedies and reforms suggested by this Cot:::U.ssion ;;ere based. on an i.mplicit 

assuoption that the inadequacies and tmper:ections of American policing were 

manifestations of problems of organizatioa and coatrol. 

FEDERAL INVESTIGATIVE REFO~TS 

Reports of later federal c~ssioa.s ha7e continued to reflect this 

concern with the form and structure of police organizations and their effects 

on the character of law enforcement. The Task Force Report: The Pd~, issued 

in 1967 under the sponsorshi? of the Presideat's Cowoission on Law Enforceoent 

and A~cinistra,tion of, Justice, paid considerable attention to the ways in ~;hich 

police bureaucracies could both exercise adequate cdntrol over the operations 

to develop sufficient flexibility~to respc~d positively to the needs of their 

constituents. The latest comprehensive re"tier,J ?resented by a federal commission 

of policing in America also emphasized the objectives of police sytems in 

terms of organizational goals and ~~e ~eacs by -jhich individual agencies 

should proceed in order to achieve these g~als; (see Police, a 1973 report of 

the National AdVisory Commission on Cri=i~~l Justice Standards and Goals). 

This no t''''iths tanding, a concern off soci~logists over the'last fa"r 

decades has been to examine the police La ta~ of their broad social role and 

to analyze the present difficulties of the ?olice in ternlS of factors ~.;hich 

reflect this role, rather tha~ as conseq~e~ces of particular organizational 

settings. Recent sociologi·.:al studies of ::"'~e pol::'ce have in fact focused on 

1 



both social and organizational influences as determinants of police behavior. 

However) the emphasis of these studies has been on the difficulties inherent in 

the social role of the police. Organizational structures have largely been 

analyzed in terms of how they either minimize or exacerbate the abilities of-

the police to cope with their varied, and sometimes conflicting, social roles. 

There has been ample recognition in this country of the limitations 

of traditional law enforcement structures. Most o£ the early criticisms, which 

suggested a lack of commitment to the rule of law, were primarily moralistic 

in tone (see, for example, 'nopkins 1931). Recommendations for the improvement 

of the quality of policing generally concerned, organizational techniques for 

increasing internal control of police operations and the quality and e~~ertise 

of la.w enforcement personnel (i-lickersham 1931, for example). Little a,.;areness 

of the unique character of the police function is indicated in these early 

accounts. 

CONTRADICTORY OBJECTIVES 

In 1960, Bruce Smith Coined the phrase "the police problem" to 

identify and analyze the contradictory demands made on the police by society 

and the consequences of these demands on the functioning of police operations, 
. 

police personnel and on society itself. Although developed by Smith, the notion 

of the "police problem" has been popularized among police administrators and 

social sdentis ts in the form in Ivhich it has been analyzed in an influential 

article by' James Q. vlilson (1963). 

Wilson's discussion focuses on the obligations of the police to 

enforce the l~v, to maintain order and to protect ~~e civil ri~~ts of indivicual 

citizens. These obligations are considered as representing p01ice roles ,vhich 

are both mandatory and contradictory. They are mandato~J in that they are 

clearly deleg~ted to the police by society and they are contradictory iu 

presenting police organizations and individual of.cicers '(.;ith objectives Ivhich 
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are sometimes in apposition to one another. 

Many social sCientists, inc~uding ~ilsoa, have devoted tIlost of their 

attention to tlle conflict: between "law ec.forcemeo.t:" and IIpeace-keeping" as 

functions of policing. The former role appears to require a legalistic and 

inflexible approa~h to policing and the latter a degree of flexibility and a 

sensitivity to community needs y,b.ich is usually gained at the expense of the 

strict commitment of police officers to their legal mandate. An account of 

police ogeration.s in the Skid Row section. of an Aoericao. ci~1 has been widely --used in the literattl~e to illu~trat~ the fundamental incompatibility of 
... '; i .:. ~ . 

traditional police objectives (Bittne~ 1967). In desc~ibing a series of trans~ 
.-

actions be~Neen officers and citizens, Bittner observed that, while officers 

were successful in maintaining order, this function was apparently fulfilled 
.' . 

at t..'1.e- expense of the police "law eo£orce:oent:." role. Many of the incidents 
" 

which the officers resolved efficiently and c0'a!?etently frOt:1 a !fp~~ce';'keepingJllr 

point of view involved verI selective a?plication of legal rules and sometimes 
-

the violation of individuals legal rigaes (1967). Bittner's account serves to 

demonstrate ~ot only that the paliza as a ~ilole operate ~thin a system of 

social expectations w~ich are in conflict 7ith One another, but that indiVidual 

.' 
officers must attempt continualli.~to resolve the paradox of their social role .. 
in their dealings wi. t1:l the public. 

There are m.:!.ny eloquent: state!::lents of the nature of this crucial 

distinction and conflict between these ~~o traditional police functions. One 

of the best of these is presented by Skolnick wiio: " ••• suggests that the common 

juxtaposition of 'law and order' is an oversimplification. taw is not merely 

an instrument of order, but may frequently be its ~dversary. There are 

communities that appear disorderly to sa=a (such as bohemian co~nities valuing 

diversity), but which nevertheless maintain a substantial degree af legality. 

~ne contrary may also be found: a situation wnere order is well maintained, but 

where the policy and practice of l~galit7 is adt evident. The totalitarian social 

3 
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sys tern, w-nether in a nation or an institution, is a situation of order ~.ithout 

rule of law. Such a situation is probably best illustrated by martial rule, 

,mere military authority may claim and exercise the power of amnesty and 

detention ,.;ithout warrantll (1965: 8-9). 

Skolnick goes on to maintain that: " ••. w"hen law is used as an 

instrument of social order, it necessarily poses a dilemma. The phrase 'law 

and order' is misleading because it dra~s atten.ti~n away from the substantial 

incompatabilities existing bet<;veen the ~~o idaas. Order under law suggests 

procedures different from e.chievement of 'social control' through threat of 

coercion and summary judgment. Order under law is concerned not merely with 

the achievement of regulariz~d social activity but with the means used to come 
c 

by peaceable behavior, certainly with procedure, but also with positive law .••• 

In short, 'law' and 'order' are frequently found to be in opposition, because 

law implies rational restraint upon the ~~les and ?rocedures utilized to achieve 

order. Order under la,,, F therefore, subordinates the ideal of conformi.tr to the 

ideal of legality" (1966: 9). 

'this sit:l.lation is the basis of T';ilson' s discussion of the Itpolice 

problem" and of the present, and ongoin3, discussion of it. A number of 

additional factors are, ho,.ever, klso dis~~ssed as compounding the ambiguity 

of the police role and the difficulties officers e:-:perience in interp.reting 

it in the course of their day-to-day ·Nor~:. 

Hodern sociological theory is i:lcraasicgly inclined eo c-onsider 

deviance in general, and crime in particular, as ~.n esa ential1y normal phenocenon. 

(For an influential statement, and critiq~a, of ~~e thi~,ing of mddern crimi-

nologists on this point, see Taylor, Walton and Yeung 1973; especially pages 237-67). 

The earlies t e:<ponent of this type of a??rjach .. as E:;.i1e Durk1'teb ;.ho discussed 

the; function of a legal system by e:nphasizing, act just ,.;hat the rules of a 

society !.!.§., but ho~" these rules are in fact int~t?reted and applie.d i::t s?ecifLc 

i:1.s cances. According to this "ie~.J', ooc.e:-='. society requL-::es t.h~ e:<is tenoe 0 E 3. 
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complex system of rules ~ ... hich is continually changing in response to changing 

social relationships. Criminal law and its agents serve the inportant social 

function of interpreting to citizens just what the rulas of prescribed behavior 

are and how violations of these rules are regarded with the society (Durkheim-

1893 and 1895). 

In Durkheimean theory, therefore, a class of devii'.nts is socially 

necessary as a population through ~.;rhich detailed explications of a changing 

set of rules can be given to society at large. By arresting and prosecuting 

individuals for violations of the criminal code, society can oake fine 

dis tinctions be tween. cooduc t currently viewed as criminal and that ,·mich is 

merely subject to social disapproval. The dynamic nature of social values 

requires that the identification of these distinctions be a continual and permanent 

feature of society; (see also Erikson 1966). 

This theory is important to this account for its implicit conception 

of ~~e social function of the police. Crime is, according to Durkheim, a 

relat~ a phenomenon and a permant fixture of society. As long as societies 

I • 
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subscrl.be to codes of approved behavior there ~ ... ill be those ,·mo break these codes I 
and ,.;rho will be adjudged criminals: "Imagine a society of saints, a perfect 

cloister of exemplary individuals~ Crimes, properly so called, will there be I 
unknown; but faults which appear venial to the layman Hill creates there the 

same scandal that the orcinary offense does in ordinary consciousnesses. If, I 
then, this soci.:::cy has the power to judge and punish it, it Hill define these I 
acts as criminal and will treat them as such" (1895:68-9). 

From this point of view, the role of the la,·j enforce!:lent officer in I 
helping to identify and clarify codes of prescribed conduct is of primary 

importance to the fabric of society. In Durkheim's vie;" these codes are exaraples I 
of II collec tive sentiments" which are, in turn, manifestations of a "collective 

CO£lsciousness" or value-system recognized and accepted by all citizens. I 
I 
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THE POLICE ROLE AND OPE?~TIO~AL I..!...~; 2-i'FORCEHENT 

In terms of his role in helping ~Qdbers of a society to interpret 

collective rules of conduct, the polic~an is, in effect, helping in the creation 

of law. Politicians may be responsible for the eaac~ent of statui;s, and pol~ce 
administrators may deter.nine policies regarding the ~ore or less selective 

enforcament of particular laws. It is, h~;ever, the lowly patrolman Who 

actually makes specific decisions about w~ich laws are to be enforced and ~mo 

shall be arrested and considered for prosecution under them. 

Important though this function r:2.y be, it has not generally received 

a great deal of attention in the literat:ura. A notable e:<:ceptiot'l. to this is 

provided in Skolnick's now classic account in w-nicb. "notice-giving" is 

described as an integral social function of the police. It seems clear, however,· 

that this function is not likely to have a dodera~ing influence on the "police 

problem." Even in a society where a high degrse of ::loral consensus prevails, 

(the kinds of European societies considsred by Du=?~eim, for example), this 

aspect of the policeman's role implies a construct:ive interaction ,nth the body 

of criminal law Which goes beyond simple "law enforcement." 

If the fundamental cause of the rtpolice problem" is irreconcilable 

conflict between the policeman' s ~'la,,' eaforcemen.t" and "peace-keeping" functions, 

then the additional responsibility of "notice' giving," or contributing tow-ard 

the creation of a system of practical rules of behavior, does not serve to 

ameliorate the difficulties of the police. 

RADICAL CRIHINOLOGY A~lJ :C~ POLIC~ ~,CTrON 

One can reasonably argue that Du=k..~eiI::lt s :::!.otion of a social consensus, 

or a universal system 0f moral values, is not ap?licable in a society as 

culturally diverse as America today. 41ere is one g~oup of theorists, pri=erily 

those from the school of "radical cric.i::!ology, II " .. ~ic11. O"..1:S some of its tenets to 

Durkheim, but ,.hich focuses on analyzing t.'te diversity of American SOCiety in 
, 

Harxist ter.:us. Richard Quinney, for e:':a.::'?le, anal:,'zes ~odern ~festern societies 

6 
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as based on conflict bet7 .... een a sari.as of social groups. As these groups are 

considered to represent class, rather than cuI tural, intel'es ts, the social I 
fabric is seen as subject to clashes bet7 ... een conflicting secto'Cs which represent 

different economic interests. The key to this situation is the distribution c£ I 
power. All groups seek political power and stability is only maintained in the 

----------------- -" 

system as long as those in power are able to' L~pose their will on the rest of I 
society by appli.cation of a v,ariety of constraints: tiThe differential distri- I 
bution of power produces conflict be~.;een competing groups 1 and conflict, in 

turn, is rooted in the competition for power... Powar, then, is the ,ability of 

persoo.s and groups to d<!tennine the conduct of other persons and groups. Po',.;er 

is utilized not for its own sake but as the vehicle for enforcement of scare I 
values in socie tyr.' (Quinney 1971:129). 

Several theorists from this school have applied this type of thin.~ing 
I 

in analyzing the role of the police. :~nning, for example. describes the I 
difficulties experienced by the police in balancing a series of contradictOr)" 

functions as being compounded by the involvement of police agencies in the I 
political systems i~ which they are located (1971). Apart from the undoubted 

fact that police systems in the U.S. are largely decentralized and have a direct I 
relationship with local political ~uthorities, there are other factors Which I 
sustain the relationship bel:';'leen the police and the politi,cal process. La· ... 

enfor.cement agencies are considered to a&~inister a system of law resulting from I 
a SQcL.::l.l process which is fundamentally ?olitical. They must, moreover, administer 

this sy3t~m in a way which is supported by those sectors of society ~.;hich I 
mont)p<:J1ize politi.cal power (Hanning, 1971). 

In a society exhibiting a strong "collective consciousness" and where I 
there! is 1 1::,y definition, an even dis tribution of parNer, the inti>;,ate rele>.tionship I 
between the system of criminal law and the political process ';olould not c-reate 

undue difficulty. In a fragmented society such as America today, the unenviable II 
position of the police is to stand at the oeeting-pcint bet7 ... een divergent cultures 

and t.o be the focus of social and political discontent ~.;hic:t they must attempt I 
7 I 



I 
to control rat."ter tha:l. to resolve (Ha.:l.Cl.i:t.g 1971; Chaobliss and Seidman 1971). 

I From ~"te above, it se~ms clear that ~.e difficulties of the police 

I 
cannot be ascribed to acy single cause. Social ~veoents which affect the 

police role and the public's interpretation of it are undoubtedly at least as-

I important in determing these difficulties as are ~~e lioitations of traditional 

police organizational structures. However, ~ili1e ~~ere is obviously little 

I the police administrator, or even the politician, caa do to influence the 

I 
social factors affecting the policeman's job, organizational structure and 

policies can be adapted to fit changing si~ations. It is probably for ~4is 

I reason ~"tat a concern for the social cocse~uences of different types of police 

organization is such an important characta~istic 0: the recent literature. 

I ORGANIZ-i.\.TIONAL S T?J1CTtfRE 

I 
Recent theoretical discussion ~as foc~sed on the general question 

of what the organizational consequences o? traditional police structures are 

I 
and on the more specific question of ~~eth=r ~~e dysfunctional aspects of police . 
bureaucracie$ are sufficient to warrant the introduction of more flexible 

I organizational arrangements. The point that organizational structure affects 

the nature and quali~J of police service ~~s been clearly established. 

I Jerome Skolnick, in his influentia.l • .. ·ork Justice ~Hthout Triat,coac1uded, 00. 

I 
t..'-te ba$is of in-depth studies of 1:';';0 la.rge deparoeats, that "operational la·,y 

enforCe!l1~;f;l til I de fined as the -,yay in whi en ?o lice duties are. actual~y percei \led 

I and card,ad out by the patrol officer, is strongly ia.fluenced by the condi::ions, 

including the organizational conditions, ~der '~ich the police operate (1966). 

I A similar conclusion is reached by Bitt~er in his 1970 study of the Los Angeles 

I 
Police Depat·t:nent. 

STYLES OF POLICT'iG 

I James Q. ~Hlson in his 1968 st'..!.q has refined this generally accapted 

conclusion to sugges t the r.;ay in ,.hicn c::,.:reren!: ':lc:li.nis trative atti!:.udes toward. 

I 'the na.ture of the police. fuo.ction af.fec:: :::.= t,,-ay b -..-hich routin.e ?olice ope=ations 

are ca.rried out. 1.:1. this ~'70rk, ~HlsoCl 20:-..:..1::<=:5 :...~e act:ivitias c': the ?oli.ce 

I 
3 
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I 
forces of. 8 cor:mrunities· and classifies them according to i.;hether they conform 

to one of three ".stypes" of policing: the "watchman", "legalistic ll alta "service" I 
styles. Each style is defined and identified ~ccorcing to the relative 

emphasis placed by each department on functions ivhich represent routine aspects 

of policing. 

The distinction betiJeen the "wa tcb,man" and "legalistic" styles reflects 

the extent to which patrol officers are required t,) focus on their order-

maintenance or law enforcement functions. ~JO of the depar~ents studied were 

found to emphasize an approach to policing which went far beyond traditional 

interpretations of the police function. This approach, the "service style", 

emphasizes a greater responsiveness of police to ~~e needs of the communities 

they serve. 

In these communities, the police: " ••• act as if their task were to 

estimate the 'market' for police services and to produce a 'product' that meets 

the dema~d ••• Serious matters .•• are of course taken seriously and thus 'suspicious' 

persons are carefully watched or questioned. But with regard to minor infractions 

of the law, arrests are avoided wnen possible ••. but there will be frequent use of 

in=o~al, nonarrest sanctions M (1968:200-201). 

Wilson's conception of ~he type of department stressing the provision 

of services to its constituency is of a skilled and professionalized agency 

with a fundamental commitment to the needs of citizens and sufficient flexibili~j 

to be able to meet these needs. .~ major concern of this stueyiJaS to examine 

the factors determing the "stype" of a police agency and the form of its 

bureaucracy. Wilson's central thesis, substantiated in ~~is and later studies, 

(see SL~son 1970 and Powell 1977), was that the structure of police bureaucracy 

and the nature of police patrol were influenced in subtle, but important, ,.ays 

by the values and political culture of the cotrmunities they served. These 

influences are considered to operate at ~NO separate levels; the police leadership 

is vie~.;ed as being influenced both directly and indirectly by local values and 
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I 
political realities and translates ~hes~ ?~rce?tions into policies ~hich affect 

basic definitions at policing in the c~iCY. 

I In terms of this analysis, the lJservice style" of policing represen!:;,s 

a logical development in a police forCe de.signed to t::.eet community needs ~.hich . 

I are' consistent with a generally homogenous local culture. ~~ilson does, 

I 
however, cite a number of reasons w~y this style of ?olicing may prove unrealistic 

as a generalized model for the future ceve:opment vf the police function. In 

I 
his latest ~vork, he devotes an entire cha?l:er to o.a.i.o.taining the vie ..... that io. 

many urban areas of America the very notioo. of. 800. identi.fiable commuo.ity 

I struccure has become redundant. He points to the gr~~h of the urban ghetto as 

having created neighborhoods in which peo?le who are of the same ethnic group, 

I but who subscribe to varying social values, are compelled to live side by side. 

Throughout this chapter) IHlson. mak.es oe ?oirLt that, in such neighborhoods, 

the very notion of a viable conmrunity structure has become a meaningless 

abst::::action: "The real price of seg1:"egation, in r::rj opinion, is not that it 
, . 

forces blacks and whites ~part but that: it forces blacks of different class 

I positions together. A bl~l.ck ",'"riter, Orce Coombs, has vividly 'Portrayed the 

despair and terror that has come to be the daily lot of ~~e residents of Harlem, 

I and, no doubt, of many other ghettos. The streets are no longer controlled by 

ei~"'er the respectable residen.ts or by the police, but by the members of an 

I l underclass' who 'viciously prey upon o.e · ... eak, the old~ and the unsuspecting, t , for whom fear is I something palpable tha:: 'H::.lks a:::.ong us every day and. wil.1 not 

leave uS alone. lit Milson 1975: 35). 10. sit'..!ations of this sort, the ability of 

I the poli.ce to orient themselves to~.;ard the "service style" is clearly limited. 

Like many ,rriters, Wilson pays considerable attention. to the built-in: 

I limitations of bureaucratic structure as a factor i~~ibiting the police in the 

perfOt:WAnce of their social roles. Burea~c=atizatioa is described as a cornman 

I solution to the perennial difficulty of controlling discretion. Accountability 

I 
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I 
of the officer to institutional objectives and complex systeos of administrative 

rules is viewed as an attempt to im?ose bureaucratic controls which has had a I 
profound effect on the natu're and philosophy of police operations: liThe 

~~neral drift in police management has been to convert, whp.rever possible, 

matters of order maintenance into matters of la.';v enforcement, to substitute I 
the legalistiC for the ivatchman style, and to tm.1ltiply the rules under which -. 

the patrolman operates. Partly this drift has been a consequence of political If 
reform: reduce corruption by reducing the amount of discretion the officer has 

to seil. Partly it has been to give the appearance of effiCiency and vigor •••• I 
And partly it has been in order to achieve law enforcement obj ectives" (Wilson 

1968:281-2). The principal negative effect of bureaucratization discussed by I 
Wilson is therefore the limitations it places on the abilities of the police I 
to meet the demands of their many and varied social roles. 

THE SERVICE FUNGTION I 
The growing dissatisfaction ivith the traditional model of police ,. I -, 

organization has been reflected in the publication of a number of influential 

theoretical discussions of this subject which offer proposals for reform, as I 
well as critiques of current practices. Most of these lay considerable emphasis 

on the reorganization of agencie~, ivhenever possible, to focus on a stype of I 
policing which is compatible with the "law enforcement" and "order maintenance" 

~lnctions, but which has the provision of services as its primary goal. The I 
more thoughful of these recognize that the contradictions which have ab7ays 

characterized the police role are still with us, and will continue to compound I 
tlv'! "police problem" in the foreseeable future. James Q. ~filson, in his I 
aroinently realistic overview of the problem of crime control, notes that the 

ambiguity in public expectations of the police is not likely to change as a result I 
of the reorganization of departments to increase their emphasis on their service 

functions: "It is easy to misunderstand the problem. I,that is necessary is not I 
I 
I 
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to replace training for police work wi~ training for social work, not to 

separate order-maintenance and law-enforc~ent res?onsibilities, not to 

substitute "human relations skills" for the ability to ~ke an arrest or take 

charge of a situation. The debate over be role of the patrolman has tended-

to obscure: the fact that the patrolman does all of these things most of the 

time---though the law-enforcement, order-=ainteaance, and service-provision 

aspects of his task can be analytically distinguished, concretely they are 

thoroughly intermL~ed. Even in a routine law-enforcement situation (e.g., 

arresting a fleeing purse snatcher), hew the office.r deals with the victim 

and thf' onlookers at the scene is often as important: as how he handles the 

suspect. The victim and onlookers, after all, are potential witnesses who may 

have to testify in court; assuring their cooperation is as necessary as catching' 

the person against whom they will testify. 'The argument about ",-nether "COpSIl 

should be turned into IIsocial workers" is a false one, for it implies that society 

can exercise some meaningful choice over me role the patrolman should play. 

Except at the margin, it cannot; what it can do is atteopt to prepare officers 

for the complex role they now perform. 

The legal code is not irrelevant to performing this role, but neither 

does it al~vays provide an unambighous cue as to the correct course of action. 

And even when it does provide such a cue, the other elements of the situation 

(for example, challenges to the officer1s authority or self-respect) may obscure 

that cue." (1975: 121). 

To this observation must be added ~Hlson' s earlier findings that the 

service function can only be emphasized in t..l-tose cCJ.:i.!;llnities where there is a 

reasonable level of agreement on what ~~ese se~;ices should be and what police 

officers and citizens can reasonably eX?ec': fr~ oa~ a.nother;. It is, of course, 

in those settings in ivhich community st:::'.;.cture is heterogenous, or Hhere it is 

virtually non-existent, as in many of the i~~er-city a.reas, that police agencies 
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will be obliged to function in a more traditional fashion (~Hlson 1968 and. 1975<. 

Goldstein, in his very recent evaluation of .the police function in A:nerica, makes 

a point of recognizing that administrative change cannot in itself bring about 

anything like a significant change in the police role: "That ~ve identify most 
~, 

reforms in police operations 'N'ith the administrator who initiated them is,. 

in itself, significant. It 7:eflects the ~videly held belief that change in the 

police, to the extent it is likaly to occur, is primarily the responsibility 

of the top police administrator. Important as it is to learn how internal 

change has been achieved by police chiefs, the limited impact of reform efforts 

in the past has alerted us to the need for examining the complex process of 

change in much broader terms. It is n~v increasingly clear that lasting change 

requires, in addition to the efforts of the administrator, the synchronized 

efforts of other forces in the agency, in the corr.munity, and in the country as 

a whol~1. 

The rol.e of these forces becomes even more important as ",e concern· 

ourselves with the basic problems such as the need for cl~rifying the police 

function, developing alternati'les to the criminal proce~s, recognizing and 

structuring discretion, and improving systems for ac.hieving901iticalaccounta

bility and for controlling police!conduct. Stimulating. and carrying out . 
fundamental changes in these areas will require that police manage~ent itself 

playa role somewhat different from ,.;hat it has played in the pas t. The support 

of the police unions >-7i11 be critical. And it will be essential th.at initiative 

be t~ken by a combination of forces external to p~lice agencies--especially 

the legislatures; administrators in local, state, ai.1.d federal government; the 

COU1:CS; and the media •.• 

So the process of change is not simple a strat~gy to be followed by 

a police administrator within the confines of his organization, but more broadly 

it r:equires action by a number of major forces in soc.iety of which the police 

themselves are but one, Hho have a vital interest in the police func::ion. Each 
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of these forc~ls has a unique potential for contributing toward resolving the basic 

problems the ?olice now face, and each ~st playa critical role if this crucial 

arm of government is to be reshaped to neet more effectively the needs of our 

times." (1977:308). 

INFLUENCES ON THE POLICE ROLE 

lhe body of data which is at present available sugges ts that the form 

and nature of policing is to a large exteat influenced by factors over which 

police administrators have little control. Banton (1964) and Wilson's dwn work 

emphasize political factors and the iw.po~·~·.<>Jlce of cCt!!IllUnity structures. Reiss 

found situational contingencies to be bportant in detercing the outcomes of 

transactions between police' and citizens (1971). ~onetheless, many of these 

same studies do suggest that organizational factors are significant in influencing 

the nature of the police function. The studies of Wilson (1968), Reiss (1971) 

and Bittner (1970) suggest that debureaucratization and some degree of decentral

ization wtll have a beneficial effect on the quality of police service. 

ALTERJ.'l'ATIVE HODELS OF POLICE ORGA~IZ.A:tION 

An important theoretlcal debate on alteraative models of police 

organization has had a good deal of in::11.1ence on the approaches which have 

b~en taken to the problem. AngeLL's 1971 article includes a succinct account of 

the dysfunctional effects and characteristics of ~ureaucracies in general and 

police bureaucracies in particular. In this, traditional police organizational 

. models are critized for three critical de=iciencies. These include: negative 

effl~cts on police-cottI!!lunity relations brot,tght about by unrealistic polices \.hich 

seek to enforce the law according to strict ad~inistrative criteria, but actually 

succeed only in antagonizing local populations and reducing their o~vn effectiveness; 

low employee morale produced by autocratic canag~ent; and a hierarchical 

structure which distorts vertical cOtmilUnication and represents, at best, the 

attempt of administrators to impose an unrealistic degree of control over , 

subordinates .;.mo may be the lo,\.;es t-ran:~i:1g officers in the organization, but ~vho 

exer t the grea tes t influence over po l:'ce :uno tio:!. 
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Angell's alternative to this is an organization model design~d to 

circumvent the deficiences of th~ classical model, and in particular to ~rina 
.::> 

about flexibility of response, to recognize the exercise of the considerable, 

and legitimate, discretion of patrol officers, and to encourage fruitful 

interaction between the police and their constituency. 

In terms of organization, Angell's model departnent has: " .•• three 

primary sec.tions: (1) Genet"al. Services Sec~ion" (2) Coordination and Information 

Section, and (3) Specialized Services Secd,on. This arrangement would not be __ 

structured in a hierarchical fashion with formal ra~~s and foroal supervisors. 

In order to improve communication and increase the flexibility of the organ-

ization all supervisory positions, as they have been traditionally defined, have 

been abolished. Similarly, military titles and ranks are not used. 

The controls in this system are va~ied, in contrast with the single 

chain of command control required by classic concepts. Al~~ou~~ the control 

responsibi1iti~-ts will be well defined, ;to single section or individual ,yill be 

totally responsible for controlling the entire organization. The control system 

is defined as a system of checks and balances in ,,,hich one section of the organi-

zation has authority in one instance, ~nother section of the organization has 

autho:city in a second instance, ahd the third section in the third. The General 

Services Section would 'consist of teams of generalists decentralized to work 

ina small geographic area. On the other hand, the Coordination and Inforr.:l£.tion 

Section would be centralized and might even include many jurisdictions (e.g., a 

regional or state level). Within the Coordinatio~ ~<d Info~ation Section 

would be ~~ose activities related to the coordination of activities and house

keeping of the organization (e.g.) those activities presently called ad~inistrative 

and staff functions). The Specialized Services Section ~"ould contain those 

specialized activities currently classified as line units (e.g., i~vestigative, 

juvenile, and traffic functions). JJ 1971: 195) . 
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This model has not been exempt z~cm criticisu. One characteristic 

of it which has not been fully supported is its ~hasis on the patrol team 

in isolation fr~m police middle manageme~t. She~n, for example, has criticized 

Angell's model for its continued accepta~ce 0 f medIa !:!.anagers as agents i.;hich 
-"" 

control te~~ activities. In his account of a series of e:<periment~ in which 

sergeants and lieutenants hostile to the t~ polic~g concept were able to 

subvert the objectives of the team, She~a suggests that efforts be made to 

reorganize middle managers as controllers of ~~e fl~ of information and 

allocators of resources in such a way that the act to. suooort, rather t.l-tan 

supervise, team operations (Sherman 1975). Sherca.a's essay is more than a 

critique of a particular organizational ~odel. It succeeds in building on a 

particular organizational construct to refine 0. theoretical model of policing 

which attempts to provide for a continuous and d~c interchange bea.;een the 

internal structure of the organization. and the enviroO!:leat in which it operates. 

TEAM POLICING 

Team policing is, of course, a ~ajor (perhaps the major) development 

in police patrol in recent years. As such, some discussion of its use in depart-

ments throughout the country is included in the follCF ... ing section of this account. 

From a theoretical perspective, t~ere are ~~ortant considerations which act both' 

for and against the likelihood of its future success. On. the 'pro' side of the 

equation, many sources, (such as Angell anc Sher"'e il ), discuss the advantages 

of team policing by analyzing the deficiencies of =o:e traditional forms of 

organization. A case can also be made, ho-,.;ever, by considering the "service" 

style reflected in this concept as a natural police activity. There is substantial 

data to suggest that ~~e provision of serlices of one kind or another, and which 

are releated to neither the "law' enforce=.ent" nor ~1;.e lIpeace-keeping" role, 

constitute the bulk of police work. This aoser,atian was made in \~yte's 

classic study of social life in an Italiao. sl1.!i:l. of 30ston (1943) and has 'been 
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supported in the literature ever since. This point is supported in tha ,{ork of 

Lohman and Misner (1967), Pfiffner (1967) and Papinsky (1975). Banton, in 

further substantiating the point, notes the apparent disfavor Hith ,.;hich officers 

apparently regard such functions (1964). The variety and importance of these

services is discussed at some length in Cumming, Cumming and Edell (1965). 

From this data, one can suggest that recognicion of the service function as an 

integral elemen.t of policing seems to reflect the::Jresent realities of the 

police role. 

The major objection to the concept which has been raised so far is that 

of i~ilson who, as noted earlier, suggests that the service model is one which 

can only be applied in certain kinds of communities. This reserlation does not, 

of course, mean that team policing is not a worthwhile and productive concept. 

It sL~ply suggests that it is one which can only be applied in selected 

situations and can in no way be regarded as a universal panacea for resolution 

of t.he IIpolice problemll
• 

A m{lre substantive criticism of the present emphasiS on the service 

activities of the police is presented by Silver. After quoting discussion in 

the report of a recent federal goverrnnent commission suggesting the possibility 

that the police be part of a bro~d social service team with responsibilities for 

identifying and screening disturbed and anti-social behavior, this author notes 

some of the less attractive aspects of broadening the legal powers of the police. 

Referring to the model suggested in this report, he obsf!rves: lIThis is a 

frightening description of a 'Brave New World' ruled by professional w~nderkinder 

pulling I antisocial' or 'disturbed' people off the street 'fl'ith, ,·n: can only hope, 

some kind of warrant" (Silver 1968: 940). 

However, team policing seems to be the most appropriate model yet 

suggested which r-.ombines the administrative reform and decentralization 

recommended by so many sou.rces i.J'ithout going to the extreme step of requiring 
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community con~rol of the police. Peter~. ~nning, an eloquent and hi~~ly 

critical observer of the police, suggested a m'rloer of years ago that: "Three 

interrelated organizational changes must ba made to insure that police attend 

to the job of maintaining public order. One is to reorganize police departmQnts 

along functional lines aimed at peace-keeping rather than law enforcement; the 

second is to allocate rewards for keeping the peace rather than for enforcing 

the law; the third is to decentralize police functions to reflect cOIllII!tmity 

control ,dthout the diffusion cf responsibility a!.nd accountability to a central 

headquarters" (1971:191). 

The team policing model appea~s to fulfill the first two of these 

-4 

requirements.. As a form. of police organization t.-nj,ch is community-JgsM, rather 

than community-controlLed" it seems to cocbine the advantages of allowing for 

community participation without running the risk of subjecting poUce organi

zations to direct involvement in the political process 0vilson 1975). 

In this section, an effort has been made to review those theoretical 

developments and studies which seem, n~~ and in the immediate future, likely to 

influence notions of what social roles the police are obliged to assume, and haw 

these roles are likely to be fulfilled uost productively. Recent trends in 

police practices, which are to a ~arge extent direct consequences of these 

theoretical approaches, are considered in the foll~~ing section of this account. 
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CHAP'I$ .. P.. 2 

PRESENT CONCE~~S ~ POLICI~G 

A recent overview of the contributions of sociologists between 1950 

and 1973 to our understanding of the police function suggests that, since th~ 

mid-1960s, the findings of such research have had an impact on police policies 

and sodal reform (Sherman 1974). The principal conce.rns of police admin

istrators" and their critics, at different points over the last few yeaJ:'s 

are s·.J.JllIlla.rl.zed as follows: "From 1950-1960 the foed concern was inefficiency; 

from 196()-65 corruption; 1965-70 racial discrioication; and from 1970 on 

organizational change and, again, corrop tion'! (1974: 260). 

FINDINGS OF FEDE~~L CO~~SSIONS 

mese concerns have been reflected in the positions taken by the 

various federal cmmniss ions THhi-ch inves tigated various a.spe~!ts of the criminal 

justice syscem ove~ the last ten years, (the Katzenbach Commission of 1967, 

the Kerner Commissi,on of 1968, the National Commission on the Causes and 

Prevention of Violence of 1969, the National Commission on Obsceni.ti' and' 

Pornography of 1970, the Scranton Commission of 1970 and the Sthafer Commission 

of 1972). 

The conclusions and fiqdings of ~he most recent: commission, the 

National Advisory Commission on C!:itxtio.al Justice Standards ad.d Goals (instituted 

in 1971) indicate conCElrns regarded as pressing and immediate in American 

policing today. Considerations given particular emphasis in Police, a 1973 

report of the Commissioll, ~.ncluded the nature and objectives of the police 

function, the managemenl':, plano.ing ao.d budgeting of police operations and the 

selection and training c,f police persoo.nel. The approaches taken in this report 

are particularly signiHcant as the membership of the Task Force which prepared 

it was to a large extent: made up of in-service police managers. !his represented 

a substantial departure from the practices of previous c~missioo.s) whose task 

forces ~.;ere largely o:lana,ed by social scientis ts and high-level police admin-

is traters. The close involvement of ?oli.ce middle man.:aget:1.ent in the 
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preparation of this repor,t suggests t.~at its contents are a clear indication 

of the present interests and problems wnich characterize American policing. I 
Discussions of the police function are strongly geared toward the 

organization of police agencies to meet the service function: "In less than - -
I 

10 years, the nature of debate in the police service has changed. The I 
question no longer is, 'should we be involved in nonenforcement programs?' 

Now the question is, 'How should we be involved in them?'" (1973:11). I 
An important Chapter is devoted to a discussion of team policing 

as the major way in ymich the service function can be translated into a I 
strategy for police patrol. Although the application of some version of the 

...... 

I, 
team policing concept is clearly recommended in this report, ~~e idea is 

regarded in this report as sti1l being in its experimental stages. Agencies -I 
are advised to undertake extensive research into the desirability of intro-

dueing the system into their jurisdictions before committing themselves to I 
it on a large scale. However, the report does consider team policing an 

I -

important innovation, not just in terms of the growing service role of the I 
police, but also as a means of increasing the efficiency of criminal invest{':' I 
gation crime prevention and p~tro1 operations. 

TEAM EOLICING I 
Very recent publications d~aling with this subject tend to give 

thQ, Commission's view a somewhat conservative slant. In the 3 or 4 years since I 
the Commission's find~ngs were published, ~~erican law enforcement ageacies have I 
eJ~pa.l'."imented quite extensively with the team policing concept. The most com-

)?'!;,;:hansive evaluation of team policing in this country was undertaken by I 
Sh~rman, Milton and Kelley and published in 1973. In this, applications of 

th~ concept in city agencies of varying size and population charact;ristics I 
WGre examined in an attempt to determine common variables affecting the 

relative success of this form of policing. A number of such variables were I 
, 
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found to be closely related to the success of the experiment. These included 

geographic stability of the team, level of interaction between team members and 

the extent to which lines of communication were developed between the team and 

the community. In addition, a number of organizational variables were found 

to exert a significant effect on the efficiency of the team. Organizational 

supports, represented by assignment of investigative responsibility to the 

team, allowing a considerable degree of policy-ma!·<:ing at team lavel, and the 

development of unified supervision and unified delivery of services, were 

found to have a cons;.derable "influence on the success of the project (1973). 

The Sherman report TNaS the first publication to demdnstrate, fairly 

conclUSively, that the team policing concept was, if instituted under the right 

circumstances, a viable proposition. 

Seven detailed case-studies of how the principle has been applied 

in urban police agencies (Dayton, Detroit, New York, City, Syracuse, Holyoke, 

Los Angeles and Richmond) are included and in eaCh account a good deal of 

attention is paid to the local conditions which affected the succe,ss of the 

experiment. As the authors are careful to point out, team policing appears to 

have defined in slightly different ways in eaCh agency in which it has been 

introduced. However, ", •• a.ll of the team policing programs studied for this 
1 

book--except Richmond--attempted to implement three basic opeJ;:'ational elemec.ts 

which differ from conventional patrol concepts. These three elements a~e: 

geographic stability of patrol, ~~~ interaction among team members, and 

maximum communication among team members and the community" (Sherman, Hilton 

and Kelly 1973~3). 

Conclusions reached on the success of team policing in each of the 

situations studied .l.ndicate that the most: successful applications of the concept 

shared four common organizational features: uni~J of supervision, fla~ibility 

in policy-making at the lower levels of the hierarchy, unified deliver! of 
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services and integration of patrol and investigative responsibilities. 

By no means all b~e experiments described in this account can be 

considered as even qualified successes. Tnis report is, ho~ever, of con-

siderable importance not only in evaluating and documenting the potential 

value of this form of patrol organization, but ~lso in its discussion of 

the primary organizational obstacles ,.hieh tend to subvert the objectives 

of team policing in many instances. 

The . lessons learned.. in tMs influen,tial study seeI!l to have been. 

well-taken; (see, for example, Fut".khouser 1976). Experimentation with the 

concept since 1973 seems to have produced results which are generally satis

factory. An evaluation of Cincinnati's Community Sector Team Policing 

Program (COMSEC), begun in 1973 in one district of the city, suggests that 

team policing has a beneficial influence on crime control, on levels of 

citizen support for the police and on the job satisfaction and attitudes of 

the officers involved (Schwartz et al. 1975). 

A ,significant feature of this report is the reaction of officers 

to the demands of greater responsibility and decision making, These suggest 

team policing, or some version of it, to be a proven way of adopting police 

ag~ncies to meet their service role. 

Host recently, considerable attent'ion has been paid to the assign-

ment of investigative responsibilities to integrate te~s of pat=ol officers 

and detectives. This attention is undoubtedly due to an increasing level of 

concern felt about the varying productivity of det:ective units, as well as 

to a belief in the fundamental soundness of the team policing concept. In the 

Sherman report itself, involvement of the team in criminal investigation is 

vie~ved as a logical consequence of the position of patrol units as the focal 

point of police operations. }!embers of the team. are usually the first to 

reach the crime scene and can therefore reasonably be assigned responsibility 
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for intensive, as well as preliminary, investigation. Inclusion of detectives, 

as ei~~er specialist or generalist maabers of the team, has been a popular 

development. Those recommending detective participation in team policing include 

Pepinsky (1975), Polls (1976) and Brown (1979)' A report on the app1icatio~· 

of policies of this type in Rochester, N.Y. suggests that the use of 

detectives on patrol teams is likely to have a beneficial effect on the 

productivity of the investigative process (Bloc~ and Bell 1976). Brand and 

Koroloff describe a Similar experiment, in Oregon, in terms of similarly -
beneficial results (1976). ~-7.A_? Wilh::.er,wnose essential concern has been to 

examine in£onnation f.1OT." within law enforcement agencies, conclt.:.des in one 

study that "unit beat policing") a British variant of the concept, is the form 

of patrol best designed to maximize the ~ount of meaningful information 

available to the investigator (1968). The tenor of all these reports suggests 

team policing to be an efficient strategy for handling current police obli-

gations, as well as an important one for future interpretations of the police 

role. 

POLICE - SOCL.u. WOR-X: TE:.o\..\! HODEL 

A further example of the current interest in the service 

aspect of policing is provided by police acceptance of non-traditional functions 

and the tet"'.dency of some departments to apPly the "police-social TNork team oodel" 

in many aspects of policing. The basic proposi.tion underlYing this model is 

acceptance of the fact that there are strong si.!:J.j.larities in the day-to-day 

work and objectives of social workers and police officers. Although 

difficulties are often experienced in rout'Lne eacoucters between members of 

these two occupational groups, these are largely attributable to the inability 

of both sides to recognize their mutual objectives and social roles (Judge 1976, 

Hinton 1976 and Richards 1976). 

Advocates of this team model of cooper;:!.tion bet';.;een these t:\.;o groups 

suggest that ~~e advantages of such coo?eration lie i~ providing an avenue 
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through ivhich counseling, refe't''t'al, and other services usually associa.ted Hith 

the cor't'ectional function, can be made available to offende't's by law enfo't'ce-

ment agencies'; Seve't'al reasons are usually cited for the desirability of 

providing this type of service in law enforcement agencies: "A cooperative 
-' 

team relationship bet".·i'een the two disciplines can be more eas ily created when 

the police make social services available within the police department itself. 

This can eliminate communication gaps be~veen social workers and police and 

~~us help expand protection and service to the community. Such a relationship 

can have a positive effect on the image of both law enforeement and social 

work, as the community sees a new and vital function being carried out and 

thus develops an inc't'eased appreciation of the police department and the social 

~vorkers within it. 

The client can obtain important benefits by having immediate social 

services available in the police department. At the time of initial police 

contact, the offender may b~mo't'e emotionally accessible than he will be 

later since he is in trouble and may \velcome Some hel'? Hhen a helping 

relationship is established at this time, the offender and his family have a 

stronger desire to continue this 't'elationship than if the referral process has 

necessitated a break in continuity of service. 
, 

The client is more likely to benefit from counseling befo't'e he 

becomes a repeater and becomes more deeply involved in the criminal justice 

system. A study of federal p't'isoners who were released in 1956 indicates that 
, 

the younger the prisoner when first &rrested~ the more likely he is to return 

to prison ••• 

It is with young people that efforts to~,ard preVention are Clost 

needed and most likely to be effective. The handiest place and eadiest . , 

opportunity to provide such services are within the police setting ~7hen the 

offender first comes to the attention of the la"N enforcement officer" (Hichaels 

and Treger 1975:317-18). 
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Communities which have experimented ~.ith this concept incLude 1:';';0· 

in Illinois, Wheaton and Niles, which introduced police-social work':r teams 

in the early 1970s. Reports suggest that these teams have been particularly 

successful in dealing with juveniles and in working toward two goals, rehab:i:-1-" 

itation and crisis intervention, not traditionally associated with the police 
.. 

function (Michaels and Treger 1975, and Treger, Thomson and Jaeck 1974). 

This experiment can be used as an important iUus trative example of the ~.ays 

in which police agencies are con:d.ng to accept the importance of their service_ 

functions. 

COMMUNITY' PROFI1.ING 

An important application of the concept that orientation toward the 

service style is the most desirable approach to police patrol, and that some 

version of the team policing form of organization is most likely to enable 

this style to be developed in an agency, is represented by the Community Profile 

Experiment, recently cond~cted by th~ San Diego Police Department; (Boydstun 

and Sherry:. 1975) • In this experiment, a group of patrol officers, and their 

supervisors, were first subjected to a period of intensive training, intended 

to develop particular patrol skills, and then assigned to selected patrol areas 

for a 10-month period. The are~,or 'beats', selected " ••• were to reflect a 

high incidence of crime, high service call demand, significant minority-group 

population, and other related factors" (1975:17). In the final phase of the 

e~:p2&'i"'ilent, an attempt was made to evaluate the achievements of the training 

p1:'og.\:'am in increas ing the ability of the officers involved to cope with the 

dl;m'lrtds of their service role. 

The objectives of the expe4iment, and the training program designed 

to a.lter the practices of the officers involved ~vere: "To improve police patrol 

?ractice by requiring each profile officer to (1) systematically learn his beat, 

(2) i4entify and document the full range of beat problems, and (3) develop 

patrol strategies to solve these probleos at his level" (1975: 71). 
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The most important distinguishing feature of this experiment lay in its 

application of communitv profiling as the principal tactic through ~.;hich the beat 

officer was encouraged to develop and refine his knowledge of his immediate 

community's characteristics and needs. In their discussion of the application of 

community profiling as an information-gathering technique, the authors of this 

report go to some lengths to describe profiling as a responsibility of both the 

individual officer and the organizational structure ,.ithin which he ruo.ction.ed: 

lICommunity profiling requires a disciplined and methodical approach to 

beat knowledge. For this purpose, profile officers received instruction in a 

variety of methods of community analysis. As a method, profiling work involves 

systelnatic procedures of daily patrol planning, field observation, data collection, 

and problem analysis. The over-growing product of this activity constitutes an 

officer's personal community profile, and should provide h:iJ::t with a reasoned basis 

on ,qhich to develop responsive and innovative pat~ol goals and strategies in 

policing his area of responsibility. Routine random patrol and conmon sense 

appraisals of beat conditions frequ~ntly reflect a lack of accurate documentation 

and research into the scope and sdt'.l::ces of police and 'C.ommt.lCtl.ty problems. 

Accordingly, in stressing the unportance of method the CPDP sought to impart to 

profile officers an attitude of study tov;ard t,.~eir everyday pat'I!ol work. 

CPDP officers r met:..~odical work in developing profiles of their beats ~vas 

intended to yield increasingly improved levels of beat knowledge. SUch kn~vledge , 

entailed an awareness of community st1:Ucture (demography, socioeconomic conditions, 

institutions, agencies, groups, community leaders, and the like) as well as 

an analysis of beat patterns and trends of criminal, noncriminal, traffic, and 

police-community problems. To assist the o'fficers in this process, the C"PDE' 

staff provided them with census statistics for each beat, monthly summaries of 
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specific types of reported crimes per beat, and a comprehensive and cross

referenced directory of lecal social service agencies to ·inform them of 

available referral possibilities. A Resource Center containing a variety 

of other information sources was also established for their use. Further, 

profile officers were assigned to the sace beat throughout the project, and 

~ere equipped with handi-talkies to free them for profile activities \vhile 

allowing for their €.mergency availability. The officers maintained regular 

journals of their work; submitted a series of major profile reports wich 

ranged from ecological studies of their beats to comprehensive analyses of 

beat problems; and kept these and other pertinent beat profile information 

in specially designed binders which had been distributed to them at the out-

set of the training program. But in developing beat knowledge, the CPDP 

emphasized not the collection of community data per se but the process to be 

undertaken by the patrol offiter, premised on a high degree of beat accounta

bility and community involvement. II (1975: 71-3). 

Beat accountability, like community involvement, was considered in 

the eXperiment to be a natural and logical consequence of this particular 

attempt to develop a police agency to meet its service responsibilities: 

"Beat accoun!:ability and community involvement are integral 
• 

diwensions of the community profiling process. Beat accountability refers 

b2.::Jical1y to a patrol officer's continuing development of a personal sense 

oS: cospotlsibilit.y for the people and problems of his beat. It is manifested 

by an officer's actual responsiveness to beat condit.ions, and by his increasing 

~J:nUngness to get involved in the community and help people solve such 

p~ublems as pertain to the police service function. If it is to be at all 

meaningful, moreover, such community involVement rll'.lst be based on the officer! s 

kn~ledge and competence to solve beat prclblems at his level. Conmrun1.ty 

:i..n,volvement, in this sense, entails a de~t,nding process of police-community 
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interaction ot'iente.d to i?rob!.~$.;)l'Jing, ::athet:' tlv.l.n a.n image-selling program. 

of " ptlblic relations." Furt..:."-l:::::" a patr~ office::' () thorough familiarization 

\ .. ith the people and probleMs .;):: ::'is bea~ ~elps to a70id those types of 

hasty police action which C~ ~~voke se=~ous pclice-co~nity confrontations, . -
and spell the difference b::t:" ... ~-=. a safe~ ;ffecti\"e response, and a dangerous, 

ineffective one. By defi:ri.t:::..~,.. an inc::-=ase in ?o1.ice"'coltltlll.lOity cooperation 

brings a correspoo~ing dec=~se ~ poli~-communit7 polarization. From the 

point of view of the CPO?" t:::.~" beat a.:-:ountabili~, cOimtUnity itlVolvement, 

and beat knowledge are j 0S=~"'''''' e elem=::.ts of i;;' r<;:asonecl patrol practice 

which necessarily £100; .. f::om .~== .:1Ulother.'t (1975: 73) • 

The training ?~:_~ :sed to ~till ~~e skills required in the 

community profile approa'::::::' .::::--ms::..sted of .;, 60-hour ?eriod of intensive instruc-

tion, followed by a ser:';;::s ::-=: ~:::,kshops :::'eld at intervals throughout the 

duration of the project. =,::,:::::::.ese se\)s:'::lns, con$i.d.erable attc;ntion was paid, 

naturally enough, to pr:: ':::;s:.. ~=chniq\~~:$ used ~y officers from r.:he ranks 

and insupervisory posit:::...::::c= ::::.::l .::.:avelop :-::'ofiles ; .. hich .,rere both satisfactory 

and accurate. One inta=-.:;::;:· - -.:: ~aract~istic o~ ::"'-le entire program '\Vas, 

however, the considera~:= - _,i->s:sis plac:.d on th:=oratical probl$llls ra.ised by 

consideration of the pc=-=-==. =:::'e in so~ety. Fro::t the s~ry of the 

curriculum used in the ~-'-=.",.., ::::rainins: session, it is clear that an unusually 

high proportion of tra.;"--=.= :::::'=le ~va.s ~cupied ~.i::.f.t th€:oretical considerations 

rarely brought up in p::-=~ ::.:=.tended :'.Jr ofE . ..:::ers of t.:"e patroL~.an rank.. 
• 

(For example, the thirc: ~-:- ~ ::he eiS::: day tt"ai:!.ing session was designed: 

"'Io provide a historic:-==- ;":- ",::-,==tive o~ the da .... ·el':l?ment ~f the police as a 

social institution, to "-~--=-.::: =he fun::ion o~ ths police in our times, and 

to exa~ine the L~p1ica------ ~e CPD~ to ?olice practice on the oasis of 

the pra.ctical experienc:::::: 

~ "I .'. 



Such a theoretical approach in training ~.;as a basic characteris tic 

of the Community Profile "'-!velopment Project and ~vas specifically intended to 

encourage officers to develop a view of the police function which incorporated 

broad social considerations; 

"The relation of theory and practice was at the heart of the CPDP 

training phase. The function of pattrol theory is to provide a clear 

orientation to patrol practice, to illuminate the larger context in which 

police work is done. Despite the assumption that 'theory' is somehow 

irrelevant to practic.l1. police training~ project officers genera.lly found 

the discussion of theoretical principles to be highly relevant cnd of 

considerable practical value" (p. 74). 

Attempts by the project staff to evaluate the impact of the 

~~eriment concentrated on attitudinal and behavioral changes in the officers 

involved. Because of the limited scope and duration of ~~e experiment, no 

attempts ~vere made to evaluate the project in terms of its impac.t in crime 

prevention. It was, however, felt that in the long term such effects would 

be si~nificant. Changes which were observed indicated a greater degree of 

police involvement with the local community, a greater sense of officer 

responsibility, and a greater a~reness of the characteristics of the 

community served on each beat. 

As a result of ~~ese findings, a number of recommendations were 

w~d~. These recommendations, which have important consequences for both 

pol1c~ training and patrol organizatio~, included the following: 

"That an in-service training program be established at all levels 

vS: t:he department to provide for an integrated organizational reorientation 

t~ police patrol based on co~nity profiling principles. 

That the academy curriculu~ and the academy instructor selection 

pr'ocess be revised to ensure for an integrated approach to recruit officer 
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educat~on in comrr.unity ?rofili~g theo~l ~nd metnod. and for a consistent 

relationship be~~een academy instruction and field training. 

That the proposed CPDP system of officer ?erformance evaluation be 

refined and fully implerrcented on a depart:ment ... ~.;ic.e basis. 

That communication and info~tion syste=s be improved to provide 

organizational support to the community profile ap?t"oacb. to pa.trol work. 

That Patrol Bureau goals and objectives be clarified aild specified~ 

and that the Patrol Bureau es tablish role guidalbes and expectations for 

all patrol personnel. 

That patrol officers be assigned beats on an ~~tended baSiS, and 

that beat tenure be decided on considerations of officer co~petence, 

commitment, and accountability to the community. 

That all on-duty patrol officers be equipped with handi-talkies, 

and that officer training be provided on the effective use of this 

equipTO.e:lt. 

That the formulation of patrol policies consistently reflect ao.d 

procedurally support this orientatioo. to a fully reasoned patrol practice 

based on beat accountability." (1975: 77). 

~~ny other new patrol ~oo.cepts, all of ~nich place hea~J emphasis 

on a police commienent to the service function and ~ost of wnich employ some 

variatioo. of the team policing for.n of organization, have beea introduced 

in depar~ents allover the country in the last few years. 3rief descriptioo.s 

of sooe fifteen programs of this type are included ia \fo.isenand and Ferguson 

(1973: 183-7). These programs are discussed in five groups: those ~vh.ich apply 

some version of team poliCing, those .;.;hich al1o~., for sone citizen particip

ation in police decision-~king, those intended 5~ecifica11y for crime 

prevention and reduction, ~~ose designed to increase effectiveo.ess of police 

personnel and those ~,nich Jmphasize the i::lportanca of ?rofessional career 

paths Hithin a police organizati'Jn. 
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EVALUATION OF POLICE PATROL 

Of all the factors which continue to influence the concern of police 

departments for demonstrating efficiency, productivity and effective management, 

two warrant particular attention. The first of these is represented by the_· 

doubts rai~ed of late about the ability of traditional police operations 

to control crime and the second reflects the growing costs of maintaing law 

enforcement agencie~ in an age of eroding t~~-bases and other fiscal 

difficulties of local governments. 

Patrol operations have always been though of as the primary thrust 

of police activities. Their significance is emphasized in virtually every 

major study dealing with the police ful" . .:tion. For example, Police,a report 

of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 

states: "There is no more ~portant police function than the day to day job 

of the patrol officer. The success of the police agency depends on it and 

every effort should be made to attract and retain highly qualified patrolmen" 

(1973:196). Patrol is the most traditional of police operations and 

departments have established reputations on the effectiveness of their patrol 

policies as techniques of crime control. Moreover, citizen demands for 

better police protection have be~n invariably expressed as a desire to see 

an ir·~rease in patrol activities; this desire being especially apparent among 

minority groups with w~om the police have greatest dealings. (studies quoted 

by Wilson 1975). 

It is not therefore surprising that over the years a number of 

efforts have been made to evaluate the significance of police patrol in the 

control and prevention of crime. An early attempt at such evaluation was 

made by the Ne~v York City Police Department in 1954 in the course of its 

"Operation 25". In this experiment, one precinct of the city, located in a 

high crime area and previously undermanned, ~vas saturated ~vith additional , 
personnel. Host of these a.dditiona1 officers ,,,ere assigned to patrol functions; 
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primarily to foot patrol. Over the four months in i.;hich the experiment 

~vas in operation, crime rates, particularly those involving rnuggings and 

other 'street ·crimes I, fell. dramatically and this trend was attributed to 

the additional manpower (New' York City Police Department 1955). The 

apparent success of this T,olidely-publicized experi~ent ~.as used, ~.,ith 

considerable success, by the police bureaucracy of this city to obtain 

additional manpower for the d~lpartment. The fact that crime rates have .!l2! 

fallen during the years when the number of police personnel in New York 

increased substantially does nolt, of course, serve to invalidate the 

principle whi~h was allegedly dlamons trated in ItOperation 2511
: Cr:.!.me rates 

can vary Qver time for numerous reasons unrelated to the level of police 

performance. 

Two later studies do, indeed, provide some measure of support for 

the principle suggested in the 1954 experiment. In 1966 the Rand Institute 

repeated the experiment in a different precinct, this time using ~.o additional 

precincts as control groups. The results obtained tended to substantiate the 
• 

theory that increased patrol operations result in lower crime rates (Press 1971). 

One of the most extensive experiments of its type yet undertaken wa.s 

carried out to exa.mine crime rat:es in the Ne'N York sub~.ay system over an 

eight-year period. Although crj~e rates as a wholerose dramatically in this 

period, in spite of the hiring ()f a large number of additional officers, 

some successes were achieved. 'rhe assignment of extra officers to the evening 

shift brought about a considera'ble, and apparently permanent, drop in crimes 

kn~n to ha'-1 been committed at this time of the day (Chaiken, Lawless and 

Stevenson 1974). It is, however, difficult to compare these results with those 

obtained in more traditional settings. Subway trains and stations represent 

a unique milieu ,.hich poses its o,va peculiar proble!Js of crbe control (ioTilson 

1975). 
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A comparable series of experiments in four Bri=ish cities in 1965, 

however, sugge:sted quite a different conclusion: The crime rate fell 

substantially-when an officer was assigned on foot patrol to an area hitherto 

unpatrolled, but further decreases in the crime rate could not be produced 

by saturating the area with a large number of additional patrol officers. 

In other words, no direct relationship between the crime rate and the intensity 

of foot patrol could be observed as the crime reduction caused by the presence 

of one officer coulo only be bettered by assigning an additional two or three 

officers to the same beat (Rome Office 1969). 

Although all these studies undoubtedly suggest that the intensity 

of patrol is an important variable in the crime rate, they ca~~ot be said 

to constitute a satisfactory solution to the question of just how important 

a variable it might be. Each of the studies has been critized for its failure 

to take account of local influences and the statistics used to measure crime 

rates themselves have been critized, like many official statistics, for 

reflecting reoorted rates only. The princiPal limitation of each of them,with 

th~ exception of the subway study, is that each experiment was undertaken for 

only a very short period of time. The possibility remains in each case ~~at 

reductions in crime rates were t~mporary phenomena and that increased patrol 

wAy have only brought about displacement of cr~e to neighboring precincts. 

Detailed summaries and criticisms of ~~ese studies are included in 

Wilson (1975:90-7). Although the results produced did not clearly point to a 

way of evaluating precisely how effective patrol operations are in reducing 

crime, none indicates that the importance of police patrol for this pUr?0se 

is anything less than considerable. 

More recently, a" much better designed series of experiments intended 

to test this principle have been carried out in Kansas City, Mo., and the 

results, first published in the early 1970s, (see Kelling et al. 1974), have 
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aroused a volume of debate ~·;hich is cons ider-able and ongoi rg. Js.mes Q. i.Tilson 

is quoted at some length below as a concise sumca~' of the s~~dy, and its 

findings, upon ,.hich it is difficult to improve: 

"Fravention patrol, for long the fundamental assumption of police _~ 

deployment, means having officers ~.;alk or drive through their beats ,.henever 

they are not answering a specific call for service or assistance. By their 

cont.:inuous, movL"lg presence, so the theory goes, crime ,Yill be p:~evented 

because would-be criminals will be aware of and deterred by the police presence. 

Furthermore, this patroUing may enable t..~e officer to witness a crime in 

progress or to discover and stop fugitives, suspicious persons, and stolen 

cars. 

Officers in Kansas City designed an eX?eriment to test these 

assumptions. In the southern part of the city, fifteen police beats were 

sorted into five groups of three matched beats each. Each group ,vas made 

up of beats that were as similar as possible in population characteristics 

(income, ethnicity, transiency, and so o~), reported crime levels, and calls 

for police services. Within each group, three different patrol strategies 

were used for a . one-year period. One beat (chosen at random.) was patrolled 

in the customary fashion by a sihgle patrol car that cruised the streets ,.men

ever it was not answering ca.lls. T'nese ',yere the IIcontrol" beats. A second 

beat in each group had a greatly increased level of preventive patrol---cars 

were visible cruising these streets two to three times more frequently than 

in the control areas. This strategy was called "proactive patrol." In the 

third beat in each group, preventive patrol was elL~inated altogether---a 

police car \vould enter the area only in answer to a specific request ror service. 

When that run was completed, the car .... iould either return to the periphery of 

the beat or cruise streets outside it. This ,vas called "reactive patrol. II 

Before and after the experiment, individuals and businessmen i.;ere intervie<..;ed 
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I 
to le.arn whether they had. been the victi!!lS of crime, ~Yhat they thought of the I 
quality of p~lice service, and to what extent they were fearr~l of crime. 

The results analyzied by George L. Kelling and others were startling. II 
After a year, no substantial differences among the three areas were observed 

in criminal activity, amount of reported crime) rate of victimization as 

revealed in the follow-up survey, level of citizen fear, or degree of citizen 

satisfaction with the police. For all practical purposes, the changes in 

the level of preventive patrol made no difference at all. 

For reasens that are still hard to understand, citizen respect for 

the police increased somewnat in the control beats, where nothing was changed,· 

and did not increase at all (indeed, declined slightly) on the proactive beats, 

wnere more police became available. And strangest of all, perhaps, the citizen 

living on the proactive beats felt more apprehensive than those living on 

others about the likelihood of being robbed or raped" (195: 98-9). 

}~ny wLiters have challenged the validity of attempts to apply the 

conclusivns reached in this study. One series of criticisms suggested by Richard 

c. Larson, among others, postulates that patrol visibilities in the 'reactive' 

areas ~ ... ere actually quite high ~nd may have had a Significant impact in 

deterring crime. Larson also suggests that the Kansas City experience ~ .. as not 

really a typical one in that patrol intensities in this city are no~lly well 

below those in other urban areas (1975). !ytell attempts to downgrade t..~e 

value of the study in more down-to-earth te~ by st!ggesting that, regardless 

of t:.~e outcome of the debate, patrol- will always be an important aspect of 

policing simply because citizens want it and are reassured by it (1975). 

Although some of these criticisms have been refu·ted by some of t..~e authors 

of the original study, (see Pate, Kelling and BrmYn 1975), the officia.l position 

now taken by the International Association of Chiefs of Police is t:.~at the 
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study does not address a generalized patrol situation and its ~esults c~nnot 

legitimately be applied without modification to oth;~ jurisdictions (I.A.C.P.1975). 

Additional controversies in this debate are reviewed in Rurni (1976). 

General agreement would, however, be given to the follo~ving comment on the 

limitiations of the study's findings: 

liThe experiment does ~ show that the police ;nake no difference 

and it does ~ show that the police ~Ake no difference and it does ~ show 

that adding more pot ice is useless in preventing crime. All it shows is 

that changes in the amount of random preventive patrol in marked cars does ~, 

by itself, seem to affect, over one year's time in ~nsas City, how much crime 

occurs or how safe citizens feel" (Wilson 1975: 99). 

From the point of view of this account the Kansas City study, and 

the debate surrounding it, will have the probable effect of encouraging 

police administrators throughout the country to pay increased attention to 

the adequacy and cost-effectiveness of their cri~e prevention operations • 

• 
BUDGETING E{PENDITURES ~~D PRODUCTIVITY 

Considerable attention is paid to fiscal wanagement, budgeting and 

productivity in the 1973 report :entitled Police. This attention can be ascribed 

to an ongoing concern, on the part of police administrators, local officials 
r 

and citizens alike, with the costs and effectiveness of police service and 

with shrinkages in the tax bases on ~.hich financial support for public agencies 

in large urban areas is based. Traditional conceptions of the larger police 

agencies as those vmich are both most efficient and cost-ef£e~tive are quickly 

being eroded (Ostrom 1973). A recent study by Ostrom and S~ith (1975), for 

example, examined the performance levels of a variety of depart~ents in the 

St. Louis metropolitan area, and concluded that the per ca?ita costs of the , 
very smalles t agencies were in fact 10~-1er than ei.ther mediU::J.-sized or large 
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agencies. A comparative study of large departments in eighty SMSAs located 

throughout the country find variations in per capita costs according to both 

the size and the geographical location of agencies. The largest agencies 

examined, those serving populations of between 250,000 and 500,000, were 

found to have the highest personnel expenditures, per officer. The lowest 

such expenditures were found in those agencies serving the n~xt largest group, 

125,000 to 250,000 population. Tremendous variations in this figure were 

found between regions, with those in the South-Southwest and Mountain-West 

areas spending almost twice as much pe~ officer as those in other regions 

(Ostrom, Parks and Hhitaker 1975). 

A recent study by Odini report~ a survey of ~~enditure and 

employment trends in the police forces of large cities o'/er a fifteen-year 

span; (1959-1973). In this study, undertaken by a research group from the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a number of long-trends were apparent. 

As in o~~er studies, the relatively high costs of the very largest agencies 

were noted, although it was observed that the rates of growth of expenditures 

were fairly standard for all departments. Similarly, although growth rates 

for police salaries and other expenditures rose considerably over this period, 

these rates were comparable wi~ similar rates in other public agencies. A 

less fortunate trend observed in the study was the great increase in rate of 

growth of police protection costs generally. These were considered to have 

grown at a rate Which greatly exceeded that of operating costs in most other 

public, or private, agencies. Uncertainty as to the continuation of this 

trend is suggested because of recent financing difficulties experienced by 

local governments at all levels (Odoni 1975). 

The studies cited above are, among many others, in part responsible 

for the greater attention which police agencies will pay to cost factors, now 
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and in the immediate future. There has been w'idespread dissatisfaction ~.,.,ith 

the methods traditionally used by police departments ~o evaluate this 

productivity: Cost: of police service per head of po~qj1ation served has been 

regarded as unsatisfactory because of the failure of ~~is method to take 

account of the quality of services provided. Use of clearance ra.tes, arrost 

rates and levels of reported crime have been criticized because of their 

subjectivity and vulnerability to distortion (Police 1973 and Auerican Bar 

Association 1973). 

Experimentation i.ith a number of innovative measureme.:!.ts of 

productivity have been suggested. The Urban Institute, in its 1972 study, 

pointed to the difficulties of measuring police outpouts and :toted that 

meaningful assessment of police outputs should take account of social benefits 

and client satisfaction with the level of services provided. Accordingly, 

this report, as well as a number of other sources, have recommended extensive 

use of citizen surveys as means of measuring ho~. citiZens evaluate the level 

of police service and of assessing true rates of criminal victimization (Urban 

Institute 1972; Holzer 1973). 

Other authors have pointed out that the absence of very specific 

goals and objectives in police ?ork has proven a substantial ob~tacle to 

productivity measurement and im?rovel;D.ent. A recently published ou.tUo.e of 

productivity measures, presented in the context of the particular objectives 

of different departmental units, is provided by Hirsch and Riccio (1974). 

In this account, reliance on a number of measures is emphasized as a way of 

both evaluating a department in its entirety and identifying past and f~ture 

departmental priorities. An overview of ~~e methods and prograos now being 

introduced into police agencies is included in Grimes (1975). This discusses 

a variety of productivity measures ~.mich have recently been applied and makes 
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the point that:: liThe argument is no longer ,mether methods of" oductivity 

improvement are to be applied to police services, but how' (Gr~es 1975:85). 

The most compelling trend discussed in this source is, however, !:.;'e extent 

to which agencies have modified their policies and organization arrangements 

to meet the needs of increased cost effectiveness. Greatly increased use of. 

civilian manpower, intl~g1:"4.t:ion of police and fire services, rea::"rangement of 

patrol hours and, not the least, incorporation of productivity clauses in 

collective bargaining coutracts, are all described current techniques n~w 

being use.d or considered by departments across the country. However, one 

important point made by Grimes is that a concern for productivity is inseparable 

from a concern with developing a quality of police service imich best fits 

the needs of the community served. In this sense, decisions based on consid

erations of productivity are closely -related to those designed to assist the 

police in fulfilling their real social goals. 

Hamilton makes the point that police productivity will continue 

to be a major concern for administrators in the future in rather a different 

way. He suggests that produ~tivity in law enforcement is essentially a 

political ph~nomenon as it is c~only used by electorates as an indicator 

of !:.;'e efficiency of an incumbent local government administration: "If any 
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accurate generalization can be derived from the jumble of conflicting data on II 
urban adminis tration it: is that every mayer and city manager has a deep and 

abiding intarest in the productivity of the local police. If a citizen must 

select a single indicator of the effectiveness, responsiveness, and general 

character of the incumbent administration, the conventional wisdom is that in 

most cases it will be police performance. i~ether or not the chief executive 

has the legal or traditional authority to affect police administration, he 

kn,.ows that his store of political capi!:.al--whether p.e conceives of it as a 
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I 
personal asset or as the support n<:cessa'C'J to e:<e.rt eEfa~-:.ti~le leadership-... 

is greatly influenced by the public's percep cion') E police p:;:cductivity" 

I (Hamilton 1975:11). 

According to this account, the present concern ,.,it...~ productivity 

I in policing is a consequence of histo~ica1 urban realitites over the last 

I 
twenty years, and is likely to be with us for many years to come. This 

concern is ta~en to represent the desire of political incu~bents to de~onstra~e 

I to citizens that they are capable of and responsive to expectations of 

increased abiliey to control crime. In this sense, police productivity will 

I remain a topic of focal concern to citizens, politicians and police a~in-

istrators alike, and police ~gencies will be under continuing pressure to 

I demonstrate efficiency and capability. 

I 
An additional point raised by this author concerns the inability 

of police bureaucracies to provide) from wit...~in ~~eir ranks, the specialized 

I and sophisticated skills needed to develop and implement productivity programs. 

This is regarded as an obstacle to effective police performance i-lhich decreases 

I the abilities of police agencies to cope "lith demands now being made upon. 

chem and increases their vulnerability to manipulation by the external 

I political structure. Implication.s of this poin~ for the future training of 

I 
officers at all levels) but particularly ~~ose in middle and upper management 

positions, are clear and unequivocal (Hamilton 1975). 

I POLICE PROFEsstO~~!sM 

One area which is presently much debated in the -"orld of law 

I enforcement, and ,.hich can be expected create increasing controversy. concerns 

the notion of police professionalism and its relationship to police unionization. 

I In Some ways, the idea of professionalism as a logical, and even laudable, 

I 
goal for police officers is deceptively s~?le. Traditional organizatidnal 

theory recognizes bvo alternative medels ot professionalism in an occupational 

I group. The vie,.; presented by z!r:t:" Heber considers bureaucratization as the 
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most efficient ~eans of administering ~~e large-scale enterprise. 1be role I 
of the bureau~rat, or administrative professional, is to conduct his 

operations impartially and dispassionately and according to a fi:~ed body of I 
regulations over which he has little authority to amend or influence: "Above 

I all, bureaucratization offers the optimal possibility for the realization 

of the principle of division of labor in administration according to purely I 
technical considerations, allocating individual tasks to functicnaries ~.~o 

are trained as specialists and ~mo continuously add to their experience by 

constant practice. 'Professional' execution in this case means primarily 

I execution 'without regard to person' in accordance with calculable rules' 

CWeber 1954:350). 

I The Durkheimean vie~v is similar in substance to this. Efficiency, 

rationali~; and expertise are emphasized as characteristics of the professional 11 
group. The. professional culture exercises a monopoly over certain kinds of 

~07ork and has the social and political po~ver to control the ways in ~~'11ich this 

work is undertaken. In addition, however, Durkheim is concerned with the 

commitment of this group to a set of moral values. Besides being responsible 

for carr;ing out social role to :prescribed rules, the professional is also 

charged ',vith a commitment to exercising his authority in a way which is 

beneficial to society's goals (Durkheim 1958). 

There is a certain paradox in the way in ~.;hich the concept of 

professionalism has been applied in American policing. On the one hand, 

it is the Weberian model emphasizing efficiency and the universal ap?lication 

of a strict set of rules ~mich has most usually been discussed by advocates 

of professionalism (see, for example, LaFave 1965). On the other, many 

critics of the professionalism concept have stressed the extent to whj'.ch the 
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rule of la\07 is itself strongly influenced by the techniques used by the police I 
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to maintain it. Skolnick, for e~~a:nple, ?resents a strong case for saying that 

police interpretations of which laws should be e~forced, and \~o should be 

prosecuted for violations of these la~s) actualy cater.nine the operational 

rules to which citizens should adhere (1966). I.:!. this vie,., the police are 

not so much applying a universal syste:::J of statutory law as detenning, through 

their law enforcement poliCies, which ~~1es are ~ost heavily enforced. This 

author also suggests that the individual patrol=aa is charged with fulfilling 

organizational rather than social goals, As the organization may have a 

greater commitment to efficiency than to the object~ves of a de~ocratic 

society, members of the bureaucracy do not qualify as belonging to a trJly 

professional group. 

These sante critics also suggest that the very considerable discretion 

exercised by patrol officers, ~~e lowest meobers of the police hierarchy, is 

inconsistent ;'7ith the professional's function of car;:ying out specific task 

according to precisely defined operationaJ rules: 

" ••• the order-maintenance ~nction of the patrolman defines his role 

and that role, ~ich is unlike that of a~ other occupation, can be described 

as one in ~Nhich sub-profes~ionals, worki!lg alone) a. ... ercise wide discretion 

in matters of utmost importance '(life and death) honor and dishonor) in an 

envirorument that is apprehensive and perc~ps hostile •••• This role places the 

patrolman in a' special relationship ~o the law, a relationship that is obscured 

by describing what ne does as 'enforc~g the la'l'. To the patrolman~ the law 

is one resource ~ong many that he may use to deal ~ith disorder, but it is 

not the only one or even the most important; beyoad that, the law is a 

constraint that tells him what he must not do but that is peculiarly unhel?ful 

in telling him ~at he should do" (Wilsoc. 1968! 30-1). 

Those taking this point of '11e:; object to the notion of professionalism 

as one which assigns greater control over the police function to the practitioner. 
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A better alternative, ffiaClY feel, is for increased rest't"ictions to be placed 

on police officers by making them more acc0untable to their constitueccies. 

Suppo't"ters of polic,~\ Jrofessionali.sr:I focus on the high level of 

expertise required in police operations at all levels and on the lack of 

public understanding of the nat~'t"e and demands of the police role. For them, 

it is the very ambiguities of the police role ~vhich c't"eate. the necessity 

for our police fO't"ces to be manned by officers < ... ito a't"e able to cope \Vith 

many and varied demands of police wO't"k. FollowiClg this line of thou~ht, 

one can argue that it is only those who a't"e trained aCld experienced fo't", as 

,,7ell as physically and temperamentally suited to, police ~"ork who can begin 

to handle the contradictions inherent in the police role in any satisfactory 

rranner. 

The t:'t;"o views of professionalism Hhich are presented he't"e are not, 

h~~ever, in diametric opposition to one another. Increasingly, view of the 

natu~e of police professionalism are being advanced which rely less on the 

advantages to the st't"eamlined and efficient police bureaucracy, and more on 

the addition.al demands being made by the increasing commitment of police 

agencies to the service model. Recent conceptions of this model emphasize 

ONO characteristics ~~ich are o~ vital concern to the professionalization 

debate: participato~J management and the increased flexibility of police 
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st~lcture. The team policing model, discussed elsewitere in this account, is II 
based on the idea of te~~ in w+.ich control of operations is diffused throughout 

the structure. Decisions are based, acco't"ding to the nature of the situations I 
being dealt with, on various types of profeSSional expertise, rather than on 

ran.~. Centralized command ~vill, of course, continue, but the need for I 
flexibility of response ",ill decrease the p05"er and importance of bureaucratic I 
goals. 

Under this type of organization, the individual officer ,,,ill undoubtedly I 
h,ave greater res?ons ibility a!1d greater de!:1ands wade upon hi.:!. He ,,,ill, on. the 
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other hand, have increased access to a ?col of profess ional and e:<pert 

knowledge, supplied by his team-mates. In ois ~;ay: "The general public 

will gain most from a truly professiocal police organization. Crime and 

its related social effects should decrease in the light of professionalism 

provided the department is interested i.e. crir:le a.:ld not just perpetuating 

the educational aspect of police professionalis::l" (Hanley 1976:52). 

A number of obstacles in the ¥iay of true professionalism still 

exist: "Hembers of the political and ecoo.omi.c establisf.unent will, most likely:; 

fight police profess ionalism because their power r::2.y be ,.reakened by a 

professional police force. They fear that control will be transferred from 

themselves to a professional administrator~ To ~ny, valuable tools will 

be lost if the police a.~e professionalized. The influence peddling with 

regard to police matters will be lost if professionalism occurs; the 

politican will lose po\Ver and 5 tature ••.• 

The cost of a totally professionalized organization may be 

prohibitive; salaries and benefits would necessarily have to be high to 

attract highly qualified, properly motivated, potentially successful 

candidates for a professional police force. The budget necessary to 

operate an organization of this'oagnit:ude would be prohibitive for most 

political subdivisions since the tax rate could aot carry the burden alone. 

From an economic standpoint, police proiessionalis1:l may never exist. 1I 

(Hanley 1976:52). 

POLICE UNIONI7~TION 

Closely tied to thOe discussion of police pro::essionalism is the 

relationship bebveen law enforcement a6a~cies and the political structure of 

the communities ~~ich they serve. T~adit~oaal1y, ~~e relationship between 

the police and their political environ=ants has largely been considered in 
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terms of the relative exte~t to ,,,hich patterns of la~.; enforcement are subject 

to political_tnaC!.ipuladon. August Vollmer attributed many of the: problems of 

~merican law enforcement to the political appointment and instability of 

tenure of police chiefs, (1931), and many writars since then have eQphasized 

I v~lnerability to outside influence as a factor counterproductive to the 

delivery of efficient and effective police ser~ice; (see for ex~~ple, Jordon I 
1972 and Gardiner 1970). 

In the last few years, increasing attention has been ~aid to the 

, 'politicization of the rank-and-file members of police depart!:lents and the 

~onsequences of this for the future of the police function. A recent, and I 
influential, work by Alan Zent (1974) discusses police agencies as political 

institutions which are influenced by their envirorunents and ~,nich can no I 
longer be analy~ed in terms of their internal characteristics alone. I 
Ruchelman's study of police policies in three American cities, (~ew York, 

Phila~el?hia and Chicago), be~.;een the years 1966 and 1969 demonstrates the I 
'extant to ,mich these ~.;ere influenced by the varying relationships beb.een t:1.e 

police bureaucracy and the oayor (1974). Other factors considered by this I 
author as influencing the nature and form of la~o1 enforcement include the pOT,.;er 

. 
of local political organizations and police employee associations. 

I 
The 1970s have seen a marked increase in the strength and n~er I 

of org~nizations which ~~nccion as police unions. Although generally 

disc:.lssed as unions, these organizations have developed with quit!:! varied I 
objecth'es and different organizational bases. J. D. Smith, in revi~idng the 

I historical development and present situation or police associations involved in 

collective bargaining, descdbes the variety or such organizat.ions, which I 
range from those affiliated with trade unions, to those ~"hich continue their 

primary fU!lction as fraternal bodies (1975). Another revie,·; of the ch~racter- I 
\ 

istics of energing police ~m~loyee associations describes these as deriving 

I 
,. 
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from fraternal organizations, rather than throu~ traditional trade-union 

structures (Olmos et al. 1974). According to this source, the economic and 

other gains which these organizations have achieved for their memberships 

have resulted largely from union exploitatio~ ot public fears of growing 

crime rates. 

One of the most extensive St!~'eys of ?ulice unionism yet carried 

out was undertaken by Juris and Feuilla in 197,1 and reported in 1973. Among 

the many interesting conclusi?ns reached in this study was that many of the 

cons iderable gains made by these organizations in the las t feT,.. years can be 

attributed to the inexperience of police bureaucracies and municipal 

administrative structures in deal~n& with. the organized demands of patrolmen. 

Juris and Feuilla suggest that a much mor~.sophi~t~cated management structure 

for dealing with collective bargaining ~ill be a feature of large police 

departments of the future, 

A number of sources suggest ,that the cost important long-term 

effect of police unionism will be the debilitati.ng influence it will exert 

on ?ara-milita~J forms of police bureaucratic st=ucture. It is expected that 

increased organization of patrolmen into collectiv-e bargaining units will 

contribute toward an enforced eLement of partici?atory management in policing 

and will act to reduce the ability of agencies to apply authoritarian 

principles of management; (see, for e:<a.ople, Oleos et al. 1974). 

Although ambivalent feelings t~Nard ~e concept of police unionization 

are expressed in the literature, there is general feeling that this represents 

a clear trend for the future. There is, woreover, substantial support for 

the view that the involvement of representati'les ot patr.ol officers in some 

aspects of the decision-making process will have a be~eficial effect on the 

movement toward police professionalism. S~ch involvecent can be expected to 

assist police agencies in developing str!.!ctures and policies Ivhich are more 

in accord ,deh present and future changes in tr.e ?olice role (Olmos et al. 19i4). 
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In Section III, reference is made to a number of forecasts which 

provide considerable support for the trends noted above. Hamilton's account, 

mentioned earlier, makes the point that, as productivity in public agencies 

is now of vital public concern, police union negotiators will be compelled-

to cooperate to some extent with police productivity measures: " ••• the savvy I' 
union leader discerns that his worst mistake would be to declare against 

productivity in principle. Taxpayers are in no mood to tolerate that, and. 

there is no shred of rationale to support such a stand other than simple 

contrariness--a position which a challenger can afford to adopt but the 

person responsible for actual negotiation cannot" (Hamilton 1975:33). 

UNIONIZATION AND PROFESS IONALISH 

Another forecast, designed specifically as a measure of the I 
direction and magnitude of broad future trends in police values, provides 

data of considerable relevance to the discussion of the relationship between I 
police unionization and professionalism. Cooper's (1974) study reports the I 
results of obtaining fo~ecasts by application of the Delphi method which 

attempts to develop projections by the technique of assessing the opinions I 
of experts: "The basic assumption underlying the Delphi method is that, with 

respect to matters about which ho one can be certain, such as future events, I. 
one ;Ileans of arriving at working conclusions is through the use of expert 

I~ 
judgment. 'Experts' are individuals whose experience, knowledge, or previous 

record of accurate judgment, suggests an intuitive grasp of how things happen I, 
and where things are going in a particular field. This intuitive ability to 

project decisions on the basis of both knowledge and experience is an I, 
expertise which can be effectively brought to bear on questions concerning 

the future" (Cooper 1974: 20-1). 
I, 

The limitations of this method of forecasting are apparent from 

the above discussion. The strength of these limitations can best be summarized 

I 
I 
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by noti~g that the results obtained frow applicacion of this method are 

p~ojections rather than predictions. As such, ~~ey should be regarded as 

indicators of likely future trends, rather ~~an certainties. TI.e Delphi 

method is a practical tool and not a crystal ball. 

Cooper assessed the opinions of two panels of experts ~ega~ding 

the attitudes ,and values held by police officers toward their professional 

role. Experts ~.ere asked to assess trends in these attitudes and values 

which had occur~ed over the previous ten years and to project trends which 

they expected over the next thirty years. The t".;o panels reflected very 

diffe~ent memberships. Panel A included acadeoics and upper-echelon police 

administrato~s and Panel B ,.as comprised of workillg officers, ;:nost of v..-1lom 

were of the rank of sergeant or below. There was general agreement between 

the two panels on the direction of pas t and future broad trends in policing. 

Both panels saw professionalization, exercrplified by increased status, higher 

educational reqUirements for officers and a couz::i.t:::ent to a broader police 

role in society, as a major trend for ~~e future. At the same time, both 

panels also fores,aW' a dramatic increase in unioniso and a much greater 

involvement of unions in political activity aimed at protecting the interests 

of their memberships. The results of this survey suggest that, if profeSSion'" 

a1ized police forces of the future are not r~;arded as such, or recognized by 

society; police unions could come to fulfill a cysfunctional social role: 

"The power of union organization could raplc.ce the appeal of 

increased education as a means to improve the lot of the rank and file. A 

socially dangerot:ls isolation of rank.-and-file officers could be the result 

of their seeking refuge in pol~tically active 'antiliberal' unions. An 

occupational gro'tlp which e:<ercises the legal ?Q';·;er of physical coercion, evert 

~~g _____ W' __ ~ __ ~i~ ___ ~.~~g_. __ =-~-m_ ... __ n==~.~~$~W_=M=~. __ ~ ____ ~_S~~~. ______ .~n_. ____ '~_.-.--.-.-. ____ ~'.~~'~i~==._m== __ CeN=n.~~~~~.~( ________ ~ 



to the point of decision~ about the life and eath of citizens, must not be 

forced into alienation, either from the public they are supposed to protect 

and serve, or from those officially responsible for their supervision and 

control ll (Cooper 1974:33-4). 

This survey also brings out another factor which may serve to 

undermine the trend toward police professionalism. Both panels forecast 

that police bureaucracies would, nOyT and over the next thirty years, continue 

to be concerned with demonstrating productivity, efficiency and cost-

effectiveness. Cooper points out that administrative efficiency as a goal 

is not always compatible with the objective of developing a service-oriented 

group of professionals who have the ability, and the authority, to implement 

policy through considerable exercise of their own judgment. It is suggested 

that the tendency of the bureaucracy may be to increase organizational 

control and, in this way, the development toward true professionalism may 

be inhibited: "In fact, a better-educated, 'new breed' administrative corps 

may actually exacerbate the problem (of insufficient commitment to profession-

alism) by more thoroughly implementing managerial efficiency techniques which 

tend to view officers more as quantitatively oriented functionaries than as 

qualitatively oriented professiQnals. The bind may become more severe, not 

less so" (1974:33). 

Discussion of the above two points serves to dramatize a major 

limitation of the Delphi method as a forecasting technique. Trends which are 

clearly indicated may prove, upon analysis, to act in opposition to one 

another. Thus, Cooper's study supports the contentions that unionization, 

professionalism and a concern with administrative efficiency will be important 

factors in the future development of the police role. However, as all these 

trends do not necessarily point in the same direction, it does not tell us 

ho,v policing in the future will ultimately be affected by internation bet"lveen 

them. 
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I 
I OTHER DEVELOP~I7'ITS 

In this section, the mos t i!::?or'tant trea.ds likely to effect the 

I police !'ole and the way in ~.j'hich this ::ole is to be interp!'eted in the 

I 
immediate future have been discussed. -"" There are, howeve!', a number of other 

additional factors which have rec~nt1y begun to affect developments in 

I policing in this country. Those which ~ill be discussed here are the use 

of female officers in routine patrol si~atioas, developments in police--

I community relations, technological innov'ation, a:J.d the need for police leo-al ..... o • 

units. 

I 1. Polic.ewomen 

I 
Use of female officers in police depa.~ts has been an 

established prac.tice in this'country for 7ery ozny years. Until about 

I 1910, virtually all the women employed in police agencies were occupied 

primarily in non-law enforcement capacities, usually in custodial 

I positions which involved them in supervision of prisoners and of juveniles 

in the care of the courts. In the years fol.lowi:lg ';.Torld ioTar I, however, an 

I increasing number of women were appo~ted to police agencies ~th full 

I 
law enforcement powers. This trend was prinarily due to the burgeoning 

power of the womenfs movement ac this ti=e, as ~..1.l as to the efforts of 

I a number of very active poineers in this field. Betwee~ the 19305 

and the 19605, few advances ~ere made by women ~ the law enforcement 

I custodial or other specialist capacitiesCiilton 1972; Simpson 1976a). 

Since the begiru1ing of the 1970s, the '..lse aIld deployment of 

I women officers has changed d!'amatical.ly znd there are a number of factors 

I 
which Will probably insure that police~~en '~11, in the future, be 

used even more extensively and in routine police operations. One 

consequence of the disastrous narcotics e?id~c of the 1960s and esrly 

1970s was the increasing willingness of police ce?ar~ents is use female 

officers as undercover-officers. TIlis re?resen:s the first are~ in which 
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policewomen were able to demonstrate their capacities in law enforcement. 

(Fagerstrom 1970). A more important influence on the hiring and d~ployment 

policies of agencies in this regard was, however, recent interpretations of 

the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the Fourteenth Acendment, wnich have placed 

the onus on police departments to adopt policies which will avoid charges 

of discrimination on the basis of SiX, In the recent past, and in the 

future, poiiceagencies will have little choice but to employ women in 

a greater numbers~ and to assign them to patrol duty, in order to 

avoid law suits and possible withdrawal of federal goverment funds. 

Until recently, very little data was available of the relative 

ability of women officers to fulfill the demands of routine police work. 

In the last few years there have, however, been a number of extensive 

studies which suggest that women are fully capable of meeting the demands 

of all types of police activity. The most influential of these studies was 

carried out in Washington,D.C., under the jOint sponsorship of The Urban 

Institute and the Police Foundation, and the results published in five 

volumes in 1973 and 1974 (Urban;Institute 1973 and 1974). In its general 

conclusions, these reports indicated that very little differences existed 

between the patrol capabilities and preformances of male and female officers 

studied consistently made fewer arrests and issued fewer swr::monses for 

traffic Violations. No conclusion as to the significance of this difference 

was, however, offered in any of the reports. 

A comparative stud~ of male and female officers in the New York 

City Police Department reached broadly similar conclusions, When judged 

according to traditional police standards, no significant differences 

between the performances of policewomen and policemen were observed. 

However, when the author examined interactions between officers and 

public, she found those in the female group to be much Eore able to 
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elicit positive responces from citizens ~d to ccctrol situations without 

resorting to official authority (Greec~ald 19i6). 

The results of these studies ~d trencs, and of others discussed 

and reviewed in Simpson ( 1976a and 1976b), suggest that police agencies 

will, in the immediate futu~. made increased atte=pts to recruit women 

for a broad range of police responsibilities. 

2. Police-Community Relations 

Although the whole area of police--co~ty relatio~ is 

intimately connected with the growing inc1:Lnatious of police departI:lents 

to commit themselves to their service f~ctions, there have been a 

number of recent criticismswhich have suggested that attention paid to 

this topic by police agencies has actually decl~ed in recent years. The 

reports of the Kerner Commission (1968) and the Task Force on the Police 

by the President's Commission on Law Enforcement ~d Administration of 

Justice (1967), both advocated the institution of separate units to 

improve community relations. The 1973 report' of the National Advisory 

Commission of Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Police, however, 

noted that: 

Attempts to involve the cot!!l!!:Un.ity in p=og-ra:I:tS to 
pravent crime and improve police-cCl'ttlIlUll.ity 
relations have often been met by both puhlic 
apathy and resistance with:Ln police agencies. 
(1973: ii) • 

The report did, on the other hand, go on to state that ~ny highly 

successful programs had recently been ~troduced, end these had 

resulted in increased mutual understandi.!:lg bet"..;s!e:l the police and 

their constituents. 

A more ~ritical view is suggested in a. study conducted by 

HO'Nard University which considers a Yo>hole n:ovecs~c:: to set up sepa rate 
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units for this purpose as one which has already passed its zenity and 

which is attracting less and less attention in policing (Brown 1973). 

The major point made in this study is that community-relations units, 

as these were instituted in most departments, attempts were made to 

integrate the objectives of these units with those of the agency in 

general, the unity degenerated int:o little more then public relations 

devices intended more for buildinn the image of cpe agency than for 

creating a mechanism for making tt.e police responsive to community 

feelings and needs. 

Some support for this interpretation of the present status 

of police-community relations units can be provided. In a recent literature 

review of trends in policing, Jayewardene observes ~hat while research 

on this topic in still being carried out, fewer stlldies are now being 

published (1976). If this is an indication of decreasing interest in 

this type of unit, then Brown's assessment of the present state of this 

feel can be taken to be correct. 

However, the recent a~d growing levels of interest in police 

commitment to the service function, and to the implementation of this 

commitment through the development of team policing models, seems to 

indicate that concern for community relations is stronger then ever in 

police agencies. Research and experimentafion on the eff~cenc1 of the 

team approach, and of other forms of patrol organization, clearly suggest 

that, while the use of the separate co~unity relations unit may be 

on the wane, police commitment to community needs is certainly on the 

increase. This statement is supported by much of the discussions included 

elsewhere in this section and elsewhere in this account. 

A number of accounts suggest, however, that neither the further 

proliferation of police--corernunity relations unity nor the comoitment 

of police structures as a whole to the sel:'ice function will be sufficient 
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in themselves to bring about satisfactorr relationships between police 

departments ~d the communities which they serve.Bennett-Sandler, 

for example, discusses various forms of citizen participation in police 

decision-making as the most potentially valuable ~ay in which police--

citizen relations can be strengthened ~d in ~hich society can maintain 

an adequate level of control over its police system (1976). The emphasis 

in Bennett-SandLer's paper is, hO'liever, om the lack of communications 

between the police and the citizenry ~hich emerges when a depart.nent 

functions is isolation from local co~ty structure. Under su~h conditions, 

it is suggested that the involvement of citizens in policing provedes 

the only ments by which social distance be~een police and citizens can 

be reduced and police-- community relations can be improved. 

3. Technology 

As sections in the above discussion have d~onstrated, there 

is widespread seeling that ~echnological innovarion will play a vital 

rold in the decades to come. It there is relatively little discussion 

of this in the literature, this is probably because the trends and 

effects of police technology in the future are lar~ely ta.~eti for granted' 

and do not pose problems in police m.a.t!age!nent:. wbich are of pressing 

of immediate comcern, The article by Sb~ (1975), for example, concentrates 

on outlining the un~oubted..:bene£its of increased computerization while 

paying little attention to the prganizational consequences of increased 

reliance on more sophisticated and more centralized equipment and technology. 

Grimes notes tha.t vast range of law inforcement ta.sks to 

which computers ~~ll be, and are being, applied. Quoting a recent, and 

authoritative, study carried out by Dent Colton of M,T.!., Grines predicts 

that, toward the end of this decade, three-quarters of the nation's 

police agencies will be using computers to assist them in a variety of 
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functions(1975). In spite of the neglect displayed in the literature 

of the implications of tha trend, its existence will have obvious , 

consequences for the future training and recruitment needs of police 

agencies. These will be discussed in a later chapter of thfs account. 

4. Legal Units 

Legal units have existed in large police agencies throughout 

most of this century. Since the mj,d-1960s, and particularly in the last 

two o~ three years, there has been a tremendous expansion in both 

the number of such units and the interest in them which has been displayed 

by planners at the national level and by police administrators themse~ves 

In this period, the number of police legal units which have been instituted 

has grown considerably and it is also significant that many of these 

units have been established by local agencies without the benefit 

of outside financial assistance and at a time of economic 

exigency. This alone appears to indicate a lasting commitment to this 

type Q~ specialist unit on the part of law inforcement at all levels 

(Hendrickson 1976). 

This units were initially established to assist officers, 

particularly patrol officers, in making decisions and executing policies 

based on a rapidly changing body of criminal law. The concept of the 

regal advisor can therefore be seen as recognition that law enforcement 

today frequently involves the application of specialist and expert 

knowledge which cannot reasonably be expected from a patrol officer. This 

is the principal reason why the concept has been advocated in such 

prestigious sources as the report of the federal Task'Force on the police 

(1967) and the American Bar Association's Standards Relating to the Urban 

Police Function (1973). 
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~~other reas~n has 7 howeyer 1 recently ~rged w4licn saggests that the 

role of the police legal advisor can be ezpected to become iucteasingly 

important in the years ahead: 

Today, while the legal advisor still functions as a 
primary training officer in tCe rapidly changing 
field of criminal law, the attorney is increasingly 
confronted with civil and a~strative matters 
affecting the administration of the agency.Today 
police agencies need full=tiree counsel to insure agency 
compliance with the increasing gCT9'e:t:=ntal regulations 
a9. for instance, equal emplo~-ent opport~ty and 
the dissemination of police records, as vill as to 
respond to the ~~panding civil litigaticn directed at 
law,enforcement agencies and individual officers. 
(Hendrickson 1976:71). 

The range of situations in which police officers con become liable in 

civil suits is discussed in some derai.1 by Granc:.e (1977). Unless substantial 

changes in the legal situation of law en!orcemR~t officers and agencies are 

made, it seems clear that the police legal advisor unit will become an 
• 

indispensiable resource of police administrators. 

In this chapter, some of the ~jor theoes relevent to police 

policy-making, in the present as will as in the ;~ediate future, have 
, 

been reviewed and summarized. This revie~ is no:, of course, comprehensive, 

but has been limited to those topics '~':'hich app.ear to be of pressing concern. 

Additional discussions of these and other tr~Cs =ay be found in the 

two ~~tensive literature reviews by Jaye.arc~e (1973) and 1974), and 

in the collcetion entitled Innovation in La~ En!orcement and published 

in 1973 under the sponcership of the ~ra.tional. I.::!.stitttte of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN POLICING 

Although most discussions of the present and future concerns 

of policing recognize the increasing ~u?hasis on rationality 

and efficiency. in police operations, p03sible conflict. between 

these obj~ctives and the provision of L~proved community ser-

vices is also recognized. Davis, for example, sees the future 

of the police in terms of the general goal of becoming "servants 

of the people," in a meaningful sense, and the specific goal of 

being truly accountable for their effectiveness in reducing crim~~ 

He suggests that consolidation of ag~~cies into larger and more 

rational structures may actually serve to undermine the ability 

of the po1ice,to respond creatively to ~eet community needs: 

Total consolidation or reaionalization will never solve 
our crimE:~ crisis because ~uch a venture would inhibit 
the necessary relationship that ~ust exist to resolve 
community crime problems.... Policing, of all public 
services, must be the most ~ensitive to local community 
needs. '1that means that officers must possess knmV'ledge 
about th€t people they serve; and, most importantly, 
they must. have the capacity to u...."lderstand subtle differ
ences between communities. This capacity of understand
ing cannot reasonably exist in a regionalized system. 
The implementation of such a syste.c-n \vould seriouslY 
hamper the ability of a policing agency to develop a 
standard of true sensitivity to t~e community being 
policed. (Davis 1976: 19) 

For this writer, a variable of overriding importance to the 

level and quality of policing j~ the future is the caliber of 

leadership. Noting the observed tenae.:.'J.cy of police bureau-

cracies to personalize leadership, Davis suggests that future 

developments will be very much affected by the extent to i'lhich 

police chiefs are protected from political interference and 
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encouraged to implement policies of their own. 

There is consi',:lerable support for Davis' position. A 

recent review of theoretical and practical approaches to the 

control of police corruption suggests that effective leadership 

has historically been the basis of those such approaches which 

have in any "i,vay been effective (Simpson, 1977). The effect 

that individua1. police aciJ.'11.inistrators have had on particular 

departments has been considerable and one can expect that the 

tccomplishments of the police of the future will be influenced 

by society's willingness to encourage capable leadership to 

develop. 

Gordon Misner shares Davis' lack of confidence in consoli-

dation as an automatic panacea for police difficulties. However, 

he suggests that as tne technological ad"pj.Iltages of shared 
• 

central services are so considerable, future consolidation is 

inevitable: 

The key point to be made ••• is that notwithstanding 
the experimentation which goes on under the rubric 
of '''lhich is better--decentralized or centralized 
police command', technological developments and 
political developments within the social fabric of 
American policing have fairly well assured us that· 
"7e will have a centralized police apparatus, all but 
in name. By 1980, we will surely see the increased 
use of centralized police staff services: training, 
personnel, communication, and EDP. If centraliza
tion of these services takes place, we will then 
have essentially centralization of operations, per 
~. (1975: 366) -

A.C. Germann, in advocating the importance of police 

commitment to their service function, suggests that such a 

commitment is essential, not just to the future ability of the 

police to meet the demQ,nds of their changing social roles, but 

to the preservation of a free society under the rule of law. 
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Policing a~ a helping profession, recognized as such by the 

citizenry and supported by co~uon consensus, is regarded by 

Germann as the only alternative to the degeneration of the 

paramilitary police bureaucracy as an agent, and an increas

ingly ineffective agent, for most authors suggest changes in 

police objectives to give greater attention to the service 

function as a natural and desirable goal. Germann presents 

this view as necessary for the maintenance of democratic 

institutions (1976). 

This account offers little in the "lay of policy recommen-

dations which are specific. It does, however, serve to empha

size the importance of changes in police objectives and organ-

ization and ana.lyzes the consec;:.'Uences of possible failure to 

achieve these goals eloquently and in some detail~ 

THE SERVICE FUNCTION 

Future commitment of the police to a service-oriented 

function is noted at various points in this paper as a trend 

which i.s indicated throughout the fairly noc.est volume of 

literature dealing with the future of the police function. In 

addition to those sources cited above, a number of other 

writers present the vie~7 that the development of t:he service 

function. is incompatible with the maintenance of i:he para

military bureaucratic structure in police agencies. Elliott 

(1973), for example, discusses the future development of police 

agencies in the United States as part of the national system and 

suggests a future form of police organization based on commitment 

to the service function and antithetical to the paramilitary 
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type of organization. John E. Angell'l.0ne of the most , ..... 
l.Il 

influential articles I. that excessive reliance on bureaucratic ,. 
states 

systems of organization has been an important source of polic~ 

difficulties over the last fe\v years. In Angell's view, 

organization of police agencies along lines which are more 

democratic and which rely heavily on the concept of team 

policing I would be advantageous in enabiing agencies to per- -

form their real social function of providing a variety of 

services to their communities. In the opinion of this author, 

and of many others, the reality of police patrol is reflected 

in the many statistical surveys which indicate that: " ••• ctime

related requests for police assistance actually comprise a 

minority of all requests for polcie action." (Angell, 1976: 38) 

Demands from citizens which occupy the larger proportion of 

police time are those which require officers to serve in a 

wide variety of public service capacities. 

Angell's analysis therefore suggests that reorganization 

of departmental structure's to conform to the needs of the team 

model be recommended primarily to enable police agencies to 

cope more effectively "lith service demanas not related to their 

law enforcement function. However, it is also suggested, 

quite strongly, that the greater ability of the police to 

handle their service responsibilities would be associated ~Tith 

a .. ,J greater capacity for crime control. Involvement of' police 

officers in social service activities is seen as a potentially 

effective means of crime prevention: 
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In this society a multitude of huw~n service organiza
tions are responsible for performing fUnctions that 
will prevent deviancy and crime. These agencies exist 
in every urban area, but they are frequently disregarded-~ 
by apprehension-oriented police. )lany predeviates and 
deviates who are ignored or funneled into the courts by 
police could likely receive assistance which would 
prevent the continuation of their behavior if they were 
referred to welfare, mfuital health or other p~ililic 
service organizations .•.. Closer organizational ties 
bebveen the police and other hUILl.an service agencies 
should increase the social utility of police. Crime 
prevention would be in.creased and social justice \vould 
be enhanced. Such alignment should further produce 
greater effectiveness on the part of other human serv~ce 
agencies. (Angell, 1976: 39) 

Although this approach has received widespread support in 

the literature, it is questionable whether it has yet exerted 

a major influence on the organizational structures and patrol 

policies of police agencies in this country. Angell himself, , 
while advocating the democratic model in the strongest term~3, 

expresses a rather pessimistic view when he addresses the 

question of how likely this model is to supplant its more auth-

oritarian predecessor: 

One major obstacle to police adoption of a broader 
role definition and the improvement of police and human 
service relationships is the arbitrary classification 
of police as the major component of the so called 
'criminal justice syste.rn.' So long as the police con-
ceive of themselves as the key agency in a system dedi
cated to arresting and punishing criminals, they will' 
probably be shackled to a criminal apprehension approach 
to handling crime. They are likely to continue to 
devote their resourses to criminal investigation at 
the expense of crime prevention and public service 
acti.vities. Jailing violators of the criminal code will 
continue to seem more important then the long-range 
deviancy reduction or social improvement activities. 

This section of Angell/s account illustrates one of the more 

common problems encountered in attempts to make forecasts about· 

the future development of any social institution: One can suggest 
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those dev~lopments which seem the most logical, and the most 

appropriate, but such sugges,t:ions do not al~vays reflect 

As we all know, the future is more than just a streamlined ver-

sion of the present and attempts to evaluate it must be based _ I' 
on more thati just the hopeful application of logical reasoning. 

I' Many othel: statements of views similar to those of Angell. 
,: " 

appear in· the literature and could be cited here. Popular - I - .. " . " .. 
though such assessments of the future are, they are difficult 

to evaluate in terms of the likelihood of their occurrence. 

Plausible as they might be, such statements cannot be accepted 

as more than expressions of individual opinion. In a number of 

fields, forecasts .,6f future trends have been made through the 

use of the Delphi method, (see below), to~determine if signif-
.-

icant trends emerge by polling fixed numbers of experts. 
" 

·,':';"'1" , .' ,0' . 

. . ~", ,:'. 
,. '0 \ ~ ~ 

Several forecasts relevant to the future of American law enforce-

·1 
I 
I 
I ment have so far been published. These will be discussed here 

as important and prestigi~us indicators of the future development 
, .. 

of the 'p:>J;ice, functioo over the 'next thirty years. 

GENEPAL ELECTRIC SURVEY 

The first df these represents the results of a series of 

interviews conducted with a group of special scientists and edu-

cators in 1967, by a team from General Electric's Business 

Environment Seciton, in an effort to predict the future structure 

of organizations of a variety of types. Initial predicitons made 

on the basis of the data collected were issued in 1967 and revised 

two years later. The 1969 version of the forecast was analyzed 

in 1975 by C. J Swank 'in a report which: "looks at their over-
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all 9redic-t;.ions and applies them to specific trends \'lhich can 

be anticipated in police organizations in years to come. U 

(Swank, 1975: 294) 

This account .is important as it represents the only series 

of projections which are based on highly theoretical view of 

the relationship bet\veen human heeds and organizational structure 

\vhich is superimposed upon the theorists t evaluation of social 

trends in this country. Unlike the other published predictive 

studie.s discussed here, '(and unlike the study undertaken by 

the Criminal Justice Center for the purposes of this analysis), 

nc account was taken of the opinions of those in policing. Pro-

jections which are made were largely determined by the experts' 

evaluation of the consequences of these changes on organizations 
• 

an those T,'7ho are employed by these organizations or who receive 

services from themo 

Eight overall predictions are made '..;hich have important 

consequences for the natur~ and form of policing in the future. 

All are somewhat limited in the sense that they are based exclu-

sively on t~e operation of organizational factors. Nonetheless, 

they are valuable in providing indicators which can be compared 

favorably with those based on other variables and considered 

later in this Chaptler. The first prediction suggests that: 

•.• from the mid 1970's throllgh i;he--early 1980·,]~£~rthere 
will be a signi,ficant decrease in federal involvement 
as it relates to local police operations and ad~inistra
tion. For although Congress, through the La\'l Enforce
ment Assistance Administration, continues to allocate 
large sums of money, there appears within our society 
a growing trend away from this approach,. (Svlank, 1975: 296) 

This projection is presented as being ba·~ed on a variety of his-
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torical aQd political factors. Support of,: it is, in fact, 
, ~'" ,11 

generated from a number of other sources. A recent report by 

a Task Force of the Twentieth 

mends the dismantling of the 

Century Fund, for example recom-' 

regional bureaucracy of the L.E~'~'.~. ~ . :1: 
the channelling of some funds to law enforcement below the fed-

eral level directly through state and local governments, and the' , 
00 •••••• , .' 

creation of a new feder~iagency with the primary responsibility . .. - , ... 
. !; *, • • t"" .;. " : !.!, .. , 

6f supporting re'search ?~and ~ eval~'~tion projects (1976):" This 
, '. ;'. 

:~ 0 ' ... , ,.',J.~ .... '.:' 

report is cited here as an example of the prolifera~ion of 
, ' .. 

, , 

recent criticisms made of federal funding of law e~forcement 
'" " ~ .' .:.: : . ~".' 

in general, and o:f the L.E.A.A. in particular. SWank I s predic-

tion is, however, made in reflection of a projected 'general 

trend toward more state and local control of government in 
. 

activities at these levels. 

A second trend suggested by Swank concerns to the re-ordering 

of managerial priorities, throughout bureaucracies in both the 

pu.blic and private sector~, in reflection of the inability of .. 
traditional managerial systems to achieve effective results. 

A.ccording to the views of human relations theorists such as Elton 

1[ayo and Douglas McGregor, the goals of an organization are 

much easi.er to achieve if these are in some <;,zay congruent with 

the needs of the individual employee. ~1an?-gerial ,techniques 

'i'lhich are based on individual as well as organizational goal 

fulfillment are therefore likely to be much more effective than 

those designed to bring about employee cooperation through 

coercion. This approach, the very antithesis of the "scientific 

management II of the early twentieth century, is, of course, 

impossible ~.,ithin a paramilitary bureaucratic structure. As its 
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effectiveness becomes proven, police administrators will be 

forced. to accept organizational changes which encourage atten

tion to be paid to individual needs, in order that the needs -

of the agency be met effectively. Swank suggests that there 

is a particular reason why the human relations approach should 

only now become more effective than its traditionalist pre

decessor: increased prosperity ~vill, now' and in the future, 

cause people to rely on their jobs less for satisfaction of 

their physical needs and more for ego needs and "self-actuali-

zation.lI One by-product of future prosperity will therefore 

be to change the relationships bet'ween organiza'cions and their 

members and to liberalize the arrangements through 1;'1hich 

organizations seek to control those who work for them. It is 

clear from S~.,ank I s discussion that this trend is considered as 

a universal one and is by no means limited to police agencies. 

As police departments are among the more authoritarian df employ-

ing agencies, it can, hotvever, be expected that this shift in 

• organizational policy will be particularly striking. 

Allied to this trend, Swank suggests that "future shock" 

will bring about a system of values which values individualism 

in people, and flexibility of response in organizations. This 

ne1;v system of values will corne to exer'c a radical effect on 

police organizational structure: 

••• as vle move tm'1ard the 1980' s, police organizations 
through lateral entry, interagency transfer, and advanced 
education will tend to ShOi'l a growing ernphasis on re
cruiting qualified managers from external sourQes. An 
overall cotumitment to managerial ability \'1111 predominate 
in lieu of the previous rigid promotional system. This 
'will come about since the overall society y71ll place 
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greater value on individualiSm and move away from 
uniformity and conformity. The speed, scope and 
diversity of change will demand variety and flexi
bility in police organizations in order to achieve 
successful management. and meet community needs. 
(Swank 1975: 29~) 

The fourth,. fifth an'd " sixth predictions suggested by 
. ,.'" . .. 

Swank also represent consequences of applyin.g the Mayc;>-

McGregor model, to, p01.ic~' organizationaJ. structure. In these 
. ~,,~. 

-

.shifts, are g,een .'from authority relationships to 

, manag~~;~~," ~ci:: :::~~~~~:';-:;~~dividuai fulfillment 

paX::i::~cipatory -

" :. ">:~:~ ..... . . .: ...... , 

" ... ' .. ' ~J .. 
....... " : 1 ._,. J .. 

and organiz-

::' ational flexibility of, response; from dogmatic ideology t'o-, 
'" .,.. . - :: .. ,' ~ ,':'''' ..... . 

. , pragmatic' rati~~alitYI -a:~_' a basi,s for policy as old >deas -'fail 
.. ' .. .. . .. . , ~ ,.. .... .. ... .., 

to withstand the te'sts of experimentat,ion and time; ,and from 

systems wherein: n,;. •• individual officers will formulate 

their own value system and react to street encounters based on 

this rather than edicts from above. n (1975:299). Each of 

these trends represents a consequence of pressures on organi-
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zations to become more responsive to the needs of their members 

I 
I 
I, • 

and to become flexible enough to meet the changing demands of 

th~ir constituents. 

Increasing support for individualism is the basis for 

the seventh prediction made in this study. With a rise in 

support for individualism, comes a parallel rise in concern 

for individual rights and liberties. The ability of po:Lice 

agencies to prese't"ve and protect these rights comes to he a 

major criterion by which agencies are judged by society .. 

However, this emphasis on rights is not achievp.d without~ cost; 

~ ... 
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a concern with rights can be seen in almost direct opposition 

to the requirements of administrative efficiency and an agency 
-..: 

can only achieve a primary emphasis on protection of individual 

liber~ies at the expense of cost-effectiveness: 

.•. law enforcerrent in a totalitarian state is alw'ays 
more efficient than law enforcerrent in a democratic 
society. Without the' constraints imposed by a bill 
of rights, enforcerrent activity can be direct, imme1-
iate, energetic and highly effective. Yet individu21 
freedom can be severely curtailed in the process. 
With the limitations of a bill of rights, enforcement 
activity i's indirect, often delayed, plodding and of 
lesser efficiency. Yet individual liberty is main
tained in the process. (1975: 299) 

Under pressure from outside forces, Swank predicts that: 

••• in the ensuing decade police organizations will 
tend to reduce the value of efficiency. It is to 
be hoped that it will be replaced with values such 
asjustice, equality, and increased concern for in
dividual freedoItl_ (p. 299) 

The final prediction made in this account points to a de-

emphasis on technological innovation in police agencies and an 

increase in emphasis on the social advancement of their employees. . 
Little substantive evidence for this trend is given. The author 

suggests that the many technological advances which have been 

made in .law enforcement in the past have been rationalized in 

terms of the social objectives of police forces. Growing aware

ness that such innovations ha\ve come to deter:Toine social goals, 

rather than -to merely serve them, is cited as the basis for 

emerging hesitation about fUrther dependence on techrology. In 

this sense, police agencies, in seeking to focus on individual 

growth, rather than organizational gro~vth, ~vill simply be £0110\';-

ing a general social trend. 
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EUROPEAN AGENCIES 

Many of the forcasts offered byindividuals predict that 

the further development of the police service role will be the 

major facto:::: influencing the police function o.nd organizational 

structure in thE; decades to come. Before any summaries of the 
. 

opinions of these forecasters are given, it should be pointed 

out that in following such a trend,the police in this country 

will be following a tradition long established in European 

policing •. George BerkleYl~in his comparative anal~sis of the 
.. 

police systems of a munber of European countries, stresses 

the service aspect as the crucial element in how the police 

function is interpreted in these societies (1969). This 

author suggests, moreover, through a series of well--chosen 

examples that dedication to this interpretation cf the police 

role has a profound and l,JenefJ..cial influence on the way in 

which officers carry out the'ir more traditional functions 

of the law enforcement and order maintenance. 

The point that European forces will continue to 

emphasize this philosophy of policing is made in recent 
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commentaries by Egon Schlanitx, of, Interpol, reviefr.' .. ng and 

commenting-upon a recent survey undertaken by the United 

Nations on the future of the police role throughout the 

world; (s~e: Schlanitz 1976a and 1976b). A commi~ment to 

the service function was indicated inthe increased emphasis 

now being placed in crime prevention sci.-.i?ities. Host of the 

countries surveyed appeared to display increasing concern 

with extending their activities to influence potential 

criminals and :potentia'l victims through increased participation 

in community life. Techniques such as team policing are 

mentioned in this report as means of both facilitating the 

further development of this type of function and increasing 

the efficiency of police patrol, criminal investigations and 

other more traditional police operations. 

An in teres ting perspective on the service function is 

presented in this survey. Although the service role is 

emphasized, it is no':: considered as representing a radical 

departure from traditiona] forms of policing. Rather is it • 

seen as a natural aspect of the police mission: 

General assistance to 'the public, including rescue 
work and protect'ion, may be considered as part of 
the traditional police mission ...• On the other 
hand, police participation in community life in 
general and all forms of public relations activities 
undertaken by the police are generally considered 
to stem from a modern progressive approach to the 
problems the police have to solve. Police forces 
(throughout the world) are now engaged in many 
activi~ies of this nature and officers seem to be 
convinced that their work ben~fits ••.• Although 
there are grounds for thinking that, as the years 
go by, the police may give increasing emphasis to 
greater ihvalvement in social welfare activities, 
it would be wrong - to deduce from this that they 
are at the threshold of a revolutionary de~elopment 
vlhich ""ill transform their ±denti ty. On the whole: 
we are left with a picture of the police attempting 
slmvly but surely to extend their r13.nge so that 
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they ean cope with the various forms of crime they 
meet in their day-to-day work. (Schlanitz 1976b:127). 

J.Q. WILSON ON SOCI~STRUCTURAL CH&~GE 

James Q. Wilson's 1968 work, which includes one of the 
, " 

( 
. , 

most important discussions of the police service function in 
. ",' 

l-_merican agencies,: actually", makes a similar point. The 
. ':' .. ' "f'._{ . :.;~:~,.:. . _ 

vara tions ,in "s~y'ie_~ '," of policing' are eonsidered thr~ughou,t 
:.: .•. .,_ ~ ...•• \ . • . ' •. >:fO ~i.l ..... '"=:' • ... ':'::::: .... ,. 

this book, ,.:to re~re~er:t· d{~ferences : in emphasis I rather . 

than as':'~~;~'s ·~;:t~l~~~"~·~h~vior which are mutually exclusive: 
':-:~"'." :..... ~ ~;·.t.~}"'·.t:.:.~,:: ':~:' .~. '.:"" . . 

-It should perhaps, b'e pointed out that, in most discussions 
':_'. . "7~' l·:··?i ..... ;.~\ 0' . ~/.~~.::'- •• 

of the serv~ce model, (' ilIcluding this present account) , 
... ;. ~. ::.... .. . . : '.:" ~ .:: :.:. ... :. ; . .:. -:"-' 

thls' emphasis is" usually' tak~n for granted.' Preporients of 

this model take the "law enforcement" and lIorder maintenance" 

police functions as given, although they usually suggest 

that these be integrated with the service function, The lack 

of attention paid to traditional functions by such writers 

is indicative of the rela~ive importance of the service ' 
... 

function, rather than of a lack of awareness of the fact that 
. ', .. ~':.~ 

traditional police roles ~ill rema~n an integral part of 

policing. 

In a later work, Wilson discusses four types of social-

structural change which will have an important effect on 

policing over the next. few decades. Legal changes are 

expected to lean in the general direction of decri~inalization 

·of·types of behavior which no longer seem to be universally 

disapproved of in society. The general influence of nhis 

trend will, of course, be to lessen many of the strains on 
, :.'" 

.; 
I " 
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the police officer and to improve relationships between 

the police and the citizenry. ~Yilson does, however, point 

out that the future may also include the passage of laws 

which, in spite of being intended to: protect citizens, 

may act to increase._tensions betYlleen: the police and the 

public. Increasingly' severe laws against drunken driving, 

and requirements that motorists wea~ seat-belts are cited 

as possible examples of such laws. (1973) • 

Increasing experiments it: \:.':':lded to involve communities 

in policing are anticipated. Team policing and the greater 

involvements which are logical and probable. Hith this 

trend, Hilson sees the continued upgrading of the patrolman 

through greater educational requirements and forms of 

training which are improved and intensified. A by-product 

of this tendency will be the increased use of civilians 

for tasks not considered as professional. 

Like many writers. tHis author considers that police 

agencies will be subjected to greater political pressures, 

from both the growing power of police unions and from 

politicians anxious to demonstrate their concern for crime 

control to the electorate. 

In assessing the consequences of these changes, 

Wilson is careful to note that, as several oft-;'l~ antici};:at:.ed 

future developments can act in opposition to one another, 

the final outcomes of their combined effect~:'.are hc3.rd to 
\\ 

predict: 

Private ir~dust1::Y, government agencies, hospi tal~ 
. and educa~ional institutions have all been shaped 
I ~. 
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by bot.h the demands 'for greater productivity and 
efficiency and the demand for improved human 
relations with the reconciliation of these demands 
occurring under the suspicious eyes of union and 
professional organizations. What is happening to 
police organization is not strikingly different 
from what has happened in other organizational 
contexts ••.• Since these changes .•• are to s~me 
extent imconsistent with each other, the absence 
of a reliable and widely accepted standard for . . 
testing them will probably lead to a hit-or-miss,' .::: ;~: 

~~)~t~and~.~.~f~ .. s~~~~:.,~.~. ~olice. refo:~ (1973 :2~~~;.: .. :.: .... : ... ,; .. ~~r:~";?i~ .. c:j 
.:' .. " ';': ':,'.;:.:;'.; .. !.,;-.:,{ik::: ,': .... . . .. ,' .:.-: .... :/::: ... :~. <. .;:.~: :·:·:~;:;/:,.::i~·:'::: :','; .. " 

Thr~e trends ~hi~h.·~·~~;; potenti~lly . contradicto~Y.···~.:r, ... ~. !' ••• i· .. ·,;.: .. '~/:·:.t.·~~ .. ::~I·. 
.. ,~ • ~ .} -'t" ~ •• 

surveyed .• Decentralization:;'. as a way of meeting th~ ~e~'ds'of ........ i ~. 

the service fun~t~~~ '~s'''i~~trasted wit~ pressur~s"~~~ ~~l'~'~~~::i:~',::-~~:" :~I 
j ••. , • 

ooerations be cerih~lized :.:.~ 'lr~' orde~. to controi corruption ,"~.' ' .. . y' 
.... . .. '>~'.~ ... :.'~" . ... ·;r.'. • ~ . t .... ~: '0',..,',;. ','. 

combat particular types of crL~a and manage civil disorders. 

Job enlargement , t.o increase individual fulfilment and to 

support the team approach, is contrasted with the increased 

specialization which the deFLands of sophisticated techniques,' 
. - ." . 

as well as pressures to increase prod1.1cti yi ty I will encourage. 

Greater selectivity in recruitment~ and demands for higher 

entrance standards for recruits are contrasted with pressures 
. ,~ . 

on agencies to hire more officers from ethnic mino~ities. 

No ha~d -and-fast resolutio~ to these contradictions is 

offered. Wilson suggests that they will be resolved by agencies 

on the basis of purely situational factors. 

One important point m3de by this author involves the 

emphasis nOy1 being placed on the service function in policing. 

He suggests that while this emphasis is not misplaced I there 

are dangers in drawing parallels too closely between the 

patrol s>f~icer and the social worft=ir model.His point is thai;., 
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regardless of how m~ch the police focus on the service role, 

they will always retain their responsibilities for their 

traditional functions of law enforcement and order maintenance 

and that these responsibilities contain built-in difficulties 

and contradictions -;.;hich will always, at least in the 

forseeable future, present problems in a democratic society. 

Wilson's final conclusion on this point is presented here 

without further comment. 

... the patrolman can no more be a l s oc ial worker' 
than he can be a 'cop'. Unlike the former, he 
wears a uniform, carries a gun, is a ~ymbol of 
authority, and must often use force, unlike the 
latter, he rarely can make a 'clean f arrest of a 
solitary felon--s'Jch arrests as he makes are 
typically of a misdemeanamt, they frequently 
take plact in a social situation. and they often 
involve controversial standards of public propriety 
and order(Wilson 1973:219-20) . 
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PROJECT S~AR FORECASTS 

The most ambitious effort yet made to forecast future 
- , 

trends in policing in this country was undertaken by Proj ect '. :'.": ': 

STAR, a collaborative enterprise sponsored by four states" '. ·"~_·."··'·:,:.,:"I· 
(California, Michigan, New Jersey and Ta~as), and intended to 

present an overview of present'and future trends in the entire 
--", . , 

, " . '; .' 

~ .. ' 

criminal )ustice .system. .A major concern of. this enterpr.i~e w~ ..... , ··.·1 
to evaluate the impliGations of ~ll forecasts made in terms of -. ' 

. 
the future training needs of agencies connected with the· criminal 

justice field (California, 1976). An assessment of the future 
.. , 

training needs of the police suggested in this study will be .: ',. 

," " .~. . 
given in a later c;hapter.of this account. 

: .. " 

Project STAR resulted in a series of forecasts which are 

of paramount ~portance as indicators which are based, not just 

on expert opinion or stUdies of organizational characteristics, 

but on a wide spectrum of social and demographic data. Three 

principal techniqu~s wer~used to evaluate future trends; these 
01 

included expert opinion, analysis of historical i'crend data and 

lineal::: extrapolation of obse&Ved present trends. Forecasts 

emerging from the application of these long-range techniques 

are evaluated and modified through a series of "constraints 

and limitations. If These include cJ:itical analysis of the 

asslliuptions underlying the extrapolations made, discussion of 

possible conflict between short-range. and long-range trends and 

betwee1: countertrends and analys is of t.he possible J:'eactions 

to existing trends which may serve to inhibit the pace'of their 

development. 

' .... 
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Ten major long-range sociocultural trends are discussed 

at some length and analyzed in terms of their future impact on 
-"' 

policing: population grmvth and change, future patterns of 

industrialization, ~rbanization, cultural change, increasing 

scientific and technological capability, further democratization 

and egalitarianism, organizational change, increasing affluence, 

professionalization and autcmation. 

1. Demographic Trends 

I Analysis of population trends between now and the year 2000 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

suggests that two major factors will influence the role of the 

police in the decades to come. Birth-rates, among the poor as 

well as among the affluent, are declining and will continue to 

do so. The popula tiOll \vill grow steadily over the next thirty 

years, but at a decreasing rate. Significantly, the numbers 

in the 14-21 age-gr:>up, which is known to be responsible for a 

disproportionately large amount of criminal activity, are expected 

to grmv slowly between no\..,~ and about 1980 and to decline thereafter. .. 
Against this, the proportion of this age-group which belongs to 

minority racial groups \'1ill increase astronomically. The employ-

ment prospects of minorities in this age-group are not considered 

to be very bright: 

The general picture is becoming ~.,orse with time •..• 
In 1960, the un:)mployment rate for Negro teenagers 
was three times that for Negro adults, but it became 
five times the Negro adult rate by 1971. If this 
trend continued at the same rate, by 1982, the 
unemployment rate for Negro teenagers would be seven 
tim~s the Negro aduJ.t rate. (1976: 30) 

In assessing the overall impact of tl:1.ese factors on the 

crime rate, the Commission stated that: 

R? c, 
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,I 
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••• it can be assumed that the types of crime committed 
by the 14 to 17 age group will continue to increase 

..... 

until 1976 and begin to decline the following year. I 
The t:ypes of crimes committed by the 18 to 21 age group-- ... , ,
acts of violence--will continue to increase throughout -
the 1970-1980 decade and begin to decline in 1981. 
(1975: 31) 

As far as the police are concerned, crime will rise in 

absolute terms and larger reserves of police manpOWE::r will be 

needed: 
. .' .. :'~o;' :. 

.l"" ,,""0' • 

.:," : . ~) :';-.: 
... ~ . .. ." '!: .... • , • 

• .0' .. Ii.' .. ,.', .'.' ..•. 

Unless alterriative'm~thods are' found to cope 'with' 
larger numbers of potential criminals, at least as 
many police officers as nm·j work in California'must: 
be added to the Nation I s police forces by 1980., ' (p. 33) 

~: ~ '.:'.: ;: .... : .. 
Although a smaller propo~tion. of 'crimes will be committed by 

. . ~ . ' .. :. . ... '::. . 
•... .: • ".J.... . • 

teenagers, the data indicate an in~r~asing involvement between 

I'~' 1's '~~g~~~~e~"~~~f'the the police and black teenagers. 
, .. 

abiLi,ty to deal with young; black offenders will become an 

increasingly important requirement of the police role • 
. .. ... 

Specific cons~quences of future population trends are con-

sidered likely to influence both the size and organizational 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

structure of police agenc!es in the future. Larger nU;mbers of 'I' 
people employed in law enforcement, as well as in other sectors 

uf the criminal justice system, will be needed because of growth 

in the populat,ion. Changes in the nature of the popUlation group 

with which police are mo::>t likely to deal will bring about changes 

in the nature of police work. The paramilitary type of .. police 

organizatiol1. is no longer considered appropria'l:e for the kinds 

of confrontations between police and ghetto youth which are 

anticipated. The development of the skills required to handle 

such confrontations are suggested in this report as involving 
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much closer interacticn ~vith local co~~unities--a type of 

interaction which is much more compatible with the service model 

of policing than with the authoritarian approach characteristic 

of traditional police organization. 

2. The "Postindustrial Society' 

The second trend discussed in this report concerns the 

consequences of further progress toward a "postindustrial" 

society. The study suggests that: 

AS the role of manufacturing declines in the post
industrial soc;iety, other types of activities grow 
in relr3.tive importance, such as services, research, 
education and amenities. The professional-technical 
class becomes the major occupational g~oup, and, most 
importantly, innovation in society becomes increasingly 
dependent upon theoretical knowledge rather' 'chan 
practical knowledge. (1976: 51) 

One result of this trend will be an increase in the emplo~nent 

difficulties of those who are without sp9cialized skills, or 

who are other~vise denied access to the advantages of the post-

industrial society. As jobs are likely to become more demanding . 
in terrrLS of the specialized education or know-how needed, 

those on the fringes of society will have greater and greater 

difficulty in meeting the demands of.everyday life. An incr.eas~ng 

p.roportion of poorly-educated people are likely to be virtually 

unemployable and this factor 1 in combination \.,ith the population 

trends noted above, is considered certain to compound. the diffi ... 

culties faced by the police: 

~I • 1 ,'. 

:r:t can be anticipated that the frustrat:ibns of the 
,unemplovable ••. will be manifested increasingly in 

deviant," forms of behavior. Wherever unemployables 
will be concentrated, they ~·lilJ. pose maintenance 
problems for the police.... The average le-,..-el of 
education of unemployables will increase steadily 
throughout the 1970-1980 decade.. Thus, the police 
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will be required to be increasingly careful in their 
face~to-face encounters with potential offenders •••• 
The police officer should expect to have his authority 
challenged more frequently on the streets by indivi
duals and, especially, by youthful gangs. (1976: 57) 

3. Urbanization 

Future patterns of urbanization are seen as further com

pounding these difficulties. Between now and the end of the 

century I urban areas will' progressively become larg~ and more ~ 

'~ol1.gested, as a result oi"c~ntin~i~g:' patterns' of' ~:±g~ition and' 
.. • w : ... 

~ ':." .. 
natural population growth. The cities will contain increasing 

proportions of the poor, the black and the young. 'This trend will 
. ' 

both exacerbate the difficulties of the police role and drama-

tize the necessity for the police to develop by following a 

professionalized model dedicated to the service function. 

4. Socio-cultural Values 
• 

The fourth major social change predict~ed. by the California 
~ .... > " 

Commission is the continuation of trends of changes in cultural, 

social and moral values which are proj ected as re::suli....illg 1...""1 a,' . , . 
marked increase in behavior regarded as criminal under existing 

laws. Some of these changes are ascribed to increasing social 

tolerance of activity traditionally regarded as deviant or 

criminal (gambling, prostitution, homosexuality, .pornography I 

for example). Others are considered as stemroing from a general 

decline in traditional values and the onset of:. " •• *a period 

of transition characterized by sensual gratification, hedonism, 

materialism, and the pursuit of money, success and power. 1I 

(1976: 94-5) 

All of these changes will increase the difficulty of the 

' ... , 
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police role. Soclal consensus on a variety of issues will become 

harder to achieve and the direction of the trend )vill be mani~~s

ted by a general unwillingness on the part of the population 

to accept either social responsibility or the legitimacy of auth~. 

ority. The study doe~" not, hmqever, com::.nit itself to an assess-

ment of the strength of the difficulties created by this trend. 

One imponderable in the equation involves the question of how 

flexible the bod-'I" of criminal laTH be toward accomodating changing 

social mores. If laws against types of behavior likely to be 

affected by these trends re.rnain unarone..l.ded, then the police \'1ill . ' 

be placed in the unenviable position of being obliged to enforce 

laws which do not have popular approv'al. Unless legislators 

respond to these projected changes in moral values: 

More and more ••• the police officer may find himself ••• 
being required to enforce la1;'lS which the wider community 
does not regard as illegal or worthy of law enforcement 
and \V'hieh he himself may not deem ,)'lorhty of enforcement 0 

This would not contribute to public respect for the 
criminal justice system or for the police, nor would 
it contribute to th~ self-respect of the police officer. 
(1976: 95) 

5. :rechnology 

One' trend which is closely related to the patterns of post'

industrialization, (discussed above), concerns the many impli-

cations of the proj ected accelerated gro'.vth in scientific and 

technologic8.1 achievement. An important consequence of this 

'trend is discussed as the increasing c.pplication of scientific 

techniques to the functioning of social institutions and the 

application of more objective standards to evaluate, or ration-

alize, the ability oft."1ese institutions to achieve their stated 

goals. This trL.:nd can therefore be e.xpected to influence the 
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police of the future in two distin'ct ways: by encouraging 
,-',' :11 

J 

the application of technological e..,,<pertise to police oper2ltions, -.t·l" this trend will bring about increased efficiency in polic.::e 

agencies. In addition as attention is drawn to ~~e ratil~nalitYI' 

of organizations, increasing attention will be paid to the suit-

ability of existing organizational structures to meet soc:ial goals. 

The report points out i:hat these two trends may, while wo:r::k-
.. .. .... ~ " .. 

'ing in the same direction; be of varying strengths'i- . It is ' 
'. , !." . 

, , 

expected that technological innovation will' continue "to be accep-
- .. ~ .' .. . .. 

ted within the police bureaucracies much more readily than are 
'0 .; .. ,'.- .... '; " 

t .... ·· .. " 

rationalistic changes in organizational. ,structure: ' 
" ~.' ... ... ~ . 

While the growth of closer ties between the scientific 
community and the criminal just.ice system is clearly 
taking place ••• this development is primarily concell-· 
trated in the area of technology. As in other institu
tions of American society, changes in technology are 
more readily accepted than changes in organization 
behavior, attitudes and values. (1976: 113) 

Again, the study recommends progress toward professionalism 

as the best avenue through which the police' can, now and in the; 

future, cope with these aoditional demands. A truly profession

alized force is seen as one' in which p~actitioners are poth aware 
. :- . ........ . ........ 

of their social goals and the necessity for an organizatio~al ' 

I 
I' 

structure which is designed to meet these goals in the most effec-

tive way. Practitioners are willing, by virtue of their training 
I: I 

I 

and commitment to their work, to accept the idea of continuous I: 
assessment and evaluation of orga.nizational effectiveness, and 

the application of the findings of social researchers, as means 
I: 

of furthering the mutual interests of t~e profession and those 

whom it serves. 
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6. Egalitar iani~mand Democra.tization 

Another factor which is expected to increase the difficul-..... 
ties of the police role in general, and police relations with 

urban youth in particular, is the increasing grm'i'th of egalit...; 

arianism and democrat.ization. Although trends of increased 

educational opportunity lessening of racial and other discrim

ination and progress toward a true meritocracy are obViously 

regarded as progressive in this study, the paradoxical effect 

of these trends on the police role is noted. With increasing 

progress toward a society wherein the individual can rely on 

advancing in proportion to his or her abilities comes a conco

mitant increase in popular expectations. In a society ~vhich pro-

claims itself to be a meritocracy, all citizens will, quite 

reasonably, expect to be judged on their rnerits and to be re-

waJ:d,=d accordingly. Unfortunately ,as some of the factors out

lined earlier suggest, a small, but significant, proportion of 

the population will not have acquired the education or the , 

skills to enable them to play a full and productive role 

in the new technological society. These people will not, presum-

ably, be in1.l11une from the same expectations as those in a more 

fortunate social st~atum and, for them, the new meritocracy will 

result in increasing frustration and a feeling of relative 

deprivation. 

The police can and certainly will respond to 'the demands 

that all citizens be treated on their merits and the study fore-

sees increasing efforts being made by agencies to recruit 

citizens from all ~trata of society to their ranks and to make 

particular efforts to recruit those from minority groups. 

., 
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However, ~o matter how successful policies of this sort are, 

the police will still be faced with the problems of dealing 

.';'::,' ~"'I : " • I , ' 
\.' . 

with sections of the population which have become more and more 

hostile to authority because of heightened feelings of depri- .. :1 
vation ahd a sense of having been passed by'in a wo~ld where 

so many are able to achieve a reasonable compromise between 

. ' .. ";'.~ 
able to provide:~ .:' 

their own expectations and the :t'ewards which society is actualJ:y, ..... ' ,I 
.. ,.. '. .._ .. 

7. Bureaucratic Centralization', 

A trend likely to have a direct and immediate impact on 

police organization.al structure concerns the accelerating, and 

worldwide, tendency toward the gr:~wth and centralization of 

bureaucratic structures of all kinds. At the national level, 

this t+end is associated with developments in communications, 

technology and popUlation growth. Increasing specialization 

in organizations is described as resulting from the increasing' 

complexity of modern life and having as one of its consequences 
:' ... 

the need for ,greater integration and coordina~ion of activities. 

As organization~ :;b~com~ larger and more diverse, their 'structure , 

becomes more bureaucratized and more complex, Elaborate sys

tems of rules are needed to insure universality of policy and 

methods of operation. Technological innovation encourages the 

further development of. this trend and further increase in the 

size.'cif organizations because of economies of large scale and 

the advantages of centralizing, and thereby avoid~g dupli

cat,ion q£, sophisticated technical operations. 

As noted earlier in this essay, police agencies will un-

doubtedly reap considerable benefits from the centralization 
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of certain operations which integration of departments and the 

resultant ability to introduce ad'lanced, and expensive, systems 

of operation. The California study does, however, pay greatest 

attention to the dysfunctional consequences of future integra-

tion and suggests that this trend may be in opposition to its 

genera.l conclusion that the commitment of the police to their 

service function represents the most obvious, and the most 

fruit.ful, direction for policing in the future. Two important 

dysfunctional consequences of this trend are emphasized in this 

study. The first is the possible substitution of bureaucratic 

goals for social goals and the likelihood that increased bureau

cratization will serve to undermine the ability of police to 

respond to the needs of their constituents ~~d even to subvert 

their ability to fulfill their legal lll.a:lc.ateS" j (see Chapter I) '.' 

A second consequence of this trend is seen as the possible 

development of "trained incapacity" in police agencies. It; is 

suggested that, as bureaucratic goals become normat,ive goals, 

the officer will begin to·react to situations only within the 

framework of bureaucratic structure. This tendency will come 

to be reflected in training when: 

(t)he recruit discovers he will be rewarded for ad
hering to the regulations pertaining 'co internal dis
cipline. Advancement within the police department 
will depend on following the regulaticns prescribed 
in the departmental manuals rather thap. upon getting 
along with the people in the areas of \'::.he city he 
must patrol. (1976: 155) 

Taken on its o~mr this trend is viewed as one which is 

compatible with bureaucratic efficiency, but which.nli;:imately 

reduces the ability of the police to cope with their social 

functions: 
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The, end result of increasing size of police departments 
with their emphasis on efficiency ,and -impersonal rela
tionships is increasing alienation of the public they 
are supposed to serve •••• Ideas about new roles for 
the police are embodied in such concepts as 'community 
relations' or 'social service' are incompatible with 
the nature of bureaucracy. Furthermore, at the pre
sent time in their relationships with Negro and White 
citizens, field studies indicate that the police are 
better able to relate to whites in a personal way than 
with blacks. Thus, as bureaucratic organization grows, 
police-Negro relationships may become worse. (1976: 165) 

·~·"~.·1. __ . ."' .. ''':'~':··'''~.t ".~-,:,;',' ;.';:' .. : ..... ',.' "". 'T-, 

.,':: ':: . Further integration -6f, departments and specialization 

I ,', 
. ..' . . ..... t·. . ~ - . . ... 

within'ili;'" is conSid~re~.;f~ \n;~~~~le. )~'.~~ ,~~~~~~~~sted ,~.'", 
. that these trends can be slowed 'or- 'reversed.. .'Instead ,'the ,.... -" 

Commission advocates rigorous t~~:L":ing m~~~~d~ de~{~~~:d .. t:-o . :_,,:,:~'.'I',- ~:'I 
~ ,.. .... ... . . . . ., '. " . . . 

• .. .. • . ' 't" " 

overcome possible erosion of police oommi ~~~t: ,t.o ;so~~,~a~·. go'ai~ : ;.,,' . ' .• 
to understand the contradictory pressures' of burea~~ratic and '. I 

social responsibilities and to provide potential administrators 'IJ 
\':i th greater expertise for managirlg police operations in a 

bureaucratized setting .. 

s. Rising Income" Levels 

. . 

" 
':- - ~ 

Increasing affluence"at most levels of American society is, 

like several of the trends discussed here, considered as exert-
o. •• • : _. ~ 

ing conflicting influences on the nat.ure of the. polie e . role 

in the decades to come.. On the one hand, it can be suggested 

that greater affluence will likely be, (but not necessarily be) , 

associated with a falling volume of crime. on: the other, many 

of the other social and cultural factors noted earlier suggest 

the opposite.. Even if o'ne accepts that the crime rate can be ' 
" , 

reduced by economic factors alone, the reaction 0f the rela

tively poor to the increased affluence of their surroundings 

may be such as to reverse this general effect. The overall 
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conclusion. of the study on this pc} .... nt is that the salutary 

effects of greater prosperity in the population as a whole will, 

unfortunately, be more than offset by the reactions of the less 

well-off to a more prosperous society: 

There is little reason to hope that increasing 
economic affluence will alleviate the tasks of the 
police in the years immediately ahead If the 
theories about the causes of crime and delinquency ••• 
are correct, the role of the police will be made more 
difficult both because of rising affluence and be
cause of residual poverty and an increasing number 
of people, particulal::-ly Negroes, living belo,., the 
official level of pO'llerty. (p. 195) 

It is suggested that crime rates may eventually decline, but 
\ 

not in this century, and that an increasing volume of crime will 

be characterized by violence and will be associated with 

juvenile gang activity. 

9. Automation 

Further evidence for the relatively disadvantageous position 

of the underprivileged classes in the decades ahead is presented 

in the study's analysis o~ future trends in automation, and 

the effects of these on society. The effects of techniques of 

automation on both production and on the accessibility of infor

mation are considered to be immense and the increasing use made 

by industry of electronic data processing is substantial enough 

to mean that: 

••• our society is rushing into the computer age at 
a pace 'which 'makes the Industrial Revolution look 
like a funeral procession. I (p. 238) 

This development is analyzed as creating an additional obstacle 

to the ability of the unskilled and undereducated to advance 

themselves. The decreasing nur.~er of blue-collar workers is 
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cited as evidehce ·that there will be a continually decreasing ~ .. ::) •. ~ 
need for unskilled workers in American society. It is suggest..:'!.~· >~.:·:Ii 
also that the level of expertise required of employed workers ' . 

at all levels will be so high that it will be more and more 

difficult for the poorly-educated to equip themselves with the 

skills to obtain employemnt. In spite of the higher levels of 
• • "0 ,"t- • 

prosperity, and greater'social resources' for encouraging 
;q" •. : ..... :~ ';' • t·,~·: ..... ~.3l:.~ . ., L .~t·~·. . ....... :~. . . ~',:: .. '-" 

the 

upward mobility of. members of this stratum of society: 
, , ... r·:<~'~·'··"'I':'·: / ..... t .. ··~·.;"'!.:,,-. -, : .,- ! :~' •. ; .... ,,::"'~'" ;~ ..... ;.; ... 

The fact remains that. automation of production redu~es 
the needs of industry for the w1skilled, the semiskilled, 
and the least 'educated workers~ The trend toward the 
automation of production thus contributes to the dis
advantaged position of the young-poor-black in American 
society •••• The general implication of the automation 
of production for the criminal justice system can be 
briefly summarized: it will serve to increase the 
pool of young-peor-bl.: ,';~ persons who commit the most 
crime 9 This is tlie category of persons who are concen
trated in the urban ghettos with inadequate training 

" .," , , 
~. : ~ .-. .~ . 

' .. ' .... ; 

.... ' 'I' 
. ~ ~.:. . .... ',-. - I' - . . ., ',.' .. , ,. : ...... .; ... 
'. • '.t." ~ 

. • I ~ 

:.~~ ',: ."',' .. :' 

".' '.1 ·:1" 

or education to compete successfully for an ever decreas
ing proportion of unskilled and semiskilled jobs. (pp. 242-3) 

I 
I Increased automation of information will have the effects 

, . 

of both increasing various types oz computer-related crime 
" . . , 

• 
and the technological efficiency of the police •. By far the 

greatest attention is, however, paid in this report to the 

effects of automation on police organization and operations. 

Effects on police operation's are discussed and summarized as 

those affecting command-ancl-control of police operations, infor-

mation storage and retrieval and pattern recognition and research. 

All are expected to have a marked and beneficial effect on the 

ability of the police to control and manage police patrol and 

investigative functions. 

Some attention is paid to the manpower effects of these 
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innovations. It is suggested that agencies will rely more and 

more on specialized police personnel to develop and manage the 

hardware and software needed to implement these new techniques. 

The Commission envisages the emergence of a new group of special

ists within police agencies and notes that these new specialists 

~ill represent an area of specialization which is largely div-

orced from the traditional police role. However, this new 

group is regarded as possessing a level of expertise which is 

both specialized and professional and which is consistent with 

the needs of a fully professionalized police force: 

These computer specialists will have no direct 
contact with the law breaker. However, the need for 
coordination and cooperation between these two types 
of police personnel will be very great. Experience 
with the development of computer-based inforro~tion 
systems in the past, in government, military) and 
business areas, has shown that successful system de
sign depends upon the integration of the design re
quirements of operations l?ersonnel and systems analysts. 
(p. 251) 

Specialized traiiling and recruitment is therefore advocated in 

the place of the contii1.ued; reliance of agencies on the use of 

outside consultants and civilian personnel. 

10. Prof~ssionalization 

. The tenth major trend of .concern to the police of the future 

concerns increased professionalization of occupational groups at 

a variety of current levels of prestige in American society. 

Factors influencing this trend are implicit at various pointl3 in 

the preceding discussion and include the considerably greatej: 

expertise needed in almost all occu~ations, as these \qill be de

fined in years to come, and in particular, the very considerable 

administrative and other skills which will be required to i;;1.sure 
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that the diverse operations of larger, and increasingly complex I , 
organizations are managed and integrated effectively and efficient--I' ly_ 

At many points in the California study, professionalization 

of police is recommended as the only viable solution to the 

difficulties and 'challenges which lie ahead. In particular, this 
..... ,f •• 

approach is suggested as the only way in which the police can _ 
. ,. • ~ •• : ~ •• 4 • 

".;',cope with· the greater demands which can be expected to be made . 
, . .~-.. ,. 

".... '.":'.' t';,j····: . • : •. , 

upon them as 'intermediaries between those who support'society's 
',,, " '<:-~.;.:" ~' :' •. ~.~ 

structure and those'who·feel slighted by it, while at the same 
••• " #" .' .. to::. r:" . 

time changing the focus of their operations ~o respond to the 
, . 

service aspects of their ,role more effectively. 
. . ~ 

. ! 

The Commission 
:: . ." ... . 

is not at all sanguine about the challenges that lie ahead. 

I-lany of the trends indicate that, at least for large urban 

agencies, these challenge~ are likely to be overwhelming~ 

However, the arguments in favor of police professionalism are 

articulated clearly as representing a philosophy of policing . 
which must be adopted if the police are to have a substantial 

chance of meeting their social goals. 

It is interesting that, at this point in the analysis, 

professionaliz~tion of the:. police .is .:d-.iscussed as part of a 

universal trend which will manifest itself in many occupational 

groups in the decades to come. Particular reasons why profess~ 

ionalism is especially important for the police have been cited 

above. However, the point is made again and again in this 

study that the arguments for police professionalism can be 

whittled down to the single, and devastating, point that this 
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is the only means thro~gh which police organizations can achieve 
, 

the flexibility they need to emphasize the service function 

as a means of fulfilling the broad spectrum of their social roles 

in the communities and social structures vThich they are intended 

to serve. 

11. Scope of Projectichs 

The California study is relevant to this discussion for a -

variety of reasons:, Not the least of theseAs the time-span it 

is intended to cover. The Commission t's o'''''n statement of the 

scope of its projections is given here without further comment: 

The time span covered by this stuay is primarily the 
1970-1980 decade. However since education and train
ing are long lead-time items r we are also concerned 
with the 1980-1990 decade. In addition, the linear 
extrapolations of long-range trends presented in the 
tables and figures in the report freqnently extend to 
the year 2000 or beyond. (p. 19) 

THE SYSTEM APPROACH 

Throughout this study, the point is repeatedly made that . 
changes in police structure and objectives cannot be considered 

in isolation from the rest of ,the criminal justice system. The 

policies, objectives and accomplishments of the courts 'and the 

corrections system will-, in the; future as in the. past r exert 

a very great influence over the activities of the police. The 

present interrelatio.nship bet'iveen the various elements within 

,the criminal justice system has been widely documented. The 

most recent statement of the ~esirability of the police, correc-

tions and the courts working together to create a system which 

could serve to plan and to create policy, is included in the 

general report of the National Advisory cow~ission on Criminal . 
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Justice Standards and Goals. In this /" entitled A' Nat"i'onal 
... - .~.. .. 

Strategy' to' Reduce' Crime, considerable attention is paid to the 
, ' 

need for establishing agencies at the state level which have 

the power and the capability to direct policies which will 

determine the future roles of the police, as well as other units 

within the system: 

No one agency alone 'has been given the 'societal respon- _ 
.sibility of reducing crime. 'Questions of major policy 

"'. , .... . ~.~ ~..... .. 
, in criminal justice require agreement ,among police, 

I· 
1,,1 

I 
I 
I 

courts, corrections;, and, other public and private 
agencies. The Commission's standards on criminal, 
justice informaiton systems, and criminal justice edu
cation present avenues for reaching agreement.' (1975: 79) 

, ., 
A good many other s~urces also emPhasiz~ th~ :~~'o;~~~~" ',:':"1 

~'.'" .: '~.",.:-., !." •. : .... ~, ~ . ".-. 

of future integration of .this 'system to the . further development 
. . ' ... ..... ' . 

of the police r~le. Robert Gallati, for example, in a 1975 

essay discusses the future importance of criminal justice infor-

mation systems through an analysis of the present achievements . '." .. . .. :' 

of NYSIIS. In the course of his discussion, this author empha-

sizes the ~mportance of the courts, both as consumers and gener-
, :! ; , .! 

ators of criminal offender data and suggests that a close rela-

I 
I 
I 

: ............. :' . 

tionship exists between the efficiency. of the system'and the I 
" ( .. ~'...' . ~',,' ' .. -:, 

ability of the ~ourts to 'introduce 'data into it. One of Gallati's 

main points is that the system described is fundamentally the 
.. 

product of the criminal. Justice system as a whole and repre-

sents an important model for futnre inter-agency cooperative 

efforts. 

Host outside observers of the police draw attention to 

the folly of considering this element of the criminal justice 

system in isolation from corrections and the courts, as well as 
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in isolation from general social trends. The recent( and influ-

ential commentaries on the police by James Q. ~1ilson (1975) 

and Herman Goldstein (1977) both make the point that influences. 

stemming from the outside are by far the most important deter

minant of policing. Wilson is particularly critical of attempts 

by the police to change the nature of their ~ole and notes that 

this is the one thing the police have no control of. It is 

society which determines what the police role shall be, a~d 

the police are best advised to limit their efforts to discover-

ing what society expects of them, and how they can best meet 
, 

th0se expectations (Wilson 1975). In this sense, increasing 

emphasis on the service function can best be seen as reflecting 

the needs and wishes of citizens, rather than as a way in which 

police agencies can defuse local hostility and criticisms against 

them. 

A recent article by JCfhn W. HcKay provides an e~cellent 

example of this systems approach to crime control in general, . 
and the function of the police in particular. In concentrat-

ing on the importance of crime prevention as the most effective 

means of crime control', l-icKay su\~gests that reliance on any 

one public agency to solve the problem is unrealistic and 

ineffective. Of the many possibilities discussed in this 

short article, the cooperation of a variety of agencies, both 

within and without the criminal justice system, is regarded 

as the most promisimg single means for dealing with the problem: 

Crime prevention should not be view'ed as an isolated 
phenomenon restricted solely to those government 
agencies which are normally considered part of the 
criminal justice system. Crime preven.tion should 
be viewed as a total government program. All agencies 
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and departments can cont~ibute to crime prevention. 
A few examples of non-criminal justice 'agencies con
tributions to crime prevention' are ' . .;ell-lighted 
streets, schools which 'teach law and justice classes, 
building codes with security r.equirements, and public 
housinq design. (McKay, 1976: 57) 

$ome writers have taken the concept of total, integrated', 

sy:3cem of criminal justice one step~urther and describe agents 

of this system as specialists in a variety of related occupa-

ti~ns, Mathias and Stephens, in a 1975 article entitled 
!., . 

'.'~riminal. J'7stice in the 21st Century I" suggest that, at,' 
, . 

this stage, police agencies as s~~h will no longer exist. They 
" .. -'. ?~:-:- . 

foresee a criminal justice syst6u'divided into seven broad 
; ,~:-,: '. ' 

areas: crime causation.' "criminal law, system-wid.e changes, 
1:.,-," 

~ ., " ... 

juvenile delinquency, law enforcement, courts and 'corrections. 

Agents of this system are specialized in terms of function, 

rather than acting as employees of a particular agency, and are 

cLarged with undertaking a variety of thuman service' responsibil-

ities~ 

There seems to be no~ shortage of predictions as to how 
• 

the police of the future are likely to develop, and what pro-

blems they are' ~ikely to~face. A nUmber of these have been 
~. 

- discussed. in t-his chapter 6f this account and some of the more 

important projections which relate more closely to the future 

training needs of' police are summarized in a later chapter. One 

problem with many projections which appear in the literature is 

that, unlike those of Schlanitz (1976a and b) r Cooper (1974), 

Swank (1975) and California (1976), which are at least based 

on data which is both visible and quantifiable, they are diffi-

cult to evaluate in terms of the likelihood of their occurrence. 
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There is, .. of course I nothip.g unreasonable about making predic

tions based on informed opinion and one's personal evaluation 

of the future importance of current trends--indeed, some 

predictions made in this way will doubtless prove at least as . 

accurate as those based on hard data. ,However, it is frequently 

difficult to distinguish between those projections of this 

kind which represent opinions based on theoretical evaluation o~ 

observed trends, and those which represent the optimism, or 

pessimism, of the writer's world view. The additional reports 

considered in the remainder of this chapter should be evaluated 

with these comments in mind. 

OTHER PROJECTIONS 

The point that further centralization and integrat~on of 

police agencies in the U.S. is a likely development is discussed 

by Berkley (1970). The focus of this discussion is to make 

the point that centralization must be considered as a world

wide phenomenon in policing and the author discusses this trend 

in countries in Western Europe and else'\vhere in the Free World. 

Although the discussion is given largely in terms of the 

European experience, it is suggested that many of the advantages 

of amalgamation may apply in this country. Such advantages 

are considered to include independence from local political 

pressure, increased job mobility for officers at all levels in 

the hierarchy and centralization of collective bargaining with 

police unions. 

Berkley also considers a number of consequences of inte

gration which he terms advantages, but which might be considered 
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as potentially dysfunctional, or at least problematic. Stan-

dardization of rules and procedures, creating a greater level 

of impersonality between officers, md betT,;een officers and the 

public, is viewed as a benefit of larger organizations. As 

discussion elsewhere in this chapter suggests, this character-

istic of bureaucracy has recently been thought ofias running 

"-' '._.' 

. . . .. I 

~ .. 1' 
..·1 

in opposition t~,.~e police service objective. Similarly, -::.> ...... ··1 ' 
Berkley considers that this trend will bring about more effec-·· '. '::~:'" 

tive citizen con~rol of police, by creating a national structure l ~i"1 
... :; 

for this which is managed by elected representatives. This 

seems to run contrary to American conceptions of service based .1 
on the team policing model, in which communities are encouraged . . .. . . ~ 
to make their needs and wishes known to police structures at 

"~I 
the very local level. I 

Sandler and Mintz discuss the modification of the 

paramilitary model of police structure in theoretical terms "I 
and suggest that SUfficie~t awareness of the limitations of .. , :: I 
this model now exists to permit radical changes in it to be made • 

The point made here is that, as everyone now knows how limited 

this type of structure is, and the structure itself is not 

immutable, police organizational in which the community 

service model has been superimposed on traditional police 

structures to suggest that bureaucratic organization can be made 

flexible enough to meet changing needs (1974). 

Particular attention is paid to changing policies in the 

New ~,:ork City Police Department in order to demonstrate this 

point. Collaborative policing, participatory management, exper

imentation with team policing and training programs geared to 
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the service function are cited and described. Although these 

authors certainly suggest that changes in police bureaucratic 

goals can be made r their final conclusion serves to give warning 

that not all of the changes required to bring about full commit-

ment to the service function car. be achieved within the traditional 

model: 

UltimatelYr however r the military structure rests 
upon the r.igid rank hierarchy and the ingrained self
image of the organization and its mewbers as crime 
fighters. The effect can be modified by programs such 
as those that have been mentioned. However r a rational 
transition to becoming a full service agency functioning 
in cooperation with its community cannot occur without 
significant modifications in the internal structure of 
the organization. The elimination of ranY~, the actual 
decentralization of authoritYr and a reorientation of 
the police image to one of social service officer are 
all prerequisites to significant alteration of the style 
and value system of any r~lice agency. (1974: 463) 
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POLICE ANn FUTURE SHOCK 

General assuptions seem therefore to exist on how 

the future police role will develop and debate in this 

field seems generally to be limited to how and when it 

will occur. Victor Cizanckas, chief of police in ~fenJ.o 

P",rk, California, describes the problem in' terms of the 

concept of "future shock"',. which takes aLcc.ount of the 
' .. . . .. '. ~ ' .. "~ " : " 

extraordinary difficulties' faced by. people~' : inattemp't::lng 

to cope with a rate of social change which is beyon~ 

their experience and comp~ehension: 
.: ':. 

... d-, .' ....... 
Future shock Is.·. the dismaying disorientation. 
brought on 'by ,the. premature ar:rival of. "" 
the fu,ture ~ It is a time phen()menon, a ... -
product of a greatly accelerate,d rate of 
change in society •. What: it meams £5 that 
change i p avalanching down upon our heads, 
and most: people· are grotesquely unprepared 
to cope with it~· (191S:16) • 

In terms of this debate, ,one can. suggest that: the necelssity 
'". . ~: 

for the' adoptio~ of the 'se~vice model of policing may have 
!"' ... 

been accepte~ as 'an intellectual level by police administrators, 
... -' .. " 

'but it has. yet to. be pu~ Jully in to practice., 
.... ~,;..' r: " . ;,':2 ~'5" 

The classis': account of "future shock'T and . ..: .. " . its organizational 
• ~ •• ,..;, .• p' -::. • 

consequences is, Iiowever~ g·iven in the work of Alvin 

Toffl~r,; This author suggests that', far from bureaucratic 
'," .: 

forms of organizatio~ b~~oming increasingly powerful and 

oppresive', there is a likelihoo~ that they will ev-entually 

b~ successfully challenge~ by a new, and more flexible 
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system; tl1e Ad-hocracy". The principal arguement used 

by this author to support his theory concerns the accelerated_~ 

levels of organizational change which can be expected to 

occur in bureaucracies within the public and private sector: . 

Citing the waves of reorganizations brought about primarily 

by recent tendencies toward merger and divestiture of interests, 

Toffler describes the permanance of such change and its effect 

on the nature of bureaucracies: 

.. -more and more sophisticated managers 
are recognizing that in a world of acceler-
a ting change reorgani zation is, and must be, 
an on-going process, rather than a traumatic 
once-in-a-lifetime affair. (Toffler 1973:190 

Effects of this continuous change on the individual are to 

render job environments and relationships temporary and 

unstable, to break down use of standard bureaucratic channels 

of communication and to otherwise de-stablize relationships 

between individuals and their surroundings. 

An important effect:of these ,changes will be to bread the 

power of the bureaucracy and the bureaucratic hierarchy., As 

job assignments will be temporary, and working arrangements 

.shor-t:-lived, the individual's relationships ,vi th his fellow-

workers,will largely be characterized by the increased 

specialization undertaken by each member of the team, and by 

the greater skills needed by all workers to manage the 

increasingly sophisticated technology at their disposal. 

An eventual consequence of this trend will be to make 

the bureaucracy and the org~Lizational arrangements which go 

with it, redundant. Eowever: 
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It will be . a long time before the last bureaucratic 
hierarchy is obliterated. For bureaucracies are 
well suited to tasks that require masses of moder
ately educated men to perform routine operations, 
and, no doubt, some such operations will continue 
to be performed by men in the future. Yet is is 
precisely such tasks that the computer and auto
mated equipment do far better than men. It is 
clear that in super-industrial society many such 
tasks will be performed by great self-regulating 
systems of machines, doing away with the need for 
bureaucratic organization. Far from fastening ,the 
grip of bureaucracy on civili£ation more tightly 

. than before,. automation leads to its overthrow. 
(1973: 197) -", ": ... 

. _ I ." .: .~1 .; '. _ ~ '. 

These consequence~ are view~d'by Toffler as eventually 

affecting all agencies; "'~k~~IUding :police departments. One 

potentially dysfuncti~nal aspec~ of the "Ad-hocracy,~ discussed 
• ~ t." :. -,,:.'.; • . " •• 

to soem extent by Cizancka-s~' (see above) I concerns'·-t:.he tre':'" 

mendous burden of adaptation the new form of society makes on 

its members. "Futur,e Shock" experienced by individuals who 

have been conditioned to life in a different, and more slowly-

paced, society will both inhibit their' ability to adapt to new 
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conditions and delay the ?nset of the "Ad-hocracy." The diffi- It 
culties and trauma which police agencies can expect to undergo 

in the course of the transition are, in Toffler's terms, no dif-

ferent from thos'e which will: be' experienced by individuals and 
~ 

organizations in other parts of society. 

On the basis of the above discussion, the following 

quotation can be used as a succinct outline of the police 

role as it is expected to develop over the,next few decades: 

Future organizations must be staffed by well
educated, well-trained, persons who, for the most part, 
will be generalists providing the myriad of traditional 
police and social services that only the police can 
perform and which are vital to the health of cur co~ 
unities. 
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IVhat seems to be a dichotomy between social 
work·and the police work must be resolved. Only when 
we realize that police services are social services 
will we have a police profession. The men and women 
in this new profession will be products of psycholog
ically healthy organizations which will no longer 
employ the bureaucratic paramilitary management style 
that pervades police organizations today. They will 
operate within broad parameters and -vTith great dis
cretion, and their worth to the cou~unity and their 
organization will be measured in terms of their 
ability to solve problems and to interact positively 
with all segments of the community. 

Police will no longer be the keepers of the 
community's morals, but they will be effectiv.e 
protectors of its property and persons~ (Cizanckas, 
i975: 16; See also Cizanckas, 1973) 
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LIMITATIONS OF PROJECTIONS 

A thoughtful qualification of the general desirability o~-

applying projections of this sort is presented by Leslie T. 

l1ilkins. This author suggests that the failure of the legal 

... system as a whole to respond to changes in the social 
-environment is the essential problem facing the criminal justice 

, ...... , '. ... ", ... 

system to~~i "~~~"~e p~e,.~~~.~~ that" unles s "'planners'. in this area 

"be'~om~':';~~p"~'ns:i;~ "to C\h~~l:g'e~ in social ~\~~r~~d~~"a~d moral -~~lues 
. .. ": ~ ::.~: ....... :' ' .. .; .' . ," ~.-

in the machine'ry of ju'stice' 'will occur by the 
•• " • ,'. -,'_:.' •• p -: -'-:-'~'~'!';;'r ';.' '1° .... • '., 

The point of_view expressed here is not that . .:.. ~ .. 

a breakdoWn 

year 2,000. 
~ ." '. .... . .. . . : .. "'\ ~ ': :'~:' 

~xpe~ts arewrbng in evaluating' i~ends and currents which 

affect law enfo";cement, but that -:~~e'Y"'h~~;~"r:b~en :~~iii'~~1 
.. , 

to recognize the importance of burgeoning social movements and 
. . .... 

patterns of thought. 

An additional problem lied in the ingerent attraction of 
. " 

technological projections as a basis for predicting social 

trends ". ; 

. .• two maj or c'o"~siderations appear 
in any attempt to project into the future; 

·:namely.· J the technological and the moral 
. future~s-tate's::: Projecting technological 

developments accurately is generally. 
thought to be simpler; and, indeed, 
there have been some quite remarkable 
forecasts. Where serious forecasts have 
been made, with the use of sophisticated 
methods of analysis, and have subse
quently been disproved, the projected data 
for the technological development has most 
often been found to be the inaccurate 
factor.,. On the other hand, projecting 
likely future moral standards seems to be 
much more difficult. We cannot quantify 
moral positions; we cannot use envelope 
curves or other numerical analyses of trends." 
(Wilkins 1976:505-506) 
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lQilkins' further point is that, all probabilities being 

equal) we are naturally attracted to more optimistic forecasts 

and that this factor may have an unfortunate influence on the 

forecasts we are willing to accept: 

There is a strong tendency to believe that 
what is desirable is the more probable; 
while then~ may be no direct reason why -
this should be so, there is little doubt 
th~t possible developments which are seen 
as desirable tend to gain in their levels 
of probability... We are inventing the 
future now; '.ve must make that process a 
conscious and rational one. We must accept 
the idea that the idea of relevance must be 
future oriented." (1976:515-16). 

It ,..,ould seem that these qualifications can be profitably 

applied in evaluating any and all of the projections discussed 

in this paper. 
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CHAPTER 4 

POLICE TRAINING: PRESENT CONCERNS AND FUTURE NEEDS 

It is obvious from the discussion included in previous sections of this 

account that present and future changes in the police role, growing crime 

. rates, increased potential for conflict betvV"een police and minorities and 

greater reliance on more sophisticat€)d technology will exert a very 

considerable influence on future pOlicies toward the selection, training and 

education of police personnel. Accept.ance of the notion of professionalism 

mandates an accGptance of the acquisition of those specialized skills and 

capabilities which distinguish those truly qualified to claim professional 

status. Police personnel policies introduced over the last few years have 

. . 
largely been aimed at preparing officers to meet increased emphasis on 

their service function, to fulfill specific technical and! or administrative 

job assignments and to insure that enterin;J personnel have the potential 

to assume fully the responsibiliti.es of professionalized status. In accord-

ance with the objectives of this report, no other types of policies or 

. 
programs will be discussed or cbnsidered here. 

Several of the projections discussed in Sections II and III present 

some rationale for the necessity of continuing to gear police priorities 

toward the general objective of achieving full pl:'ofessionalism, and the 

specific objective of providing officers with the skills for meeting their 

service obligations. As all the!:;e attempts at rationale point roughly in 

the same direction, only one of them, that provided in one of the reports of 
. '. 

Project STAR, (California 1976), will be considered further. The general 

tenor of the California report's recommendations relating to education 

reflect the concerns noted above and will be considered iater in this 

discussion. 
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Support for policies which embody careful of evaluation of the future 

needs of police agencies has been provided.by the two most influential federal 

comrnissions, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 

Administration of Justice and the National Advisory Commission on 

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, to discuss the police in recent years. 

Each of the commissions paid particualr attention to the need for police 

agencies to develop more exacting standards of selection, training and 

education to meet the future obligations and demands llkely to be made of 

them. 

SELECTION OF PERSONNEL 

On the subject of the selection of personnel, both commissions were 

highly critical of existing arrangements. The general report of the earlier 

commission, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (1968), discussed 

the police manpower problem as iIl:volving difficulties in attracti.ng sufficient 

applicants qualified to meet the very low standards generally required for 

admission to police departments in this country. The report of the task 

force of this commission assigned to stu.dy the police discussed this two

fold problem of quality and quantity of poteBtial manpower in more detail 

(Task Fo·rce Report: The Police 1967). In this, great attention was paid 

to the need for establishing high minimal educational and other qualifications 

for entrance to police service, to the use of extensive background checks and 

psychological and other forms of testing to insure the emotional stability and 

general suitability of those accepted as recruits, and increased use of 

probationer status to weed out, at an early stage. those recruits who are 

demonstrably unable to achieve the high standards of performance demanded 

by the agency. 
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1. RECRUITMENT AND THE POLICE SUBCULTURE 

Reports of the later commission maintained this interest in police 

recruitment. lVlore aggressive and professional recruiting programs were 

recommended and even greater attention was paid, in the general report 

and that dealing specifically with the police, to the need for higher standards 

and sophisticated techniques for identifying those unqualified for polic~ work 

at either the recruitment stage, or at a very early point in their police careerS -
(A National Strategy to Reduce Crime 1975; Police 1973). The recommendations 

and standards included in the reports of both these commissions are presented 

in the context of informed. discussion of the unique demands made by the police 

role on those who assume responsibility for it. There are~ however, a 

number of additional reasons why particular attention has been pa.id to improve-

ment of law enforcement recruitment standar.ds and policies. 

In discussing the nature of police work, and the effect it has on the 

individual officer, many authors describe a process of socialization during 

which the beginning policeman is conditioned to accept the norms and 

standa,rds of behavior of a police~ subculture which is both strong and 

distinctive; (see Section I for· further discussion of this). One of the best, 

and most widely-quoted, descriptions of the policeman IS 'working personality! 

describes this as being largely determined by reactions to an almost impossible 

mandate and to perceived hostility and danger in his working environment. 

The police subculture, with its own values and approved norms of behavior, 

is seen as a protective device (Skolnick 1966). In this discussion, the police 

occupational culture is viewed mainly as a consequence of the conflicting 

demands of the police bureaucracy and the society which it serves. 
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Many have, however, suggested that the police 'working personality' has been' 

strongly reinforced by patterns of recruitment which have attracted particular 

social groups and personality types to police work. The influence of particular 

ethnic groups on the character of American policing is discussed by 

Niederhoffer (1967), Wilson (1964) and Berkley (1969). This last author gives 

considerable emphasis to the point that, in a cuUL·.rally and ethnically hetero-

geneous society like the U. S., the consequences of the failure to insure that 

police personnel reflect the characteristics of thE' communities they serve 

have been counterproductive. Mor e recently, this kind of discussion has 

focused on the failure of police agencies to recruit members of minority 

groups to their ranks in sufficient numbers. The two federal commissions 

mentioned earlier both paid considerable attention to this point. Standard 

1.3.3 recomm.ended in the 1973 report Police, for example. is devoted to 

the question of minority recruiting. The need for greater, minOrity representa-

tion is discussea in some detail and recruitment policies designed to achieve 

this kind of representation are outlined. In its discussion of this standard, 

the philosophy of the Commission is stated explicitly: 

"IncreaSing emphasis must be placed on re<'ruiting qualified blacks 
as police officers in communitiEls with black residents ••• This 
standard .. however j is notlimit'ed to anyone ethnic minority group. 
Whenever there is a substantial ethnic minority population in any 
jurisdiction, no matter what the ethnic group may be, the police 
service can be improved by employing qualified members of that 
group. Every police agency should adhere to the principle that 
the police are the people and the people are the police" 1973:329-330). 

One consequence of the considerable published discussion of the police 

subculture in recent years has been a growing awareness of the strength of 

this subculture in determining the values and behavior of its members. 

Discussions of ways which can be used to break the power of the police 
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Icode', or at least to modify its dysfunctional effects, have come more and 

more to recognize that training programs cannot, in and of themselves. 

provide adequate solutions to the problem. Rigorous selection criteria must 

also be applied to insure that high quality of training is not used as a pOOl; 

substitute for poor quality of personnel; (see for example, Ingersoll 1964; 

Goldstein 1975). 

.... 

A number or researchers have, in fact, tended to minimize the importance 

of subcultural influences on police behavior by suggesting that there" is 

actually a typical 'police personality' which has been strongly reinforced by 

patterns of police recruiting, as well as by the police socialization process. 

These authors suggest that persons with distinctive personality traits are 

attracted to careers in law enforcement and that this circumstance has been 

an influence on the character of American policing; (see Levy 1968, for example). 

Other authors emphasizing the significance of officers' personality character-

istics in exacerbating the failures of police agencies to respond adequately to 

the demands made upon them include Hahn (1971), Fichter and Jordan (1964L 

McNamara'(1967) and Snibbe and'Snibbe (1973). 

So far. the question of whether or not there is a typical police personality 

remains unresolved. Dis~.:mssion of the available evidence is included in 

Balch (1972), Gray (1975) 2:.nd Tifft (1974). No universally accepted answer 

has yet been found to the dual question of whether there is such a personality 

and, if so, whether its existence has had a significant effect on the quality of 

policing in this country. 

There is, however, considerable evidence to indicate that Ar:b.erican police 

agencies have failed to implement policies designed to attract well-qualified 
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recruits and to weed out those who are inherently unsuited to police work. 

rrhe Presidential Commission's Task Force on the Police stated this general 

conclusion quite explici~ly: 

"Existing selection requirements and procedures in the 
majority of departments~ aside from the physical requirements, 
do not screen out the unfit. Hence, it is not surprising that far 
too many of those charged with protecting life and property and 
r·ationaUy enforcing[life and property and rationally enforc~(l 
our.laws are not respected by their fellow officers and are 
incompetent, corrupt, or abusive" (1967:125). 

--' 

A number of studies document the high incidence of corrupt or otherwise 

illegal behavior on the part of police officers. A review of these studies is 

included in Simpson (1977). Whether or not this behavior can be attributable 

to low selection standards, the fact remains that, as the Presidential 

Commission pointed out, these standards are generally low. 

2. INVESTIGATION AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING 

Use of thorough background investigations of applications seems to be 

supported by most agencies in their policies, although it has been pointed 

out that many agencies do not in fact pursue these investigations with the 

vigor they warrant and rely on routine searches of local records and on' 

references supplied by the applicant. One source notes that those departmEmts 

which do rely on intensive background'investigation invariably reject higher pro-

portions of applicants (Saunders 1970). Again, only a minority of departments 

administer psychiatric examinations and psychological tests to applicants, 

although those which do exclude quite a number of candidates on the basis of 

their results (I. A. C. P. 1968). Similarly, few departments administer I. Q. 

tests to candidates, although most use some form of written test intended as 

a rough gauge of mental ability. It has, however, been pointed out that such 
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tests do not provide any safeguard against the appointment of officers of 

inadequate mental calibre, as the grades desi<;n,3.ted as qualifying are 

arbitrary in most cases and subject to fluctuation (Sd.unders 1970). 

The importance of using tests of this sort has been emphasized in 

many sources. The reports of the President1s Commission on Law 

Enforcement and Administration of Justice and the National Advisory 

Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals include detailed 

discussion of the kinds of tests they recommend and the value of such tests 

as a means of eliminating unsuitable applicants 8....'1d identifying serving 

officers who are unable to meet the high standards of emotional stability 

demanded in police work: 

"Psychological techniques are .•• independent of the background investi
gations in a great number of cases. Severe emotional disabilities 
or mental illness may be discovered through psychological screening 
even though it is not evident from an examination of past behavior. 
This is particularly true of younger applicants who have not been 
subjected to pressure and emotional stress significant enough 
to manifest symptoms of emotional disorders in their regular 
conduct. II (Police 1973:339). 

Numerous examples of the spccess achieved by departments which have 

introduced such techniques could be cited. The police department of Sausolito, 

California, is a case in point.' Primarily in an effort to cope with a b.t'eakdown 

in relations with the community, this agency began in 1964 to use psychiatric 

testing as one techniq.ue for evaluating the suitability of potential .t'ec.t'uits. 

This was extended apparently with beneficial results .. to members of the 

department and programs of individual therapy and group psychotherapy 

were incorporated into the in-service training activ"ities of the agency. There 

is ample reason to believe that these pOlicies have had a significant impact on 

the ability of this department to carry out its functions (Shev and Wright 1971). 
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2. EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEl\lENT 

Most of t~e detailed discussion and body of recommendations relating to 

selection criteria included in the reports of the two federal commissions have 

not arol1sed a great deal of controversy. While the recommendations themselves 

may not have been followed by a large number of agencies, the principles 

renected in them have not been seriously challenged by academic researchers 

or by police leaders. The heavy emphasis placed in these reports on the neej 

for high standards of educational attainment in law enforcement has been the 

subject of considerable recent discussion in the field. In The Challenge of 

Crime in a Free Society, the general report of the earlier commission, an 

unequivocal commitment to higher educational standards for officers at all 

levels of the police hierarchy was demonstrated and the following specific 

recommendations were made: 

"Polic~ departments should recruit far more actively than they do 
now, with special attention to college campuses and inner-city 
neighborhoods ••. The ultimate aim of all police departments ahould 
be that all personnel with general enforcement powers have 
baccalaureate degrees ••. Police departments should take immediate 
steps to establish a minimurp. requirement of a baccalaureate degree 
for all supervisory and executive positions" (1967: 109 -1 0). 

Following this emphasis, recommendations were included that promotion eligi-

bllity lists should be weighted by educational achievement and that continuing 

education be a permanent feature of the officer's career. One very interesting 

feature of this report was that the Commission took the view that education 

and training were inseparable components of the officer'S ongoing preparation to 

meet the demands of his social role. Formal education, in the traditional 

college setting .. was, of course, recommended. In addition. the Commission 

perceived such education as being supported within the context of in -service 

training programs: 
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"Professional educators and civilian experts should be used to teach 
specialized courses--law and psychology, for example. Recognized 
teaching techniques such as problem-s·olv.tng seminars should be 
incorporated into training programs" (1967:112). 

The report of that task force of this commission which dealt with the pG-lice 

was rather more realistic in its goalS. ·While maintaining the general goals noted 

above, the task force viewed them as desirable objectives, rather than as 

criteria for immediate implementation: 

Hence, all future personnel serving (as police officers) should be 
required to have completed at least 2 years of college preparation at 
an accredited institution. While such educational requirements could 
be implemented in only a limited number of departments tOday, it is 
imperative that all law enforcement agencies strive to achieve these 
goals as quickly as possible. As an appropriate first step, all depart
ments should immediately establish a requirement that no person be 
employed in a sworn capacity until he has received a high school 
diploma and has demonstrated by appropriate achievement tests the 
ability to perform successfully c01.lege level studies ••• To assist 
departme:ds in ultimately reaching desirable requirements, educa
tional standards should be increased progressively as conditions 
permit. The ultimate goal is that all personnel with general 
enforcement powers have baccalaureate degrees" (Task Force Report: 
The Police 1967:126). 

The later commission .. the National Advisory Commission on Criminal 

Justice Standards and Goals, maintained this same emphasis on educational . 
attainment as a criterion for entering a police agency and for advancing within 

it: 

liThe standards (recommended) would require all police officers to 
have an undergraduate degree or its equivalent no later than 1982. 
In the meantime .. the standards propose: immediately, all police 
officers should have at least 1 year of college or obtain 1 year of 
college within 36 months; by 1975 .. 2 years of college; and by 1978, 
3 years of collegell (A National Strategy to Reduce Crime 1975:311). 

This unambiguous commitment of the Commission to the uplifting powers of 

the educational process is further indicated in suggestions that agencies make 

efforts to accommodate the needs of those attending courses in their scheduling, 

that pay incentives be given to encourage college attendance. that police admin-

istrators make liaison with educational institutions in their area in order to 



minimize the difficulties of officers taking classes, and that officers be 

encouraged to take courses in a broad range of disciplines, and not to limit 

themselves to those in the criminal justice field. (Police 1973). 

It is important that these recommendations be viewed in their correct 

context. Underlying them all is a strong commitment on the part of both these 

commissions to the development of a professionalized police system which is 

geared toward its social function as a serVice agency. All those reports 

of these commissions which dealt with the police include detailed descriptions 

of the service responsibilities of the police of the future and all make the 

reasonable assumption that these responsibilities, can only be undertaken by 

police forces which are professionalized, educated and which have been trained 

intensively td fulfill the obligations of their roles. In recognition of the 

inherently professional'nature of police work in the future, a complete re-
" 

organization of the patrol officer .function is recommended. It is suggested 

in the 1967 report that the single category of patrol officer be replaced by three 

specialized types of officer, each of whom would concentrate on one particular 

function. 

Of these three, only one, the "police officer, II would be responsible for 

undertaking traditional police functions of law enforcement, order maintenance 

and preliminary crime investigation. The "community service officer" is 

envisaged as performing a number of police tasks of a routine, and generally 

unspecialized nature. His primary responsibility is, however, to act as an 

avenue of understanding between the police and their communities. This rank is 

considered to carry the approximate status of "apprentice policeman" and those 

in it are expected to eventually advance to more specialized ranks. Those 

occupying this position are expected to be young people, mainly in the 17 to 
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Above these two ranks in the hierarchy is the "police agent." Those 

holding this rank will be experienced. well-:-educated and well-qualified 

officers and wIll be responsible for carrying out sensitive assignments 

requiring considerable judgment and expertise: 

" ..• police departments should establish a distinct classification of 
officers, designated herein as police agents. who would be assigned 
to the most complicated, sensitive and demanding police tasks. For 
example~ police agents could be assigned to pattol high-crime neighbor
hoods or areas of social unrest, to investigate major crimes, or to 
respond to the more serious domestic disputes or a gathering of 
troublesome juveniles •.• Agents would replace, but have a much 
wider respon'sibility than the E:xisting detective. In most departments, 
the detective is limited to an investigative function. Many tasks 
currently performed by detectives, such as routine follow-up 
investigations on certain classes of crime, could be assigned to 
police officers, and in some cases .. to community service officers" 
(Task Force Report: The Police 1967:122). 

This form of structural reorganization of the lowest rank in the agency is 

described as bringing about the more efficient use of manpower, and of 

involving, through application of the community service officer concept, 

minority groups in the activities of the police agency. Above and beyond this, 

however, this recommendation recognizes the professional nature of police work. 

Probably the most significant feature of the recommendations regarding to 
• 

educational attainment made in the reports of these two commissions lies in 

their underlying that police work, as it should be carried out and as it will be 

caried out in the foreseeable future, is essentially professional. By this 

view, distinctions can be made between education and training of personnel, 

\1 but such distinctions are intrinsically unhelpfuJ' Both are interrelated aspects 
-', 

of an integrated system of advancement intended to irtstill the skills and attitudes 

which characterize those who are practiti,oners of a true profession. For this reason .. 

police education and training cannot be considered in isolation from one another 
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and policies intended to promulgate one must also be planned and evaluated 

in terms of their position within the overall structure of police advancement 

toward full professionalism. This point has been given emphasis in a number 

of accounts. Glisson, for example, devotes his entire discussion to the point 

that there is no basis for conflict between those advocating more intensive 

training and those upholding the goal of increased educational attainment of 

police officers. Exposure to both is regarded as a fundamental precondition 

for professionalism: 

"Educators and trainers need not and should not be adversaries. 
They should (and most do) work in close cooperation to see that 
the police officer receives the finest training and education available. 

It is true that educators and trainers have special needs and may 
emphasize different priorities; therefore, it is reasonable that 
educators and trainers will form specific organizations devoted to 
.fulfilling those special needs and achieving different priorities. 
This, in no way, suggests an isolationist attitude by either group. 
It simply reflects a recognition of the difficulty of one organization 
actively pursuing the needs of two groups that often have different 
priorities. The goal is the same for both groups--police professionalism. 
Professionalism, however, cannot be achieved by trainers or educators 
alone. Each must pursue their mutually supportive objectives to 
ultimately achieve the common goal" (Glisson 1976:62) 

4. BENEFITS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

The reasons generally advanced in support of the recommendations of the 

two commissions regarding mandatory higher education for policemen can be 

grouped conveniently into two categories; those which support this level of 

education by assum.ing the benefit of it as a generally liberalizing influence on 

police agencies and those which suggest that it has specific, and identifiable, 

effects an police performance. Reasons in the first category are essentially the 

same as those used to support the extension of the privileges of higher education 

to any other group within society. Education at this level is regarded as having 

a generally uplifting influence on the values, personalities and character of 
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those receiving it and this influence is reflected in both the mental horizons and 

capabilities. Proponents of higher education for policemen on these gr'ounds 

are therefore simply extending a general principle relating to the beneficial 

effe~ts of education and feel that this is a principle which is widely, if not 

universally, accepted within society. As such .. this principle is regarded as 

one which can be accepted at its face value, and without being subjected to 

rigorous testing. Indeed, supporters of this view can .. and do .. argue that the 

-. 
qualities conferred by superior educational attainment are sufficiently qiverse 

to defy me aningful testing: 

"One can justify requiring art, music,. literature, on the grounds that a 
policeman, in his work, sees so much of the seamy side of humanity that 
he should have some acquaintance with the s.ublime and noble products 
of the human spirit in order to keep his sanity, balance and judgment. 
But these are not the real justifications; rather, we justify the reqUirements 
of liberal arts in law enforcement education on the grounds that they 
contribute in ways for which no substitute has been found, to the development 
of men as thinking, critical beings, with an awareness of their relations 
to the whole of mankind. We do this in the faith tbat this type of man is 
a better man--whatever occupation he pursues" (I.A. C. P. 1962). 

Most of those who advance such views also suggest that there are particular. 

ways in which higher education can be directly relevant to the day-to-work of 

professionals in any field of endeavor. Exposure to advanced study of any kind 

supposedly stimulates an intellectual curiosity and creates a flexibility in the 

individual's approach to the world which cannot otherwise easily be obtained. 

This flexibility, a valuable asset in a world of social nux and constant 

technological innovation is, in one sense: 

" ••• the most efficient form of occupational training. Rapid change 
is hostile to narrow expertise and a curriculum that emphasizes 
breadth and flexibility may better equip students to meet unpredictable 
vocational demands" (Bressler 1967:50) • 
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The two arguments outlined above, both variations of the general belief 

that higher education h,a.s a value which is intrinsically beneficial, have been 

widely expt'essed in government reports, monographs and journal articles 

relating to law enforcement..:-especially those published within the last 

decade. These argumE!nts have proven particularly persuasive when applied 

in the context of diseussion of the present complexities of the police role and 

the exercise of skill and judgment required by the increased future emphasis_ 

on the service aspect o~ policing. 

A number of attempts have, however, been made to demonstrate that 

superior education has a beneficial and demonstrable effect on police attitudes 

and performance. Correlations between the performance ratings achieved by 

patrol officers and their educationallevels have been found in the studies of 
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McGreevey (1964), Rutherford (1968; quoted by Saunders 1970) and Baehr. Furcon an~ 

Froemel (1968). A greater body of data is available to suggest that a college I 
education exerts a significant effect on the attitudes of officers. In one study I 

the levels of authoritarianism in college-educated policemen were tested and 

compared with those of a control; group which included officers who had not attended I 
college. Other differences between the two groups were minimized and members of I 
them were of broadly similar social and cultural backgrounds. The study found 

Significant correlations to exist between age, education and level of authOritarianiSI:l. 

Officers who attended college were found to be less authoritarian than those who 

had not and, in the educated group, older officers were found to be more 

authoritarian than the younger (Smith, Locke and Walker 1967). In a later 

study, the attitudes of police officers who had just begun to attend coUege 

were compared with those with several years of college education. The lower' 
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levels of authoritarianism in the more highly-educated group were taken as 

evidence of the positive influence of higher education on this personality character

istic (Guller 1972). Further evidence for this point is provided in a later study 

of Smith .. Locke and Walker in which police attendin~ college were found to be 

less authoritarian than their civilian classmates (1968). 

One well-known study investigating the relationship between the background 

characteristics and performance of pOlice officers examined the careers of a 
-

cohort of over 1 .. 600 officers of the New York Ci~y Police Department over a 

period of eleven years. Close correlations 'were found between educational 

attainment .. career advancement and susceptibility to disciplinary actions in 

this group_ Higher education .. whether acquired by an officer before or after 

entering police service .. was associated with greater likelihood of promotion .. 

lower susceptibility to disciplinary action and also with lower frequencies of 

time taken on sick leave (Cohen and Chaiken 1972). These trends were found 

to persist regardless of the ethnic or cultural background of officers. 

Not all the data are favorable to the view that higher levels of education 

. 
produce superior officers. A st,jdy carried out of the attitudes of personnel 

. 

from three small police agencies in California attempt to show that t-hdseoffic:ers 

with college educations would most strongly endorse the principle of police 

professionalism. The data collected did not" however .. suggest that educational 

level affected the job-related strains or satisfactions experienced by the officer 

or the ways in which he evaluated his work. No correlation was found to exist 

between possession of a college education and attitude toward the nature of police 

work (Miller and Fry 1976). 
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A similar result was found by Weiner in his analysis of the results of an 

attitude questionnaire administered to abou~ 400 members of one police agency. 

Attitudes. measured according to four separate standardized scales of measure

ment, were not found to be affected significantly by educational level (Weine..t; 1974). 

Pearson's detailed study of the attitudes of members of the patrol bureau of the 

Columbus, Ga. PoUce Department indicated that a greater commitment to the 

rule of law was not likely t? be associated with higher educational levels of 

attainment (1974). The general conclusion reached in this analysis is that. 

as far as the police an! concerned. educational accomplishr:nent. personality 

characteristics and other background variables have less influence on the 

performance and attitudes of officers than do the unique demands made by 

the police role. Pearson's conclusions therefore support the views of those 

who consider that patterns of police response to citizens are largely determined 

by occupational factors and are not strongly influenced by the characteristics 

of individual officers; (see also Chevigny 1969). 

Other studies have suggested that, as the better-educated officer is likely 

to experience greater levels of fJ;'ustration in his job, higher education can . 
actually be counterproductive in this context. One account compared the 

educational levels of officers who had been dismissed, those who had resigned, 

and those who were currently serving in one urban department. Members of 

the first two groups were found to have significantly better educational qualifications 

(Baehr, Furcon and F'roemel 1968). Niederhoffer presents a more theoretical 

statement: of why increased education may prove disadvantageous to the patrol 

officer and describes induction into a "subculture of cynicism" as a lL1(ely 

con'$E;quence of the educated officer's struggle with the difficulties and 

frustrations of the police role (1967). A cynical view of the world in general, 
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and the police role in particular l is viewed by this author as the way in 

which many educated pOlicemen l unable to 'otherwise resolve the conflict 

between their expectations and the realities of police work l are able to come 

to terms with their job situations. 

One problem in this entire discussion of wheLI-J.f'1r the benefits of higher' 

education exert a demonstrable effect on police performance has been the 

failure of many participants in this discussion t;:, take account of the broad 

range of factors influencin~ police behavior. Education cannot be discussed or 

critized as a universal panacea for police difficulties. Meaningful attempts to 

assess its value to the policeman of the present and the future can only be 

undertaken with a realization that education is only one of a number of devices which 

can be used to upgrade the quality of American law enforcer .. 1ent. Increased 

organizational flexibility .. restructuring of organizati.onal arrangements and 

commitment of agencies to the service model and to fulfilling the training needs 

demanded by this model constitute the operational environment in which a better .. 

educated and more sophisticated police force can best be developed. Higher 

education l as a criterion for entrance into a department or advancement within 

itl cannot be considered in isolation from policies toward ·the objectives of the 

agency and the training techniques used to meet t.~ese objectives. Many studies 

could be cited to make this point and reviews of these are included in Jayewardene 

(1973 and 1974)1 Gross (1973) and Sparling (1975). 

Two important studies which consider the effects of both training and 

education on police values and behavior are those carried out by Savitz (1971) 

and Dalley (1973). In the first of these~ the effects of training on a group of 
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officers were observed over a period of l~ree years, beginning at the point 

when the officers first began recruit training. Although the effects of the 

police role itself on values attitudes and behavior .• were found to be considerable, 

Savitz concluded that the combination of training and education tended to ma.ke 

officers less authoritarian. less traditional and more liberal. Dalley's study 

of the career progress of recruits entering the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

reached very similar conclusions. The effects of the police role were found to 

be the strongest determinants of subsequent changes in attitudes and values, 

but these changes were favorably influenced by training and. in particular. by 

higher education. A further study to h::we reached generally similar conclusions 

was carried out by Sterling (1972) •. Again. this emphasizes that. while both 

education 2lld training have a significant, and beneficial, impact on police perform

ance, it is the nature of polh~e work itself which is the strongest determinant of 

police values and behavior. These and otter reports can be used to emphasize the 

point that neither the educational policies nor the training practices of agencies 

can be formulated in isolation from depa.rtmental evaluations of what their 

social role should be and how thi:S !clight be accomplished most productively. 

rr' ;re are many other arguments to suggest that traditional criticisms of 

the goal of developing an educated and professional police in this country fail to 

appreciate the long-term social effects of this trend. Many of these focus on 

education as a way of encouraging flexibility within the police subculture and 

of in fact opening this subculture to outside influences. George Berkley, ?,fter 

discussing the disadvantages and shortcomings of police education in a variety 

of European countries. inclur:1ing Sweden, France. Great Britain and Germany, 

concludes that the overall effect of policies in these societies is one of 
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democratization. He also suggests that an important by-product of the 

requirement that police attend college lies in the way in which officers 

-
are exposed to civilian influences and values. This exposure is considered 

as having the probable effect of reducing subcultural influences and making -' 

officers more receptive to general social currents and values (l969). 

5. LATERAL ENTRY 

At various points in this report. references have been made to existing and 

-
fu ture trends in police organization and responsibilities which require the 

development of a class of police managers with the very considerable pro

fessional skills needed to effect these changes. Many authors suggest that, unless 

police agencies adopt practices of attracting and developing educated manpower, 

the quality of leadership in them will not be adequate to meet future demands. 

This point has been made in a number of prestigious sources, including the 

reports of the two federal commissions dealing with the police~ The problem 

of recruiting personnel who will not only provide a satisfactory patrol force, 

but will also provide a pool from which managerial talent ca.'1 be drawn, is 

frequently discussed in the contEixt of alternative pOlicies which can be used 

to increase the resources of talent which can be attracted to police executive, 

positions. In recent years, a great deal of attention has been paid to lateral 

entry as a means of both improving the quality of police middle management and 

exposing po7 ,ce structures to outside influences. The National Advisory 

Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, for example, emphasized 

the importance of this type of recruitment as a way in which agencies could 

attract specialized personnel, as well as superior managerial talent. In the 

reports of this Commission, there is considerable awareness of the changes 
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in some of the legal aspects of present recruiting policies, and an indication 

is given of the extensive modifications which would have to be made if lateral 

entry were to become a general policy: ~ 

"Before the full benefits of lateral mobility can be realized, certain 
dynamic changes must be made within the police service. Among the 
necessary changes is the elimination of overly restrictive residency 
requirements and of civil service restrictions on eligibility for entry

I 
I 

--I 
I 

level and advanced positions. Additionally, State and national provisions I 
must be made for transferring retirement pensions and other fringe benefits 
so that those who desire to move laterally do not suffer financially" (197~:253). 

In spite of these present obstacles to implementation of lateral entry on a 

large scale, there now seem~ to be considerable interest in the concept in 

American agencies. A recent survey of some 383 exurban polic~ departments 

in Missouri indicated that almost half the agencies in this state have expressed 

a willingness to implement policies of lateral entry, although only four of those 

polled had actually iL'1itiated such policies (Schwartz and O'Bryan 1976). Tbi s 

suggests that widespread interest in lateral entry exists, even though few 

departments have so far been willmg to express this interest m more tangible 

terms: 

"Apparently the precedent has already been set and one can question 
why so many police chiefs who are willmg to implement a program 
o[ lateral entry persist 'in waiting until others do so. Perhaps those 
interested were not aware that many of their colleagues agreed to this 
policy" (1976:61). 

A similar suryey, recently carried out in California, studied 144 police agencies 
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in this state which apparently had policies of lateral entry. However, although the I 
overwhelming majority of respondents expressed support for the concept, this 

support was not universally reflected in departmental policies. Only 61 % of 

the respondents actually recruited personnel m this way; the remainder limited 

themselves to expression:; of approval for the idea (Tafoya 1974). 
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6. EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF POLICE 

The entire debate concerning the relative importance of recruitment: 

pOlicies, training and education as means of upgrading the quality of law 

enforcement personnel has been further complicated by controversy about 

the type of higher education which should be required of police officers. 

The vast growth in the number of police-related programs in colleges which has 

occurred in the last few years has mainly affected the community colleges 

(Kobetz 1975). Many of the .programs offered in these institutions are of 

dubious quality and, moreover, focus on teaching a vocationally-oriented 

curriculum which does not provide the kind of liberal arts education called for 

in the reports of the two federal commissions (Berkley 1969; Gross 1975; 'Wachtel 

1972). Education to enable the police to respond to the future demands made 

upon them should primarily be in the liberal arts and social sciences. It should 

be integrated with vocat:i~nal training, but should provide the student with a degree 

of breadth and knowledge which is above and beyond the needs of training which 

is purely vocational. As one authority in this field has stated: 

"What we would like to see happen is that the vast majority of students in 
community colleges, both pre-service and in-service, would be in fully 
articulated programs with four-year colleges. The programs would 
combine both the development of technical competence and intellectual 
vision, which Alfred North Whitehead so aptly prescribes as the goal of 
education. The largest part of the training function should be carried out 
in police training establishments" either local or regional, although training 
and profeSSional studies could be an integral part of the basically liberal 
arts curriculum of the community and senior col1eges~ The members of 
the field who form that cadre of individuals who, in any profession, teach 
rather than practice would not be expected to have practiced for the major 
part of their careers before becoming teachers. The faculties would include 
some members who were formerly practitioners but whose scholarship, 
teaching ability, and academic credentials would be the primary criteria 
for teaching. The attitude that "you can't teach ~I, cop unless you've 
carried a night stick" would be thoroughly exposed as the antithesis of 
education except, of course, for the profeSSional courses where it might 
in fact be an advantage. In this case~ it would be~ relevant for technicClJ; 
and experiential reasons and not as an emotional call to arms for police 
to band together"(Lynch 1976:64). 
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Probably the most effective argument supporting college education 

for police as a mandatory requirement for entry into police vvork and 

subsequent advancement through the ranks is that presented in one of the 

reports resulting from Project STAR. In this, a series of future social 

developments in American society are analyzed and discussed in terms of 

their anticipated effects on the police role; (see Section III). Professionali-

zation and advanced education for police are prescribed as bein;~ appropriate 

responses for a number of the developments which are foreseer... In 

particular. this report noted that, if police agencies fail to upgrade the 

education and training of their personnel, not only will they fall behind in 

their abilities to respond to social trends and to take advantage of new 

techniques, but their employees will be left behind in the general movement 

of the population toward professionalization and improved occupational status. 

Education is therefore necessary, if for no other reason than to enable the 

police to develop their expertise and social status at a rate comparable with 

that of the population they serve: 

tithe population of the Un~ted States is becoming more highly educated. 
An increasing proportion of the popUlation has some COllege education 
and a college degree is becoming commonplace. Thus, the nation 
is entering an era in which the population served by the police will 
be more highly educated than the average policeman, unless job-entry 
standards for police recruits are raised. In effect what is happening 
is that the police are failing to keep up with the general upgrading 
of educational requirements in other occupations such as social work, 
teaching .. and nursing. for example, where at least a bachebr's 
degree is required for entry. There is increasing recognition of 
the need in our society for continuing education in many spheres of 
activity, particularly those recognized as professions, that is, fields 
of work in which academic knowledge and education are required for 
entry. This recognition is based on the realization that the rate of 
growth of science and the knowledge it generates is such that 
existing knowledge becomes obsolete very quickly .•. This idea of 
continuing education needs to be applied to police officers as well as 
to personnel in other professions. This is critical for at least hvo 
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reasons: (1) the educational base to start with is lower since one 
can become a policeman with only a high school diplolna in many 
police departments; and (2) the rate of growth of relevant knowledge 
will be very rapid since the application of science in this field is so 
recent. 

~ 

Under the circumstances sketched above, it would seem essential for 
police departments to undertake at least the following: (1) raise the 
educational standards for job entry of police recruits to a level 
equivalent with other professions such as teaching, social work~ 
and nursing; (2) provide opportunities for continuing education to 
those police officers who do not have at least the equivalent of a 
bachelor! s degree; and (3) create professional schools where the 
relationship between the functions of the police and scientific -
scholarship can be established" (California 1976:115). 

Policies rega:ding the selection, education and training of police 

should therefore be regarded as a continuum. The ability of police forces 
, 

to meet the demands made by their future p'osition irl society will depend to a 

large extent on the recognition by agencies of the importance of viewing these 

policies as integral to their growing commitment to their serv'i.ce function. 

POLICE TRAINING: 1. TRADITIONAL PROGRA.l'.'lS 

Earlier in this section, reference was made to studies which have 

indicated that, while traditional forms of police training exert some influence 

on the behavior and values of recruits, this influence is insufficient to offset 

that of later peer group socialization and on-the-job experience. These last 

two factors are widely regarded as the most influential determinants of the 

characteristics of the police subculture and there has been considerable recent 

discussion on the desirability of developing new forms of training whiCh are 

more relevant to the day-to-day work of policemen and which are more 

successful in imbuing officers with a set of values more consistent with the 

social objectives of the police function. A number of studies actually suggest 

that the traditional forms of training function primarily to inculcate subcultural 

values and are to this extent counterproductive. Harris' (1973) study, based 

on participant observation, of a recruit training academy criticised standard 
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training techn'iques on two principal grounds. In the first place. the ethos of 

the training program was seen as encouraging the self-conceptions of recruits 

as a group apart within society and the police academy investigated by Harris 

was considered to serve the function of introducing new members of the force 

to the values and characteristics of the subculture. Secondly, the level of 

training observed focused heavHy on idealized police responses to typical 

situations and no attempt was made to enable recruits to observe how such 

infield situations were actually handled by seasoned patrolmen. Harris in fact 

suggests that this reluctance on the part of academy policy and was designed 

primarily to discourage recruits from noting just how often police behavior 

diverged from official procedures. The net result of this training strategy 

was, however, to provide recruits with a very unr~alistic view of the nature 

of police work and to leave them ill-equipped to handle the responsibilities 

of his role. 

Rubinstein, in his study of the Philadelphia police. also suggests that 

formal training programs are quite ineffectual in preparing the recruit for 

his future role and points out that not only do traditional recruit training 

programs fail to impart the knowledge which is needed, but they encourage 

a consequence of this failure is, according to Rubinstein, the reliance of 

recruits on an informal apprenticeship system by which recruits seek to 

attach themselves to experienced officers in order to gain the skills which 

they f:=tiled to gain in training. Although common practice in the agency studied, 

this system was not sanctioned in any way by the bureaucracy and apparently 

existed as an informal way in which the limitations of official training were in 

part overcome 'within the ranks of the agency. In this author's view. the major 
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drawback of this practice was the unfortunate tendency for experienced 

officers to teach recruits undesirable practices, as well as to impart to 

them knowledge which was valuable. This system ot informal apprenticeship 

is for this reason criticized as dysfunctional and a means by which the recruit 

is further socialized into accepting the values and practices of the pOlice subculture 

(Rubinstein 1973). 

Use of some form of apprenticeship system is not, however, universally -
criticized. The provi.nce of Ontario recently gave considerable support to 

this concept in recommending that a recruit's basic training be~ obtained during 

a probationary period in which his performance is evaluated at three-nlonth 

intervals. During this probationary period, it is recommended that a con-

d.derabl~ proportion or the training be carried out by use of the 'parent constable I 

system, by which an experienced officer assumes responsibility for teaching 

the probationer a broad range of strictly job-related skills (Ontario 1974). 

It can be suggested that formalizatir.m and control.of this type of procedure, 

even to the point of using it as a practical and realistic adjunct to recruit 

training, might go a long way toward alleviating its dysfunctional effects. 

Traditional training programs can be critized in terms of both their 

objectives and the tactics they use to achieve these objectives. In his study 

of police recruitment and training in New York City in the 1960s, McNamara 

observed that a training program could opt for one of two incompatible 

objectives. A program could be designed either to encourage the officer's 

powers of self-reliance and judgment, or to increase his suceptibility to 

bureaucratic control. McNamara obsE~rves that the second of these two 

objectives has been that most often sou;ght by training programs (1967). 

However, this is clearly not the goal w'hich is advocated by the many and vocal 
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supporters of the importance of the police service function. A statement 

taken from one of the reports of the National Advisory Comr.'· ssion on Criminal 

Justice Standards and Goals most clearly illustrates the extent to which 

programs stressing individual development have come to be regarded as of 

major importance in producing officers capable of meeting the demands of this 

function: 

"The training provided recruit officers is a continuation of the selection 
process whereby efforts are made to SCrE!en out those who are lackirrg 
in police aptitude. In all recruit training. emphasis is placed on 
developing the reasoning ability and judgment of each officer" 

(Police 1973:613). 

Critics of poJice training routinely make the points that many programs 

used in this country provide training which is insufficient in terms of quantity, 

poor in terms of quality and inadequate in its lack of attention to needed ~kilJ:s 

All these points have been made, at some length, in various of the reports of 

the two federal commissions and by many other observers. Saunders, author 

of what is probably the single most influential work on this subject. noted in 

1970 that: 

"Today, about one-quarber of all cities and half of the small towns still 
., .do nothing to train new recruits, unless it is to refer them to the Ten 

Commandments. Only a small minority of agencies providing training 
do so upon entry; the vast majority send new men out on the street 
immediately and train theIP._--U at all--1as soon as possible' within 
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their first year. Qnce an officer has passed the recruit stage, he is I 
unlikely to receive further training to maintain or improve his general com
petence or to qualify him for specialized assignment or promotion. 
Few departments conduct systematic inservice training for all personnel 
and fewer still provide formal management training for those entrusted 
with administrative and supervisor.y, responsibilities ... ·The tra:inipg 

I 
conducted in most police departments fails to meet minimum standards I 
of adequacy even in terms of hours of instruction. Nor is length of training 
a Sllf.fi~ientmeasure of adequacy. Training quality has received relatively 
little analysis. but available data suggest that the content and methods of I 
instruction are grossly deficient in most agencies. Serious deficiencies 
have been observed in the programs provided in the best departments. in 
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methods of instruction are grossly deficient in most agencies. Serious 
deficiences have been observed in the programs provided in the best 
departments~ in the most respected state and regional academies, and 
in theF. B. I. 's prestigious National Academy" (Saunders 1970:118-20). 

Similar criticisms of existing training practices are i.t~cluded in the 
-~ 

reports of the latest federal commission dealing with the police. In its 

extensive discussions of training~ this commission paid considerable attention 

to the development and maintenance of minimum standards in agencies throughout 

the country. Responsibility for this function was considered to belong to 

individual state governments and an important recommendation made was that: 

Every state» by 1975~ should enact legislation establishing mandatory 
minimum basic training for a police, a representive body to develop 
and administer training standards and programs for police~ and 
financial support for mandated training ••• on a continuing basis to 
provide the public with a common quality of protection and service from 
police employees throughout the Stat,e i

'( Police 1973:384). 

Most of the discussion relating to training which was included in this 

report centered on how minimum standards should be developed and the 

recommended standard~j which were presented provide considerable discussi9n 

of how adequate levels of police training can be achieved and maintained. In 
. 

the course of this, specific recOmmendations are made as to how much time 

should be spent in recruit training on different subject-areas. Six general 

I topic areas I are outlined in this report and the percentages of the training 

period which each should occupy are noted: 

"Introduction to the Criminal Justice System 
Law 
Human Values and Problems 

Patrol and Investigation Procedures 
Police Proficiency 

8 percent 
10 II 

22 " 
33 " 
18 " 

Adminis tration 9 " " (Police 1973:394). 

This recommended syllabus is particularly \1"aluable as it is presented in the context of 

an overall training system which includes continuing in-service training, and 

specialized instruction for specialists and administrators at various le\1"e1s in 

the organizational hierarchy. 
138 



2 . INNOVATIVE TRAINING IvlETHODS 

Many sources, including the report cited above, present guidelines 

suggesting how training objectives can best be achieved and many of these 

discussions emphasize the value of non-traditional methods of instruction. 

The reports of the National Advisory Commission mention a number of such 

methods in the context of recruit, in-service and specialized training. In 

particular, individual programs which involve centralized training, field 

. supervision and the use of seminars. workshops. programmed texts. 

audi9· -visual techniques and home study courses are outlined and described. 

The value of these types of approach to education and training in a variety of 

fields of endeavor is well-documented and there has been a growing interest 

in innovative methods of instruction in police agencies throughout the country. 

3. VIDEO TECHNIQUES 
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A number of departments have achieved considerable s1Jccess in using such I 
methods for teaching subjects in the traditional police academy curriculum. 

The use of television. training films and other audio-visual aids has grown 
,. .... -

considerably over the last few years and many states 'now provide instruction 

in this way_ The survey carried out by Wilcox evaluates the use of television 

as-'8: medium of-instruction and analyzes· the experiences of a number of police 

agencies with this means of instruction (1971). Grosboll discusses training 

through open-circuit TV as a technique implemented in South Carolina as a way 

of centralizing training standards and improving the quality of instruction 

provided to officers :in outlying areas. In this program. as in most, efforts 
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are made to supplement lessons broadcast over a TV channel with printed material I 
and discussion groups. Officers watch broadcasts in small groups. at local . 

I 
I 
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centers and under supervision, and each lesson is followed by demonstrations 

and discussion. This program has apparently been very successful and has 

I so far chiefly been used for the teaching of legal procedure and other subjects 

I 
traditionally taught in the classroom (Grosboll 1975). Programs which also 

rely heavily on the use of audio-visual techniques of various kinds to supplement 

I classrooln discussion are reperted in Denver (Denver 1975) and Texas (Tayler 

I 
1975). Hern's study of recruit training methods in nine urban police agencie:; 

reports a censiderable degree of reliance on classroem education. field , experience and audio-visual aids in training and discusses the association betw\idn 

I" 
the willingness of agencies to use new techniques and their willingness to accept 

responsibnity for training to equip the recruit to meet the service role (1975). 

I 4. FIELD TRAINING 

I 
A number of other techniques have been used to teach (). variety of 

subjects normally taught strictly through the medium of classroom instruction. 

I Field training for recruits is now a standard method of training in many 

I 
jurisdictions. Agencies in California, for example~ use a system of on-the'" 

job training for t:.:>fficers who have recently left the academy and provides each 

I efficer with a programmed "Field Training Guide" which serves a course of 

'I instruction and a guide to the officer's ability to handle field situations 

(California 1975). A variation on this technique has been developed by the 

I New Haven Police Department whi\!h uses training tapes, broadcast by radio . 

I 
over police frequencies~ to teach a variety ef subjects (Berg 1974). 

5. INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 

! I Many other examples of the increasing willingness of agencies to use such 
, 

I I techniques could be cited. This trend can in part be explained by the greater 

realization by agencies of the need to' upgrade and professionalize their 

II personnel. Hewever, the greatest sUlgle influence enceuraging pblice 
(.,1 11.n 



, 
experimentation with non-conventional training methods has been the 

movement toward the developrrv'>ut by police of more sophisticated 

interpersonal skills. 

This movement has exerted its influence in rnro distinct. although related. 

fashions; from external press~res on police agencies to improve their relations 

with minority groups. and from pressures from within and without agencies 

to develop the serv:J.ce aspect of policing. Together these influences have 

revolutionized police training. In 1968, the report of the Kerner Commissior 

suggested that the general inabilit~y of police to deal ',t/ith minority groups was 

a major cause of many of the civil disorders of the 1960s. Since this 

pronouncement. police agencies have made particular efforts to reduce tensions 

between them and minorities in urban areas. Hiring of minority officers, 

spurred by this factor and by pressures stemming from the affirmative action 

programs iIl1:posed on public agencies from the 1960s onward. became one device 

used by departments to imporve police-community relations in urban areas. P. c:-

a result of this trend, police forces have become somewhat more representative 

of the communities they serve •. It is. however. debatable whether the presence 

of a higher proportion of mirtority officers' has had a significant effect on pOlicing 

in urban areas. A study: of ·black officers in Detroit certainly indicates that 

these officers were at least as good as their white colleagues. but suggested 

that the problems black policemen experience in dealing with black citizens 

were substantially the same as those experienced by white officers. Mistrust 

of the police. whether the officers were black or white, appeared to be a 

common attitude on the part of black citizens (Bannon and Wilt 1973). Knovvles 

and Brewer's survey of a black community in Los Angeles indicated a real 

awareness of the problems faced by the police (1973). This community appeared 

to believe that the level of police service was J.mproving but the results of the 
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survey do not provide a clear answer to the question of whether this 

improvement was a consequence of the increased presence of black 

officers or of changing police responses. Some authors have argued 

that class, rather than~. is an important determinant of the relation:' 

ships between citizens and police. Ode1l1 for example" maintains that 

tensions between black citizens and white officers are largely a consequence 

of class differences and that increasing numbers of black officers 

in an area would not, per se, improve police community relations(1973}. 

6. AND THE SERVICE FUNCTION 

Be this; as it may, it is undoubtedly true that changing departmental 

attitudes toward the necessity for hiring minority officers have gone hand-

in-glove with changes in police awareness of the need to improve relationships 

with their communities. An important consequence of this is the increasing 

emphasis now placed on human relations and sensitivity training by departments 

in all parts of the country. The rationale behind these training pr'ograrrs 

comes from several directions. The first of these reflects the view that 

the de facto role of the pOliceIhan is to act as a mediator between different 

subcultural values and different conceptions of norms of behavior. An 

integral part of the police service function is therefore to reduce tensions 

arising between individuals and between groups and to operate with a 

level of awareness which requires considerable e:){perience and knowledge 

of human psychology; (see SectionI). Probably the most persuasive argument 

for the need for this type of training is presented by those who point out that 

the importance of the police service function is not just a future possibility;' 

it is a statistical fact. Many writers have observed that pcltrol officers 
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have historically spent a large proportion of their time on this function 

and. moreover. have always incurred the largest number of job-related 

injuries when intervening in various crisis situations (see. for example~ 

Bard 1,973). 

Pressures upon police agencies to improve community relations and,. 

to increase the abilities of officers to cope with their service activities 

have therefore cOinbined to encourage the introduction of sophisticated 

methods of human relations training into recruit and in-service training 

programs. As the various forecasts dealing with the future of policing. 

discussed elsewhere in this account. suggest~ police forces will experience 

even greater difficulties over the next two or three decades in dealing with 

minorities in urban areas and will also be under greater pressure to continue 

to develop the service aspect 01 their role. In this light, the recent emphasis 

on human relations training is a l~gical one and can be e}.,"pected to assume 

a position of even greater importance in police curricula in the years to come. 

A number of excellent training programs of this type have now been 

. 
established. Many of these have used innovative classroom techniques to 

improve the quality and impact of the training offered. Local agencies in 

illinois.' for example,· now- have access to a series of traveling workshops, 

sponsored by the Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police and developed by 

the University of Illinois Police Training Institute, which are expressly 

designed to provide expert training in areas relevant to police-community 

relations (Manella 1970). A recent evaluation of the Human Relations Training 

Program (HRTP). developed by the Philadelphia Police Department, discusses 

the wide variety of innovative teaching techniques and educational materials 
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used (Pennsylvania 1975). Fischer discusses the development of.s.uch 

programs and outlines the instructional approaches which must be taken 

if the objectives of these programs are to be attained (1975)., Many excellent 

training films which use problem simulation to enable officers to examine 

their responses to a variety of commonly-encountered situations are now', 

available. A..:n eight-part series developed by Smith and Kirkham at Florida 

State UniversHy, intended for both pre-service and in-service officers,. is 

intended to stimulate discussion of police handling of situations involving 

ethical considerations~ use of authority, minority groups, and local 

communities, as well as others likely to produce tension between officer 

and citizen and to cause stress to the officer involved (1975). 

A series of very influential programs have attempted to involve 

citizens at some point in the training process. San Francisco'S Project 

PACE was a two-year action program designed to educate both police 

and citizens and to provide the basis for poliCies which had the support of 

-

patrolmen and citizens alike. The project was carried out in three stages. In 

the first, a series of critical issues were identified through an attitudinal 

survey of both officers and members of the community. Following this, a 

series of discussion sessions, involving both officers and the citizens. were 

carried out and were designed to influence the attitudes of both groups and 

to identify areas for policy change. In the last stage~ ten action programs 

were implemented. Evaluation of the project suggested that the attitudes 

and beliefs of both groups had been changed positively and relationships 

between the two groups had been improved (Eisenberg, Fosen and Glil;'kman 1971). 

I' 
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At this point, it is appropriate to draw attention once again to the 

Community Profile Development Project (CPDP) developed by the San Diego 

Police Department; (see Section II). This program represents the results 

of an unusually innovative experiment designed to assist participating 

officers in learning and applying the particular skills needed to evaluate 

the unique needs and characteristics of the communities they serve. 

Although the success of this program in reduchg crime in the areas in 

which it has been applied has yet to be demonstrated, there is little doubt 

that the program has encouraged officers to carry out their duties in a more 

lmowledgeable fashion. The CPDP may well prove the forerunner of anew, 

and even more successful, strategy of police patrol. 

7. CRISIS INTERVENTION TRAINING 

The six-month Quaker Project on Community Conflict was expressly 

designed to improve police handling of difficult situations in high-tension 

neighborhoods in Buffalo. Again this project allowed for some citizen 

participation and both officers and community residents were polled in an 

effort to de'termine which typcis of situation were most likely to produce 

, 
conflict. The training program stemming f!'om this project relied heavily 

on the use of role-playing exercises, in which both officers and citizens 

participated, to evaluate alternative means of defusing particular situations. 

These exercises were followed by a series of training workshops in which 

policemen were given an oppo:rtunity for further discussion and evaluation 

of intervention techniques (Qu:aker Project 1971). 

Finkelman and Reichman present a contingency model for developing 

training programs and suggest that the instructional techniques which are used 
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should be determined by the nature of the subject being taught and also 

by the characteristics of the subjects being trained (1974). This account 

suggests that differences between groups being trained should exert a 

,-
strong influence on the teaching methods which are used: 

"Trainers often make the mistake of planning a single training 
program applicable to all levels of police. In fact. there are 
very great differences among police groups and to treat them 
all alike is to compromise the potential effectiveness of a training 
program. ... Experience in training programs with sta.te and 
municipal police. chiefs of police and local police reveal certain -
distinctions which suggest the utility of differential training approaches" 
(1974:423-4). 

It is suggested that, as a general rule. the greater the level of sophisti~ation of the 

audience. the less effective will traditional classroom instruction be.. Use of 

workshops, seminars and other types of participatory training is recommended 

for training conducted at the higher legels. 

In their subsequent discussion. these authors point to the variations 

in training techniques required in the teaching of programs designed to 
of 

development ,general psychological insight and human relations skills. and 

human relations skills, as opposed to those intended to teach specialized 

police subjects. The system of training through formal lecture is considered to 

be appropriate for teaching both types of subjects at fairly low levels, but 

Finkelman and Reichman put considerable emphasis on the use of outside 

consultants, who are specialists in their fields, to teach those subjects 

which involve application of the behavioral sciences. It is interesting that I 

in this account, the characteristics of the group being taught is regarded as 

a more important determinant of the teaching techniques selected than the 

nature of the subject matter under discussion. 
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Few authorities would agree with this opinion. l\-Iost of the non-

traditional teaching methods which have ·been introduced in the field of 

police training over the last few years have been applied in courses ~esigned 

--' 

to improve human relations skills and are based on the view that~ in this 

type of training, classroom .lecture instruction is unsatisfactory. One of. 

the best overviews of pOlice training techniques and objectives to have been 

published in recent years makes this point quite explicitly: 

lI(It) is important to observe that traditional classroom methodology. 
on didactic~ verbal approach, is not an ef£~ctive means of teaching 
interpersonal skills. As one author has pointed out, lasting change 
in behavior as a result of conventional classroom methods are quite 
unlikely. Another ... has stated that interpersonal skills, particularly 
those to be used in emotionally volatile family conflict situations, 
cannot be taught successfully by the typically intellectual and 
cognitive methods employed in the classroom" (Badalamente et al. 
1973:448). 

8. ENCOUNTER GROUPS 

In this acco~nt, five types of participatory training, which are 

especially appropriate to programs aimed at developing human relations skills. 

are discussed. These include T-group/Encounter group/Sensitivity training~ 

Role playing, Self-disclosing behavior, Dramatizations and On-the-job training. 

A:.ll of these techniques can be applied to bring about long-term attitudinal and 

behavioral changes. rather than to instill a particular body of information 

in an individual, although an have slightly different objectives. The goal of 

T-groups and encounter groups is essentially therapeutic and participants 

are encouraged to evaluate their own attitudes and behavior by developing 

an appreciation of how their reactions are regarded by others. The learning 

experience is. in this sense, a group phenomenon. Participants are encouraged 
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to listen critically to one another and to provide mutual assistance to each 

other in an~.lyzing the motivations, and social consequences, of their own 

behavior. Encounter groups are usually small, (six to twelve members), 

and, although unstructured, guidance is provided by the presence of a 

group leader: 

"The major aims of small group therapy have been consolidated 
within three broad categories! (1) enhancing organizational 
efficiency. (2) enhancing interpersonal skills~ and (3) enhancing 
the sense of well-being" (Badalamente et al. 1973:448). 

Several police agencies have experimented with this concept. A report 

of its application in the Houston Police Department describes encounter group 

therapy as being used to alleviate tensions and increase understanding betv/een 

police and minority groups. Officers and community residents participated 

in the same group sessions and the report indicates that these sessions 

contributed toward the achievement of better police-community relations 

(Bell et a1. i969). The technique has been applied in Cincinnati with the 

quite different objective of assisting police recruits to obtain a better 

understanding of both their myn personality characteristics and the difficulties 

they are likely to encounter when assigned to patrol (Mills 1969). 

9. DRAMA TIZA TIONS 

Dramatizations, whether involving professional actors~ police officers 

and/or local residents, and presented through live performances. films, 

videotapes or closed~circuit television, have been used, extensively,. These 

undoubtedly assist the participants and observers in evaluating their own 

motivations and reactions, but they have primarily been used to illustrate 

to recruits the kinds of situations they are likely to be involved in and how 

these situations can be resolved: 



"Dramatizations serve to provide the trainee (with) the situational 
per~pective or operational context first, then illustrate, either during 
the performance or after. the relationship between the various 
situational factors. This kind of training approach differs from the. 
conventional classroom approach in that general laws and principi~s 
are presented only as they become relevant to dealing with the 
situation under study. This approach to training has been termed. the 
'functional context' method. and evidence of its success when employed 
in Army technical training courses has been established: (Badalamente 
et al. 1973:450). 

An experiment undertaken by the New York City Police Department:-

in which both professional actors and recruits were involved is described in . 

Police Training and Performance Study. a 1969 report on training in the NYCPD 

prepared for the LBW Enforcement Assistance Administration. For a number 

of years. the Drar.nateurs, members of a drama group at the John Jay College 

of Criminal Justice. have been actively involved in this type of training. This 

'" group, made up of amateur actors who ar;e either civilian or in-service 

students at the College. has undertaken a number of presentations to police 

audiences. members of which mayor may not be encouraged to participate 

in the dramatizations themselves • . 
10. ON-THE-JOB TRAINING 

A number of references have been made in this account to the 

import8nce of on-the-job training as a technique for exposing officers both 

to actual police sib-lations and to the methods police officers apply in practice 

to deal with these situations. As noted earlier. there is some evidence that 

departments are somewhat reluctant to expose recruits to actual police 

behavior during recruit training because the gap between police practice as 

taught in the academy and as carried out in field situations is so large; (see. 
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for example. McNamara 1967 and Saunders 1970). However. there is increasing I 
acceptance of the fact that. if the police are to become effective human relations 

I specialists. a training curriculum which is appropriate to the real difficulties 
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faced by the patrolman in his work is essential. The police department of 

Seattle is one of many which have taken 'this principle to its logical 

conclusion in recruit training. In the Seattle training program., recruits 

not only spend a specific period of time in actual patrol operations, but are 

also assigned a certain number of hours to various human resource centers, 

such as drug rehabilitation centers, legal clinics, youth centers. etc., in 

order that they may appreciate their own service role and the contribution 
-

made by other agencies to the fulfillment of community needs (Tielsch 1972). 

11. CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 

Without doubt, the interest of police agencies in crisis intervention has had 

the greatest influence on their willingness to introduce nonconventional training 

techniques in order to equip their officers to deal more effectively with this 

major police function. In its early stages, police concern for developing 

cdsis intervention techniques sprang from quite practical considerations. As 

noted elsewhere in this discussion, a number of studies have deomonstrated 

that the police spend a very large proportion of their time in order maintenance 

activities which involve the resolution of interpersonal conflicts. Moreover. 

an equally large proportion of police inju.des are .sustained in the course of 

these activities. However, it is only in recent years that agencies have come 

to accept this aspect of the police task as an integral part of their social 

function. This acceptance has been determined by a greater willingness on 

the part of police to acknowledge the reality of the difficulties experienced 

by officers on patrol operations and by general recognition of the need for 

further commitment to the service aspect of policing. 
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Present interest in crisis intervention~ and in the training methods 

which mu.st be applied to make officers specialists in this field~ should 

-therefore be interpreted as reflecting an essentially pragmatic view of 

policing: 

liThe reluctance of both the public and the police to acknowledge . 
the role of the pOlice in conflict management is a costly misrepresent
ation of an important reality. More and more, the police~ who are 
our most immediate representatives of a remote governmental 
authority, find it difficult to separate their duties in social regulation 
and public security from the day-to -day management of complex 
human problems. Conceptions of the police role which emphasize 
remoteness of authority by downgrading human services contribute 
to public disorder and insecur.ity~ alienate the police from those they 
are charged with protecting, and, in a circLllar sense, negatively affect 
their crime control objectives. It can be reasoned that the goal of 
delivering human services can be regarded as 8.i.~ objective that, 
because of its profound effect upon public trust and cooperation, is 
equal with the objective of crime control. The usual role of the 
policeman is one which leads naturally to his becoming involved as 
a third party in interpersonal conflicts. This function is one which 
can neither be readily delegated nor ignored. Both the urgency and 
distructive pptential of interpersonal conflict requires the kind of 

. timely and authoritatively lawful third party response. ca'pability 
that is absolutely unique fo the police function" (Bard 1973:4). 

Although greatest attention has been paid to police training for dealing 

with family disputes l many o~her types of police activity fall within the purview 

of crisis intervention and~ as such~ require intensive training at various points 

in the policeman's career. These activities include interviewing of crirn: 

victims, with the dual-objective of eliciting valuable information and reducing 

the level of stress experienced by the victim; restoring order and counseling 

victims of natural disasters; notifying next of kin of the injury or death of a 

member of the family; assisting at accident scenes; handling cases of psychosis, 

and counseling the families of those exhibiting psychotic reactions; ma.11.aging 

situations involv.ing suicides and attempted suicide (Bard 1973). The many 
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specialized programs which have been introduced in pOlice departments 

have all sought to enable officers to resolve these types of situations in 

such a way that honest concern is demonstrated for' the interests of the _ .. 

individuals involved and that the resolution of a conflict situation is viewed 

by the officers concerned as being of greater importance than identifying 

laws violated, making arrests and othe rwise affirming the authority of 

the police (Katz 1973). 

Of the many specialized programs now in operation.. a number focus on 

pal"ticular types of crisis situations ... A series of workshops conducted by the 

Niagara County, N. Y. Law Enforcement ~cadeIl1Y concentrated on a number· 

of specific areas in which police are obliged to deal with situations involving 

questions of mental health (Mohr and Steblein 1976). A number of departments 

have~ probably as a result of pressures from women's groups. instituted 

specialized training for officers who interview rape victims. The New York 

City Police Department .. for example. now provides all officers assigned to the 

investigation of sex crimes W;ith in-service training which concentrates on . 
crisis intervention and the acquisition of skills need for r~ducing anxiety 

and interviewing victims in a compassionate and productive way (Keefe and 

O'Reilly 1975). Similar programs in other departments are discussed in 

Zlotnick (1977) and Symonds (1975). 

Other programs have been designed to reduce the strength of racial 

and other job-induced biases in police officers. Hughes describes the use 

made by one large urban department of social workers in the training of 

police recruits. Inthe training program .. considerable attention was paid 

to expose trainees to the cultural values of the groups with which they could 

expect to deal and efforts were made to encourage recruits to evaluate their 
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involvement in the community structure. To achieve this goal, 

extensive reliance was placed on role-playing sessions, discussion 

groups and field visits to a variety of social service agencies (Hughes 1972). 

Tytell provides an outline of two training programs designed to reduce 

antagonism of officers toward black communities by encouraging trainees 

to appreciate the social situations of these communities within a broad 

historical context (1975). Use of role playing to facilitate communication 

between black and white officers is described by Teahan (1975). 

However. most of conflict management training programs which 

have been instituted by police agencies have. as noted above, concentrated 

on intervention in family disputes and the primary training technique which 

has been applied has been application of rol playing. LLl{e the other crisis 

intervention training methods noted ~lere. this tec.r...nique is intended to 

stb:nulate the trainee in analyzing his own behavior apd reactions and has 

the objective of inducing permanent changes in attitudes: 

"Role playing involves the display of behavior patterns defined 
as being consistent 'Yith the personality of an individual or class 
of individual being portrayed. Just as an actor' 'plays a role ' 
the trainee is asked to playa role in the training situation. It 
may be one defined for him, or it may be left up to him to define it. 
He may. in fact. be asked simply to 'be himself. I Role playing 
usually takes place in c.ontext" rather than I free form I i. e.. the 
scene is set, and is followed by some form of feedback/ critique 
on the' trainee I s role playing behavior. Role playing is usually 
described as giving a better 'feeling' (relative to conventional 
lecture techniques for one ' s own predispositions and the pre
dispositions of others" (Badalamente et ala 1973:449). 

Detailed discussions of the implementation of this type of program 

indicate local techniques and problems encountered in Dayton. Ohio 

(Barocas and Katz 1970). Richmond. California (Phelps, Schwartz and 

Liebman: 1971), Oa.kland. Cal. (Flint 1974) Norwalk, Conn. (Bard and 

Zacker 1976). New York City (Bard 1972 and 1973), Simi Valley. Cal. 
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(N. C. C. D. 1975), Buffalo, N. Y. (Flannagan n. d.), Boulder Colo . 

(Schreiber and Andrews 1975), Holland (Beek 1975), Lowell Mass • 

(Katz 1973 and Columbus, Ohio (Spitzner 1975). Discussion of additional 
....-

programs are provided in the review article by Schwartz (19n» and in the 

excellent overview of the accomplishments and future directions in this " 

field presented by Zlotnick (1977). 

Many of these programs have now been in existence long enough 

for informed evaluations of their worth to be made. Wy1i~ et ale (1976) 

studied family crisis intervention training programs in six cities and 

attempted to determine just what the goals of these programs were, and if 

these had been accomplished. Although critical of some aspects of these 

programs, this evaluation was markedly favorable toward the concept. 

This source is particularly valuable for its inclusion of a detailed critique 

of existing training programs and presentation of an alternative training, 

model. Walsh and Witte report an evalua,tion of a training program 

conducted in 'a suburban department and, using data stemming from the 
. 

opinions of the participants themselves, suggests that considerable dif-

ferenc\~s exist between the needs of agencies in this type of area and those 

in urban environments (1975). An evaluation. carried out by Driscoll, Meyer 

and Shaine (1973) also studied the reactions of officers to this form of training. 

From the results of questionnaires distributed to both officers and citizens, 

they concluded that training had had a significant effect on the levels of 

understanding demonstrated by policemen involved in crisis intervention 

and had greatly increased their overall effectiveness in this area. 
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As the above discussion indicates, therE; is now a considerable volume dat 

avaihble En crisis intervention training programs. Many of the sources cited I 
above present detailed discussion of the methods by which such programs 

can be formulated and implemented. At present, the major obstacle to the 

further development of this concept seems to be a reluctance on the part of 

some police bureaucracies to accept the organizational changes necessary 

to provide an optimal climate for this type of training. As Zlotnick poin~ out: 

"One of the major principles of C'rir:;i~ intervention training .• 0 

is that training programs must have administrative support and 
recognition so that trainees will believe the training is valuable 
and commit themselves to it and not just view it as "window 
dressing." To accomplish this task requires a number of 
changes within inter,ested agencies including a modification of 
the human service aspect of the police role as imparted by the 
d1epartment's administrative staff and the police officer's peers. 
To achieve this will require not only securing administrative 
acceptance but also exploring methods of modifying the reward 
Ia.nd sanction dilnension of a department's human service:, component 
so that approp date recognition is given by the police department 
to those police who exhibit high levels of competence and skill in 
these vital human service are.as ... Before beginning any training 
program, administrators should also be encouraged to assess and 
effectively overcome any organizational resistance by departments 
to the human service model in police work. " 
(Zlotnick 1977:6). ~ 

12. IN-SERVICE TRAINrnG 

It is implicit in the above discussion that these types of training will 

require a substantial commitment on the part of police departments to in-

service training programs which are intensive and ongoing. The National 

Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals paid 

parti.cular attention to the need for in-service training and in fact devoted 

one of its standards to this subject. In this. it was suggested that: 
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"Every police agency should provide 40 hours of formal in-service 
training annually to sworn police employees up to and including 
captain or its equivalent" Police 1973:404). 

In addition, it was recommended that the results of this training be included 

in an officer's annual performance evaluation and be considered in assessing 

his eligibilit;y for promotion. Attention was also paid for the need for 

agencies to appoint qualified training officers and to provide adequate 

equipment and training materials for the use of all personnel. 

Many discussions are highly critical of what they consider to be the 

generally low levels of commitment to in-service training on the part of 

local agencies. A survey conducted in 1966 for the International Association 

of Chiefs of Police, for example, concluded that, except in the very largest 

agencies, such training was virtually non-existent (O'Connor 1966). Saunders 

describes this lack of commitment as resulting from a variety of factors 

which include a shortage of resources and qualified instructional staff, and 

confusion about what the ultimate objectives of this training should be (1970). 

However, this author also suggests that, in recent years, the larger agencies 

iI7 particular have greatly increased their efforts to provide generalist and 

specialist training throughout an officer"s career. 

13. ]\1ANAGERIAL TRAINING 

In Saunders' account, and in many of the sources cited in this report, 

training programs designed to teach specialized police-related skills are out-

lined. However~ a problem which is of paramount importance to law 

enfor~ement today. and which does not appear to have generally been 

resolved. concerns the present failure of agencies to develop managerial 

skills in supervisory and administrative personnel. Many examples of this 
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failure could be given. One of the more dramatic of these is provided 

in a very recent sociological study. which has already attracted a good 

deal of attention and which promises to become a classic in its field. of 

an urban police agency in Californi<1~ Among the few recommendations 

included in this work is the suggestion that agencies pay considerably more 

attention to the education and training of I front-line supervisors I at the 

sergeant level. The aughor suggests that a number of police difficulties 

are created by the lack of exposure of those at this level of supervision 

to any form of managerial training (Muir 1977). 

It has also been suggested that, not only is managerial training 

indispensable if a class of police administrators be developed which can 

cope effectively with the administration of a large and sophisticated 

bureaucracy. bu.t that such training must be continuous: 

liThe traditional methods of teaching management are not 
consistent with an area of study which is in a state of dynamic 
change and constant revision necessitated b its lack of 
universal principles. Under these conditions it is desirable 
for managers to develop an attitude of constant and continuous 
learning. Of specia~ importance is the ability on the part of 
a manager to capitallze on his experience and to crystallize 
that experience into rules of operation. In conjunction with 
this is the ability to function effectively in team situations where 
the contributions of a number of persons may be needed to solve 
complex problems." (Shagory and Deneault 1975:327) 
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These authors go on to outline a managerial training program which use' 
a variety of nontraditional techniques. in addition to formal lecture instruction'l' 

to insure that a maximum impact is made by the program in the limited time 

available. Such techniques include case studies and other group decision-

making exercises, team projects. role playing sessions and debates. 
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14. SUBSTANTIVE TRAINING AREAS 

As indicated above, the literatUre includes a number of discussions 

which can be used as guidelines for the preparation of training programs of 

various kinds. Outlines of syllabi are included in Saunders (1970) and, as 

noted earlier, in one of the reports of the National Advisory Commission on 

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. Vandall presents a model training 

guideline which is based on problems arising in the day-to-day work of the 

patrol officer. This focuses on the procedures and policies for handling 

domestic disturbances and emphasizes techniques designed to control the 

officer's exercise of discretion in the application of hi.s authority (1971). 

A number of the descriptive a.nd evaluative studies of crisis intervention 

training also include detailed accounts of how training programs Can be 

implemented; (see, for example, Bard 1976). 

Two additional training strategies included in the litera.ture are 

worthy of particular attention. That by Badalamente and associates has 

the value of providing a basis for policy w'hich is integrated within an 

overall strategy for upgrading police performance through rigo"t'ous 

policies of selection, education and training: 

llBased on our analysis, we would recomn:end the fonowing courses 
of action: 
(1) Improve the screening of police candidates through the develop
ment and implementation of a standard battery of paper and pencil 
tests, plus in-training observation. 
(2) Broaden the coverage of subjects pertaining to the policemen1s 
social role in training progr3-Tlls, to include la-,v ~nforcement 
orientation to the behavioral and social sciences human behavior 
and civil rights, minority cultural patterns, needs, values, family 
structure, religious philosophie$ .. and individual and group 
attitudes, concepts of mental health, alcoholism and dr1Jg abuse, 
among others. At least 25 percent of the total training curriculum 
should be devoted to these areas. . 



. , 

(3) Improve training methods by employing innovative training 
teclmiques~ such as: T-group/ sensithity training, role playing, 
dramatizationsJl self-disclosing behavior, programmed instruction 
and computer-assisted instruction (CAL). 
(4) Emphasize the selection of superior regular police officers 
to act as supervisor/trainers for the new recruit in on-the-job . 
training and performance eveluation. . ..... 
(5) Conduct a program to familiarize the new recruit with 
community human resource centers/ rehabilitative services. 
(6) Conduct periodic retraining for regular police officers~ 
including supervisory personnel. 
(7) Develop a systema.tic plan to periodically reevaluate training 
objectives and techniques and revise/upgrade as required. 
(8) Define spedfic peJ:'iormance criteria for the police officer's-: 
social role emphasizing observable behavior. and base pay 
increments on perform.ance so observed. 

Based upon other materials covered during this study, we would 
add the following recommendations: 
(9) Carryon an active community relations program through 
community relations program through community relations workshops, 
television/ radio addresses, recreation programs. speaking ad
dresses. recreation programs, speaking at high schools, youth 
centers. boy scouts. etc. 
(10) Recruit more actively from minority groups and on college 
campuses. 
(11) Increase police salaries to competitive levels. 
(12) Increase promotion potential, stressing ability. 
(13) Explore regional training facilities for smaller city police 
agencies. 
(14) Emphasize and strive for police professionalism. (Badalmente 
et al. 1973:453). 

. 
In Section III, some ~considerable attention was paid to the conclusions 

reached in that report of Project STAR which examined the future problems 

which the police are expected to face in the years and decades to come. 

The training recommendations included in this report do not constitute a 

comprehensive basis for a departmental training program. 'rhey do. 

however, represent areas of expertise which agencies must strive to 

develop in their personnel on a regional. if not a departmental. level. 

The final summary of training policy implications of trends 

discussed throughout the report suggests that, if the police are to become 
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equipped to handle the challenges of the next two or three decades, 

attention_should be paid to education and training in some twenty-two 

substantive areas: 

"The use of discretion in law enforcement. 

The nature of prejudice and juvenile gang behavior and subculture. 

The social service concept of the police function as more important 
quantitatively than the law enforcement function. 

Personal, informal, face-to-face relationships with local citizens. 

The causes of crime; the relationshiF between crime and types 
of social environment. 

The legal rights of citizen.~ to challenge a police officer1s 
authority, as specified by the U. S. Supreme Court. 

The relative nature of deviant beha-,rior. 

The variety and nature of devia.TJ.t subcultures: juvenile gangs, 
homosexuals, drug addicts, communes, and religious sects. 

Study habits. 

Dispassionate reasoning. 

Computer concepts and the nature and use of computers and 
computer-related te:chnology. 

The ability to establish communication l:inks and to communicate 
with all types of persons, particularly with young-poar-black 
persons living in urban ghettos. 

Riot control under a high degree of discipline. 

History and nature of community relations programs. 

Dysfunctional aspects of bureaucracy. 

Ma...."lagement and o.l.~ganization theory. 

Coordination and cooperation across police departmenta1 lines. 

Coping with senseless acts of violence. 
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Cooperation and coordination with juvenile specialists to divert 
juvenile offenders from the courts. 

Physical sciences, mathematics, statistics, and systems analysis. 

The conduct of research in an operational setting. 

The role and functions of the generalist, as distinct from the 
narrowly defined specialistlf (California 1976:340-341). 

15. TRAINING NEEDS IN NEW YORK STATE 

Although this section of the discussion, like most of this volume of 

the report, is primarily concerned with trends and developments which 

apply within the nation in general, particular mention must be made of a 
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recent study of police training needs in New York State. This was carried. I 
out by Maxwell and reported in 1977. Maxwell's study undertook to determine 

the executive development and management training needs in small and 

medium- sized :1epartments in New York State. 

In presenting a rationale for conductinci such a study, Maxwell goes 

to some lengths to document the view that specialized, and ongoing .. 

training programs for police supervisors and administrators represent 

one of the more pressing concerns in law enforcement today. The provision 

of adequate levels of advanced managerial training is reg':1rded as a 

fundamental requirement in enabling police agencies to implement the 

structural and organizational changes necessary if they are to cope with 

the public demands made of them: 

"At no time in history have police chief executives in the United 
States been faced with such a wide array of complex problems. 
The changing natur® of today's social environment requires 
that police be flexible and receptive to new concepts. Narrowly 
traditional methods are no longer effective ••• In our complex urban 
society. people look to their police for assistance in many matters 
once not remotely thought to be police business. If the police 
chief is to meet the challenge of these problems, he must be 
adequately prepared. Proper training and development will assist 
the police chief executive in his quest to stdve continually to 
lower operating costs, increase departmental efficiency, improve 
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pOlice services, obtain optimum performance from his employees. 
properly motivate the employees to their full potential. and. 
apply new techniques and approaches to solving problems. 
Pelice departments are like many businesses, and the 
responsibilities of their respective chiefs are in the executive 
area--that is, of managing men, money, and materials. More_ 
important, however. is an additional social burden on the 
law enforcement agency. A police department is a social agency 
which is open for business t\venty-four hours a day with life. liberty, 
and property dependent on itl! (1977~12-l3). 

Having established this point. Maxwell suggests that, because of 

their lack of resources and personnel, the problem of insufficient executive 

training is particularly acute in the smaller agencies. The body of his 

study therefore focuses upon identifying the problem, in one geographical 

area, by determining the extent to which chiefs have acquired such 

training in the past .. and upon delineating the specific subject-areas in 

which police executives themselves feel should be included in future 
, 

training programs at this level. Data was obtained from the results 

of a questionnaire mailed to the chiefs of 109 departments in New York State 

whose total number of employees ranged from twenty to 200 people. 

Sixty responses were receiyed. representing a return of fifty-five 

percent. The forty questions included in the survey were designed to 

elicit information which can be categorized within six main groups: 

background and characteri.stics of the chief, characteristics of the 

department, relative involvement of the chief in administration and 

police work, training commitment of the department, executive training 

needs 1.""1 the" agency (and the various cost factors influencing the 

department in its efforts to fulfill these needs), and a summary of the 

chiefs I assessments of the problems faced by their agencies over the 

next ten years. 
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The results of the survey clearly indicated that executive training 'I 
for adminis trators in departments of the size and types studieg would I 
be both appropriate and relevant to the day-to-day activities officers in 

this category. Most of the chiefs surveyed spent eighty percent or more I 
of thei.t' time on administrative and related matters--the remainder being I 

existed between the size of a department and the degree of involvement 

occupied by actual police work. It was observed that a strong correlation 

I 
of the chief in administration. The smaller the ag~ncy, the less time - " 

was spent by the chief in aJministrative matters. A similar trend was 

observed in the commitment of agencies to depar~ental training. Not 

surprisingly: 

liThe probability of a department having a full-time training 
officer or unit increases dramatically with the size of the 
department. Only one of the smallest fifteen departments 
surveyed has a full-time training unit while nine out of the 
fifteen largest surveyed have full-time units" (1977:37). 

A majority of the respondents had received executive training. 

However .. in most cases this training had been acquired since the 

appointment of these individuals to their present positions and fully 

one-third of the respondents had never received any managerial training 

befor'e assuming command of their agencies. An overwhelming majority 

of those poUed indicated a belief that such training should be mandatory 

for all officers in executive positions. 

The responses also included considerable information on the 

subject-matter which training programs at this level should, ideally cover: 

"From a list of the following topics the respondents selected five 
subjects which they felt would be most beneficial to them .. in order 
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of their personal feelings as to their importance~ if this training 
were availab18. The highest numerical value accompanying the 
subject matter reflects its in1portance l while the lowest number 
indicates a lesser beneficial value to those polled: - . 

155 Organizational Planning -
151 Budget Preparation and Presentation 

130 Management 

114 PersoIU1el Administration 

112 Executive Decision-l\Iaking a.Tld Problem-Solving 

63 Motivation 

43 Leadership 

37 Labor Relations and Collective Bargaining 

34 Police Unions 

33 Behavioral Science 

20 Communication Concepts 

8 brganization Theory 

8 Programming 

7 Computer Technology" (1977:40-41) • 
.. 

Additional responses suggested that the cost of executive training 

and the geographic location of classes would exert a strong influence on 

the level of attendance. Respondents felt much more positive about 

classes and training sessions held locally, (i.e., in their counties) .. 

than about those held further afield. The cost factor also represented a 

major limitation on the chiefs I abilities to take advantage of outside 

training. Exactly half the executives polled indicated that the amount of 

money available within their agencie~ for such training did not exceed $500. 
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Maxwell's survey is valuable in providing a factual basis for 

developu:g executive training programs for police chiefs in New York 

State. Its results suggest the curriculum for such programs and indicat~ 

that maximum attendance would be attained if training sessions were 

condensed into periods no longer than two weeks l if they were held 

locally and if their total cost could be kept to a minimum. 

One section of the questionnaire asked respondents to assess the_ 

major problems facing the police administrator over the succeeding decade. 

Answers to this question generally uniform and reflect concerns demon-

strated in most of the studies mentioned in Section III. Chiefs expressed 

particular concern for future problems concerning budget limitations l 

fin8J."1cial cutbacks l increasing involvement of labor unions in personnel 

negotiations. r~cruitmentl selection standards. motivation of personnel. 

a projected increase in crime and service calls l a projected manpower 

shortage and a continuing need of police personnel for more advanced 

training. 

This discussion includes eight principal recommendations .. based 

on analysis of responses to the survey and on a review of recent literature. 

These are quoted below as recommendations which are directly relevant 

to the needs of chiefs in all but the larger pOlice agencies in New York State: 

"I. that all departments be encouraged to have at least a part-time 
training officer. 

2. that executive development and/ or management training be 
mandated for chiefs and other high-ranking command officers 
in policy-making positions, 

3. that the potential recipients of this type of training be polled 
in advance as to what topics would be most helpful to them should 
they be in a position to receive them l 
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4. that this type of training be offered in convenient locations 
near the recipient's place of work, 

5. ' that this type of training be offered to the potential recipient 
at as Iowa cost as possible, 

6. that the length of the course be as short as possible without 
curtailing its effectiveness, 

7. that consideration be given to making this type of training 
available to those who are interested through correspondence 
or horne-study materials, and 

8. that in designing a course of this type particular attention 
be given to subject matter that will assist the police administrator. 
in facing those problems he feels will be of major and critical -
importance in future years" {Maxwell 1977:53} .. 

The review presented in this section has .. like most of the other ". 
sections included in this report, discussed trends and priorities as 

national phenomena and has made little effort to identify trends which 

are peculiar to New York State. This has been done primarily beca.use 

it was felt that the si@1ificant influences on policing in this State are 

~di:>.ting:.tishable from those affecting police policies elsewhere in the 

country. Demographic miluences which are purely local in their effects 

are discussed in Section V. ~ 

At this point, consideration will be given of two reports which are 

important in documenting the view that police tasks, responsibilities and 

difficulties in New York State are substantially similar to those encountered 

. by police in other jurisdictions. The recent Comprehensive Crime Control 

~ issued by the StfJ.te Division of Criminal Justice Services (1976) 

follows most modern opinion in its presumption that the police function 

be considered within the framework of an integrated system of criminal 

justice agencies. The goals and 'Objectives considered in this report are 

accordingly presented as requiring a large degree of cooperation of the 

various components of the system. Six types of program are discussed 



in this report as being of high priority for implementation. The first 

of these, the only one to concern the police explicitly. deals with the 

need for various types of situational intervention in high crime neighborhoods 

(1976:47-51). Discussion of this focuses upon crime prevention and 

intervention techniques; topics which are. as indicated elsewhere in this 

section, currently of great concern to police agencies throughout the nation. 

The only hard data on the actual tasks performed by police officers 

in this State unearthed in the literature search conducted for the purposes 

of this report is included in a very recent (1977) study carried out on 

behaJi of the State Department of Civil Service. In this, quite extensive. 

analysis. the opinions of a cross-section of officers. representative of 

the 363 full-time police departments in the State, were sought in an 

effort to determine the most important and most frequent pOlice tasks, 

and the levels of knowledge of skill required to carry them out effectively. 

Two of the findings reached in this study are of particular significance to 

the question of police training: 

"Statewide. the questionnaire responses show that 14 of the tasks 
done by 900/0 or more of the officers; 83 tasks by 70% or more. 
There are only 20 tasks which fewer than 60% of those responding do" 
(New York State 1977:157). 

This finding. and the discussion of it, suggest that the pattern of skills 

and abilities required of the patrol officer is fairly uniform throughout 

the State. In terms of its implications for training policy. this finding 

suggests that a discreet body of knowledge essential to the competence 

of the officer can be identified and the data which is provided on the nature 

and types of the officer'S common tasks can be used as a basis for 

curriculum development. 
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The second finding of considerable relevance to this account concerns 

the documentation of the point that lesp specia1ization~ and performance 

of a greater diversity of tasks~ occurs in the smaller agencies: 

"In most cases, there was a relatively small but noticeable 
trend for the percentage of people who do each task to decrease 
as agency size increases. This is to be expected sin.ce in largeF 
departments there is more specialization~ causing greater . 
numbers of people to perform a narrower range of duties" 
~1977:157). 

An obvious, but very important, implication of this finding is that the 

officer in the small agency probably requires more training, to enable 

him to cope with his more diverse responsibilities, than does his colleague 

in the larger department. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DEHOGRAPHIC TRENDS A...'lD POLICING IH NEW YORK STATE 

The forecasts and proj ections outlines in Chapter 3// gerte.r

ally pay some attention to the size, composition and distribution 

of population as factors which are irr~ortant in influencing the 

nature and severity of the future difficulties with \-1b,ich the -

police will be faced in the decades ahead. In sum, the popu

lation factors w'hich are expected to contribute tow~rd future 

police difficulties throughout the country include a,n overall 

population growth in an era in which police agencie~1 \"ill be hard 

put to increase their operational budgets, continued migration to 

urban areas, and increasing isolation of the poor from the 

mainstream of prosperity. All of these trends are likely to in

crease the difficulties of the police function. For police agencies 

in urban areas, increased interaction with the group categorized 

by James Q. Wilson and others as "young-black-poor" is predicated. 

Those forecasts presented in the literature, 'and outline.1i in 

'Chapter 3, are of course, generalized ones which refer to .the 

country as a whole.. As such, they have considerable relevance for 

the future trends and social problems likely to influence the 

number of social and demographic trends peculiar to this State 

which suggest that the findings presente!d earlier should be 

modified to allow for local developments in this region. 

POPULA'tION 

1. Stability 

Unlike rno st areas of the country, N'ew York is expected to 
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maintain a stable population level between now and the year 2000. 

As the table, (taken from a recent report of the State of New __ 

York Economic Development Board) beginning on the following 

page indicates, the State as a whole is expected to experience 

only marginal increases in population during the rest of this 

century. In. the report from which this table was derived, this 

situation is ascribed to a number of causes: In COIn.'l1On. with a 

general national trend, New York State has experienced a recent 

and sharp decline in the birth-rate. The projections given in 

the table are in fact based on an assumption that the birth-rate 

will not remain at its present unusually low figure but will rise 

to a plateau nearer to the traditional levels: 

New' York State 1 s birth-rate will increase somewhat 
during the remainder of (this present)~decade and 
approach the completed fertility rate of 1.90 by 
1980. This assumes that the recent sharp decline in 
birth rates reflects, in part, a deferral of births 
and, economic factors •.•• Census information on 
anticipated fertility ••• reflects the probable long
term national trend in desired birth rates. Host 
recent information (1974) indicates that married 
women aged 18-24 years old anticipate having an 
average of 2.20 children; such a figure is consistent 
with a completed fertility rate of 2.00 children per 
,'loman for the entire cohort population. Consistent 
with the long-term trend, New York State fertility 
rates will continue somewhat lower than national 
rates. (New York State 1976 B) 

2. Higration 

The s~=ond major reason for the current and future stability 

in the State 1 s population concerns the high rate of oublard mig-

ration Which has characterized the region as a whole in recent 

years: 

RecEmt trends in the economy of the State which gener
all;{ reflect current national forces of economic and 
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PROJECTION SUMMARY . 
I Table 1 Population projections for Ne~" York State Counties: 1970-2000 

fD County 

(Population in Thousands) 

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 200'0 --
I New York , 

State Total 182.41 18247 18350 18630 18977 192.61 19456 

I Albany 287 290 293 296 299 :~01 301 
Allegany 46 51 54 58 61 65 68 
Bronx 1472 1403 1344 1305 1274 lAt46 1223 

I 
Broome 222 218 216 214 215 214 213. 
Cattaraugus 82 85 89 92 95 98 101 
Cayuga 77 78 79 80 82 82 83 
Chautauqua 147 149 150 152 153 152 151 

I Chemung 102 100 98 97 96 95 94 
Chenango 46 47 4~ 50 52 54 55 

l Clinton 73 83 93 101 110 118 126 

I Columbia 52 58 64 70 77 83 89 
Cortland 46 47 48 51 53 56 58 
Delaware 45. 48 50 53 56 58 60 

I 
Dutchess 222 233 248 269 291 311 32~ 
Erie 1113 1102 1098 1106 1115 1116 1108, 
Essex 35 36 37 38 40 41 42 
'Franklin 44 45 46 46 47 47 48 I Fulton 53 56 59 62 64 66 67 

.OGenesee 59 60 62 64 '66 67 69 
. Greene 33 39 45 49 53 57 61 

I Hamilton 5 5 6 6 7 7 7 
Herkimer 68 68 68 67 67 66 65 
Jefferson 89 92 96 99 103 107 110 

I 
Rings 2602 2467 2358 2287 2226 2172 2128 
Lewis 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
Livingston 54 57 60 62 65 68 71 
Hadison 63 66 69 72 76 80 84 

I Monroe 712 710 719 742 770 799 820 
Hontgornery 56 57 59 60 62 63 64 
Nassall 1429 1405 1395 1393 1391 1377 1350 

I New York 1539 1451 1371 1309 1255 1208 1170 
Niagara 236 237 237 235 231 226 220 
Oneida 273 269 266 264 264 262 259 

I 
Onondaga 473 475 483 498 515 528 538 
Ontario 79 85 91 98 105 112 119 
Orange 222 244 274 317 364 413 463 
Orleans 37 39 40 ·42 44 46 . . 47 

I Oswego 101 109 117 1~6 135 145 153 
Otsego 56 58 60 63 65 67 69 
putnam 57 68 79 92 106 119 130 

I Queens 1987 1958 1932 1909 1888 1861 1831 
Rensselaer ,153 157 160 164 168 172 175 
Richmond 295 325 357 396 440 483 525 

. () Rockland 230 253 279 309 340 364 380 
I"~ St. La\'lrence 112 117 123 130 138 144 149 

Saratoga 122 145 
169 , il 191 214 237 259 
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Table 1 (Continued} 

1970 1975 1980 1985 ' 1990 1995 2000 -..-- --
schenectady 161 159 158 157 159 161 162 
Schoharie 25 ~30 35 39 43 47 52 
Schuyler 17 18 19 20 20 21 22 
Seneca 35 33 32 31 30 30 29 
Steuben 100 101 102 

.... 
103 104 104 103 

Suffolk 1127 1245 1371 . 1510 1653 1777 1866 
Sullivan 53 62 68 73 79 83 87 
Tioga 47 48 50 52 " 55 57 59 
Tomp~ins 77 84 89 :; .. ~ 9S "·100 106 ll~ 
Ulster 141 lS6 171 186 200 214 223 
Warren 49 52 5S 59 63 66 70 
Washington 53 55 58 61 64 66 68 
Wayne 79 83 86 90 95 99 103 
Westchester 894 890 881 882 882 881 873 
Wyoming 38 38 38 39 40 42 41 
Yates 20 21 22 22 23 24 25 

NOTE: The State total may not agree with summed county populations 
due to rounding, 
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demographic change affecting the nation's largest 
metropolitan areas and large urban industrial states, 
especially in the Northeast and North Central Census 
regions. Current rates of employment and population 
growth in these regions are far below the national 
average. For ex~mple, during 1970-75 period the pop
ulation of the Northeast region grew by only 0.8 
percent and that of the North Central region grew by 
only 1. 9 percent ~n. contrast to the nation which grew 
by 4.8 percent. As a further example, nine of the 
15 largest metropolitan areas (those with over 2,000,000 
popUlation in 1970) lost population during 1970--74 and 
of those nine, eight are in the large industrial 
states of the Northeast and North Centr~l regions. 
Boston, the only large metropolitan area in either 
region to experience growth during 1970-74, increased 
by only 1.8 percent. (New York State 1976 B) 

Again, the projections which are given in the table are 

based on the supposition that such high rates of outward migra-

tion will not continue in the long run, but ~Yill tend to fall 

as the economic clima.te of the region begins to improve. It 

iS t however, noted that, if present rates of births and migra-

tion do continue, the population of the State will actually 

experience a sUbstantial decline in future years. 

P:.S the table indicates, this trend tOtvard proj ected popu-. 
. ~ 

lation stabilization is a general one and will be reflected 

in count'ies throughout the State. Although it is anticipated 

that some counties will experience a modest population increase 

in the nffi'>.t two or three decades, it is expected that popula

tions will generally stabilize and ''fill actually decrease in 

many urban counties. 

3. Rural and Suburban Counties 

This trend is reinforced by the findings of a very recent 

study conducted by Peter A. l>1orrison under the sponsorship of 

the Rand Corporation; (reported in the New York Times t ~lay 2" 
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1977, P. ~6). This documented the trend for rural a~d other 

non-metropolitan areas of the State to gain populat~Vm, at a 

time when the population of the State as a whole is stabilizing, 

and ascribed this trend to three principal factors: retirements 

to non-metropolitan areas, growth in rural industries such as 

recreation, and an increasing willingness on the part of those 

working in urban areas to commute from suburban counties. Re- ~ 

location of retired persons on fixed incomes is considered in 

this account to explain population growth in Columbia, Essex, 

Greene, Sullivan and Yates Counties. Development of recreational 

industries is suggested as a cause of growth in mountain areas, 

suph as the Adirondacks, and along lake shorelines .,' The increase 

in the willingness of workers to commute to jobs in urban areas 

is explained by reference to a longstanding American character-

istic of: 

..• trying to r~concile two conflicting desires .•. one 
to have access to neighbors, the other to keep th~~ at 
arm's length.... (American's exhibit) preferences 
for living in rural and small-town settings, but with
in 3 a miles of a big city. Ev idently, \<li th tel evis ion 
and long-distance commuting, the sense of ~solation 
bred by geographic distance and small-town mores has 
broken do\m, and these specifications can now be met 
in'theheart of' Yates and Schoharie Counties as well 
as in Suffolk or Rockland. (New York Times, 1977: 36) 

This factor is considered to be an important one in the curr.ent 

and future growth of Cayuga, Columbia, Fulton, Genesee, Greene, 

Oranger Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca, Ulster, Wyoming and Yab=s 

Counties. 

4. Urban Areas 

Trends for the State as a ,.;hole, however, 'shmved a net 

effect of continued. and increasing outward migration. Ii:. \<las 
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noted that;., since 1970, five of the ten metropolitan areas in 

the State have either ceased to grow or have actually declined 

in population; (these five are Buffalo, Elmira, 3inghamton, 

Utica-RoUte, and Ne,q York City). Horeover 1 the characteristics 

of those leaving the State are considered to be such as to 

exert a disproportionately negative effect on the productive 

capacity of the State: 

The State has had 640,000 more people move out to other 
states than moved in from 1970 to 1976, up from a net 
out-migration of on1~t 101, 000 in the entire decade of 
the 1960 IS. Since out -migr an ts tend to be in the pr iffie 
'vorking ages and more highly skilled. and educated ••• Ne,q 
York State is losing not merely people but human capi't:al 
as well. Since 1970, the State has been losing ,,,orkers 
under age 3 0 I \vhereas it formerly gained them at these 
ages. In another break with the past trend, black 
workers appear to be leaving Ne\v York to go South in 
greater numbers than they are arriving. (New York Times, 
1977: 36) 

The some,qhat gloomy pre;dictions for the future of urban 

areas of the State which appear in this report and in the official 

report cited earlier I (Ne~., York State 1976 B). are echoed in a 

number of reports ,,,hich atk:empt to assess the future development 

of the city in this country. Robert C. Weaver, Distinguished 

Professor of Urban Affairs at Hunter College, discusses current 

urban problems as stemming largely from historical trends which 

have been in evidence for a number of generations and which can 

be expected to continue into the future. Migration of the more 

prosperous a r,'lay from the center of the city is one such trend ,·,hich 

is described as a traditional and established phenomenon. The 

causes of it are discussed in terms of social factors which per-

sist today: 

The first \vas the revolution -in t~C'.:.nS:Fot"tation , which 

I 



faci1itated much greater dispersal of the urban pop
ulation within the city and beyond its corporate limLts 
into suburbs. Economic groups 'vhich had previously 
not been able to do so, increasingly participated in 
this process. Other fac'tors 'vere the development of 
long-distance electric power transmission, which made 
suburban location of manufacturing feasible, the pro
gressively limited number of la::-ge vacant sites in the 
city, the restraints on residEmtial development which 
municipal governments b~gan to effect, and the emphasis 
upon home ownership, a part of our rural heritage and 
subsequently nurtured by fea.e.cal housing, highway, and 
tax polic:'es. 

Because in recent decades the exodus from the 
central city to the suburbs peaked at the same time that 
a large number of the newcomer ,vere readily identifiable 
minorities, there has been much distortion of what has 
been involv'ed. Some have confused coincidence w'ith 
causation. To them desertio;;, of the central cities by 
middle-and upper-income whit ~s is purely and sL-nply 
a means o~ escape from blacks, Puerto Ricans and 
Chicanos. Actually, many metropolitan areas with ex
tremely small non-white populations \vere and are involved 
in the process of suburbanization. Binghamton, New York; 
Brockton, Hassachusettsi Cedar Rapids, Iowai Duluth, 
Minnesota and Superior I ~'1isconsin are just a fe,..; exam
ples. Thus color alone cannot account for the great 
migration to the nation's suburbs; for middle-class 
flight from the poor and disadvantaged was a character
istic of big cities of Europe during the Industrial 
Revolution and, in this nation, from the time that cities 
emerged as a way' of -life • .. 

The early movement of higher'~income whites from 
other whites who were ?oor "'vas a class phenomenon. It 
became racially identified only after large numbers of 
blacks moved to the cities. In both instances, the 
more' affluent sought status and property values, as 
well as a threat to their safety. Had there been no 
migration of nomvhites to urban communities, large-
scale suburbanization would have occurred, involving 
flight from the city's poor. Racial attitudes translated 
a class phenomenon in~o a color problem. 

Recent changes in the structure and the social and 
economic role of the city have created ne,v and difficult 
problems for it. In the past large cities had an advan
tageous position. Although they then had much greater 
expenditure responsibilities than any other class of gov
ernment, they also had the greatest concentration of fiscal 
resources. The latter ,.,ere generat~ed primarily by forces 
which increased the property tax base. Included were great 
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concentrations of retail and other economic activities 
in the central business districts, concentration of 
manufacturing, and growth of city areas, at the same time 
that the latter held a broad spectrum of the population, -~ 
including the more affluent. (Weave~ 1977: 55) 

The fundamental nature of many of the problems of American 

cities is reflected in the tendency on the part of a number of 

authorities to discount the ability of urban institutions to 

survive in future society. The English journalist Norman 

Ma~rae, a major proponent of this view discusses future indus-

trialized societies as manifes~ations of the 'post-service 

economy'. In this, the city is described as going through three 

stages iri its development in industrialized economies. In the 

first, the city is vital as a social grouping through which f.irms 

can achieve economies of scale derived from concentration'of 

firms and marketing outlets. In the second, the ci~ies are no 

longer absolutely necessary in providing business with uniquely 

desirable milieux for carrying out their operations--at this 

point, transportation and, other systems are sa !iighly developed 

that suburban and other locations can provide firms with most 

of the conditions which they need to conduct business at optimal 

levels of efficiency. Cities are, however, still advantageous 

to industry at this point because they provide the physical 

proximity which is necessary for the face-to-face contacts bet'Vle,en 

businessme:n. in order that complex -business operations be carried 

out smoothly. In the final, post-urban, stage techriological 

advances, particularly in the field of telecommunications, have 

rendered such face-to·-face contact unnecessary. Business trans-

actions can be carried out without the need for commercial and 
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industrial enterprises being in close physical proximi,ty to one 

another~ By this categorization, Macrae considers urban con-

glomorates to be redundant in the world of the future (1976). 

Against this type of argument, there are a number of 

accounts which present the more manageable, and probably more 

realistic, picture of the cities as social units which continue 

to survive, albeit in situations of limited growth' and less -

prosperity. Peter D. Salins has presented a detailed series of 

~1 projections' f~r New Yoi1k City in the year 2000 in '\vhich the 
\; , 

city's population and class mnd income structures. are described 

as being very similar to those in this city today. The principal 

change wli.ich is expected to occur lies in the racial composition 

of the five boroughs: 

The New York State portion of the Standard Metro
politan Statistical Area will continue to grow in 
population from its present level of eleven million 
to over fourteen million by the year 2000. However, 
the entire growth will be accounted for by increasing 
numbers of blacks and Puerto Ricans, with the metro
politan non-minority population declining slightly 
from 8.8 million tod~y to 8.2 million at'the end of 
the century. The city, on the other hand, 1tlill remain 
virtually static at its present population of just 
under eight million~-experiencing, if anything, a 
slight decline OVer the next three decades; but its 
racial" composition will. continue to shift significantly. 
There, will be an unrelenting out-migration of non
minority families, their places 'being take-.n by blacks 
and Puerto Ricans until minority families comprise half 
the city's population by 1990 and become a clear major
ity of nearly 60 percent by 2000. (Salins, 1974: 8) 

The two most significant findings to emerge from this study 

concern the net effect of this trend on the city's overall class 

structure and its consequences for the ethnic composition of 

nearby suburban counties. Salins' account does not suggest that 
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the increasingly non-white population of Ne~v York City will be 

characterized by changes in class or income 3tructure: 

The shift in New York's racial composition does 
not mean that the city will be becoming less middle
class ::)1: even sig;'dficantly poorer. As rapidly as 
it loses ~vhite middle-class families to the suburbs, 
New York "Till be recruiting ne~y middle-class families 
from among the increasingly affluent ranks of its swell
ing black and Puerto Rican population. With th~ gradual 
ending of the in-migration of poor f~milies from 
Pnerto Rico and the South, there will be no offset to 
the upward mobility of today's minority members and 
their children. (Salins, 1974: 12) 

The second finding, which is of greater relevance to this 

report lies in the extent to '\vhich these population changes 

can be expected to influence suburban areas close to the city: 

Even with most of the metropolitan growth of the black 
and Puerto Rican population being absorbed by New York 
City I a large part of the increase ,\'1ill be found in the 
inner suburban counties of ~;assau and Westchester. The 
al:ready lal."ge1y mythic concept of -the totally white sub
urban ring will be a total fiction \vithin the next two 
decades. (Salins, 1974: 8) 

There is unfortunately, little projected data on. future dev-

elopments in other urba~ areas of the State. The 1976 official 

report cited earlier in this cnapter suggest, as a long-term 

trend, a pattern of slow economic growth and population stabil-

; ization ~ .. ,hich seems to characterize urban areas in the country 

as a whole, and particularly in the Northeast. Although no 

specific projections can be ~ited to document the point, it 

seems likely that urban areas in New York \vill also follm'1 the 

national and regional trend in terms of the changes \-7hich can be 

expected to occur in the ethnic composition of metropolitan and 

suburban populations. There is certainly plenty of evidence 

to suggest that this trend has already been established. Tables 
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2,3,4, ~d 5, (see follm.;ring pages), document the growing non

white population of the state and indicate trends in the ways in 

which this population is geographically distributed. 

Table 5 shows the extent to which this population is concen-

trated in the ten Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas in the 

State. This trend appears to have been fai:t;"ly constant in the 

period convered by this table. HmveveJ=, there also appears to:" 

have been a grmving tendency for those in this group to gravitate 

toward the areas defined as "central cities." 

5. Ethnic Composition 

Table 2 illustrates the ethnic composition, between the years 

1950 and 1970, of all counties in the State. From this, it is 

apparent that two main ty:.,.:cs of areas have been attracting non-

t'lhite reside..TJ.ts: the fe,v rural counties which are experiencing 

population grow,th, (see earlier disucssion) I and those counties 

which include 'sizeable population centers. Tables 3 and 5 show 

that, 'while the overall population of the State is not increasing 
• 

significantly, the non-white population is growing steadily. 

Although the Standard Hetropolitan Statistical Areas in gerieral, 

and the inner' city' areas of these in particular, have absorbed 

most of this growth, there is evidence that suburban areas have 

for some time been experiencing an increase in their proportions 

of non-whites populations. Table 4 shows the proportions of 

whites and non-whites in cities and "large incorporated villages" 

in the period 1950 through 1970. This shows that, with few 

exceptions, communities of this size in New York State have seen 

a steady growth in the ethnic diversity of their residents. As 
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TABLE Z 
TOTAL NEW YORK STATE AND NON~·.HITe POPULATION, BY COUNTY 

1950· 1970 

I 1950 1960 1970 

County Tot~1 Nonwhite Tot;.! Non ... hite TOfJI Non .... hil.-~ 

I New York Stute 14.830,192 9Sa,007 1G,7En,J04 1.49S:n.'l 18,'241.'26? 2,40'2,817 

New York City 7,891,957 775,5\G 7.7al.98~ 1,141,3'22 7,89'5,563 1,846.021 
aronx 1,':51,277 99,GI5 1.42~.815 16B.531 1,471.701 390.642. 
Kings 2,'138,175 213.051 2.027.319 381,4GO 1.601.012 696.224 

I 
Ne ..... York 1,960,101 403,502 1.6'33.281 476,459 t,53~.233 449,931 
Queens 1.550,849 53,723 1.B09.578 154.619 1.987,174 291,185 
Richmond 191,555 5,619 221.991 10;253 295,443 • 17,8:.19 

Rest of Sl~te 6,938,235 182.581 9,000,320 353.911 10.3'15,703 556,85S 
Alb~ny 239,386 6,286 272.926 11,512 2£6,742 16,797 
Alleg:lny 43,784 157 43.978 161 46,458 251 

I Broome 184,G98 899 2t2.Gol 1,487 221,815 3,116 
Cutt~r~ugus 77,901 1.316 e:.1.lS7 l,S8S 8\.66S 1,95~ 
Cu'fuga 70,136 1,035 ')3,942 1,387 77,439 1,90 
Chautauqua 135,1!l9 827 145.377 1,4 71 147,305 2,088 

Chemung 86,827 1.90G sa,706 2,637 101,537 3,609 

I Chen~"90 39,138 191 • ':3,243 238 46,36g ,359 
Clinlon 53,622 850 12,722' 2.760 72.934 2.722 
Columbia 43,1f12 1,015 41,322 1,545 51,519 1,925 
Cortland 37,158 as 41,113 91 45,894 243 
Delaware 44,420 101 43,540 199 44,718 404 ;' 

I 
OutCh~55 136,781 5,614 ns.cos lO,:26r; 222,295 16,093 
Ede a99,238 43,026 1,oe~.688 79,:245 1.113,491 105,648 
E1sex 35,086 139 35,300 '62 34,631 145 
Franklin 44,8:.10 1,597 44,742 1,784 43,931 1.764 • 
Fulton 51,021 315 51.304 357 52,637 487 

I 
Genesee 47,584 855 53.9£4 1,24\ 58,722. 1,693 

Greene 28,745 886 31,372 917 33.136 1,;)18 " 
Hamilton 4,105 2 4.267 4 4,714 11 
Herkimer 61,407 57 £6,370 148 ~7.633 172 
Jelfenon 85,521 170 87.835 352 3,508 434 

I 
Lewis 22.521 20 13,249 19 ·23.644 30 
Livingston 40,251 660 ~.053 918 54,041 1,250 

M~di~on 46,214 281 &$.635 389 S2.8S4 565 
MOnloe 487.632 8.247 5ea,387 25,067 711,917 56,096 
Mon!9omery 59,594- 279 57.240 251 55,883 276 

I 
Nass;1u 672.765 17,757 l,3ClO,171 42.132 1.428,838 72,326 
Niilg3ra 189,992 4,760 242,269 9,992 235,720 11,776 
Oneida 222.855 2,538 204,401 5,084 273,037 8.404 

Onondaga 341.719 6,275 423,028 14,094 472.835 26,778 
O"tario 60,172 501 C3.070 1,025 78.849 1,613 
Orange 152,255 5,305 183,734 9,948 221.657 15,306 

I Orleans 29.832 329 ::;;,159 1,491 37,305 2,008 
Oswego 77,181 lJ5 £6,'18 749 100.897 548 
Otsego 50,763 lyO 51.942 202 56,181 438 

Putnam 20,307 97 31,722 150 5$.69G 357 
Rensselaer 132,607 1,2g0 g-;,585 2,673 152,510 4.300 

I Rockland 89,216 4,608 130,803 7,152 2~,903 14,278 

St. Lawre"lce 98.897 l!iO 111,239 31S 111.991 661 
Saratoga 74,869 717 £9,096 886 121,764 1,321 
Schenecrt.dy 142,497 1.535 1:;2,89G 2,358 161,078 4,203 

Sckoharie 22,703 109 n.SIS 89 24,750 183 

I 
Schuyler 14.182 G5 15,~4 110 16,737 134 

Seneca 29.253 227 31,984 375 35,083 S35 
Steuben 91,439 5011 97,691 819 99,546 1.Ci7S 
Suffolk 276,129 13,592 fCO,784- 34,787 1.127,030 58,521 
Sullivan 40,731 745 A5,272 2,014 52,580 3,861 

I 
1'iog3 30,16G 182 37.802 214 46,513 4:37 
1'ompkins 59,122 1,104 1:6,164 1.613 77,00' 3,045 
UI>ter 92,621 2,419 11R.804 4,182 1~1.241 5,890 
Warren 39,705 145 44,0(12 200 49,402 327 
W,1shington 47,144 504 48.470 500 52,725 819 
Wayne ., 57,323 404 67.9~~ 1.549 79,404 2.733 

I W~1t(:hI!5ter 625,816 38,716 S08.S91 1i'2,485 894,406 91,382 

Wyoming 32,822 628 :3-;,793 831 37,688 1,254 

Yates n.S15 ,,0 18,614 134 19,B31 225 , 
I. 
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WHITE AND NONWHITE POPULATION OF STANOArlO ,'.IETAOPOLITAN STATI:iTlCAI. N~EAS AS DEFINED IN 1973 

1900·1970 

(!hous.>nd,) 

New Albany·Sehe- Bing-
York nec!oldy- ham- NaH3u. N..... Pough- Roch- Syra- U!i~ Out:~e 

Ye~r and Colo!: Slate Troy. tonlll Bulfala Elmira Suffolk Yorkll keep,is ester cu~e Aum~ 51'.,15.;1, 

1900 TO!31 7,269 443 97 509 54 133 3,674 B2 383 280 134 1,431 
1910 Tot:!1 9,114 504 104 621 55 180 5,001 88 456 311 211 1.5n 
\920 Total 10,385 527 138 753 66 236 6,021 92 519 352 24.8 . 1,~34 
1930 To!al 12,58B 5BO 173 912 75 4tH 7,525 105 595 401 26.3 1,4S~ 

1940 Total 13,479 590 193 958 74 604 8,119 121 613 406 263 1,5:a 
Percent ., 

Whi!" 95.6 99.0 99.S 97.5 98.4 96.2 93.7 96.4 99.2 99.1 99.6 Sga 
Percent 

Nonwhite 4.4 1.0 0.5 2.5 1.6 3.8 6.3 3.6 0.8 0.9 0.4 ".2 
1950 Total 14,B30 649 215 1.OS9 87 949 8.627 137 675. 465 284 1,65.:3 

Percent 
White 93.5 98,4 99.5 95.6 97.~ 96.7 90.5 95.9 98.5 98.6 99.1 sa.7 ;. 

Percent 
Nonwhite 6.5 1.6 0.5 4.4 2.2 3.3 9.5 4.1 1.5 1.4 0.9 : 103 

1960 Total 16.782 715 250 1,307 99 1,967 8,759 176 BOI .564 331 l..al~ . 
Percent 

Whits 91.1 97.5 99.3 93.2 97.3 96.1 86.2 94.2 96.2 97.4 98.4 98.0' 
Percent 

Nonwhite 8.9 2.5 U.7 6.8 2.7 3.9 13.8 5.8 3.8 2.6 1.6 2.0 
1970 Total 18,241 778 268 1.349 102 2.556 9,077 222 962 637 341 1,951 

Percent 
Whit!! 86.8 96.5 98.7 91.2 96.4 94.9 78.5 92.8 93.4 95.6 97.5 97.4 

Percent 
Nonwhite 13.2 3.5 1.3 8.8 3.6 5.1 21.5 7.2 6.6 4.4 2.5 2.6 

, ; il. : 
. " 

.. -/t 

'. -- ~. ~ .... _... .. .. - --- -- -.;-----
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City k) or 
Village ('II 

Albany lei· 
Amstcrdarr, Icl 
Auburn Icl 
Baby",n Ivl 
B"t~vb leI 
8.1"':0,', lei 
Binghamton leI 
Bu/lab lei 
CananJaigua Ic) 
Cohoe~ Icl 
Cornin!:! (e) 
Cortland leI 

Depew (vi 
Dobbs Ferry Iv) 
Dunkirk Ie) 
East Rockaway (v) 
Elmira Icl 
Endicott tv) 

Floral Park tv) 
Fredonia Iv) 
Freaport tvl 
Fulton Ic) 
Garden City M 
Geneva tcl 

Glen Cove lei 
Glens Falls lei 
Gloversville Ic) 
Great Neck tv) 
Hamburg Iv) 
Hempstead Iv) 

Horn~1I Icl 
Ithaca Icl 
Jamestown tc) 
Johnson City Iv~ 
Johnstown leI 
Kenmore I'll 

Kingston Ic) 
Lackawanna Ic) 
Lancaster I'll 
Lindenhurst tvl 
Lockport Icl 
Long Beach leI 

Lynbrook I'll 
Malverne tvl 
Mamaroneck (vi 
Massapequa Park tv) 
Massena I'll 
Middletown Ie) 

• Less th~n 0.05 percent. 

County 
Wt,ere 

Located 

Albany 
Montgomery 
Cayuga 
SuffOlk 
Genesee 
Dutcheu 

Broome 
Erie 
Ontario 
Albany 
Steuben 
Cortland 

Erie 
WestchlMtar 
Chautauqua 
Nassau 
Chemung 
Broome 

Nassau 
ChaUtauqua 
Na~sau 
Oswego 
Naisau 
Ontario 

Nassau 
Warren 
Fulton 
Nassau 
Erie 
Nassau 

Steuben 
.Tompkins 
Chautauqua 
Broome 
Fulton 
Erie 

Ulster 
Erie 
Erie 
SuffOlk 
Nl~g~ra 
Nassau 

Nassau 
Nassau 
Westchester 
Nassau 
SI. Lawrence 
Orange 

jJ 10.000 population or more in 1970. 
1/ O .. ta include institutional population. 

Date of 
lncorpor. 

alion 

1686 
1885 
1848 
1893 
1914 
1913 

1867 
1832 
1913 
1869 
1890 
1900 

1894 
1873 
1880 
1900 
1864 
1906 

190R 
1829 
1892 
1902 
1919 
1898 

1918 
1908 
1890 
1921 
1874 
1853 

1888 
1888 
1886 
1892 
1895 
1899 

1872 
1909 
1849 
1923 
1865 
1922 

1911 
1921 
1895 
1931 
1886 
1888 

1950. lSBO and 1970 

Population 

1950 1960 

Percent Percent 
Total Nonwhite Total Nonwhite 

134,995 4.4 129.726 8.5 
32,240 0.7 28.772 0.6 
36,722 2.5 35,149 3.5 

6,015 1.5 , 1.062 1.3 
17.799 0.4 18,:210 1.1 
14,012 8.5 13,922 13.0 

80,674 1.0 75.!341 1.7 
580,132 6.5 532,759 13.8 

13.332 0.3 9.370 0.3 
21.272 0.1 20,129 0.1 
17,684 0.5 17,1)85 0.6 
18,152 0.2 19,181 0.2 

7,217 • 13,580 0.1 
6,268 0.4 9.260 2.8 

18.007 0.4 18,205 0.9 
7,970 0.9 10,721 1.3 

49.716 3.6 46,517 5.4 
20,050 0.1 18,775 0.2 

14,582 0.1 17,499 0.2 
7,095 0.3 8,477 0.3 

24,680 6.2 34,419 7.3 
13.922 0.3 14.261 0.6 
14,486 0.9 23.948 0.7 
17,144 1.7 17,286 4.2 

15.130 9.2 23.817 8.9 
19.610 0.6 18.580 0.8 
23,634 1.1 21.741 1.3 

7,759 4.1 10.171 4.2 
6,938 0.1 9,145 

29.135 8.9 34.641 22.4 

15.049 0.3 13,907 0.5 
29,257 3.4 28.799 4.8 
43.354 1.2 41.818 2.0 
19,249 · 19,118 0.1 
10.923 0.4 10,390 0.3 
20.066 21,261 

:28.817 3.0 29.260 4.4 
.27.658 1.0.8 29.564 10.2 

8.665 12,254 
8.644 0.4 20.905 0.2 

25,133 1.0 26.443 2.2 
15.586 1.9 26.473 3.5 

17,314 0.5 19.881 0.7 
8,086 0.5 9.968 0.7 

15.016 6.8 17.673 7.5 
2,334 · 19,904 0.2 

13,137 0.3 15.478 0.4 
22.586 3.4 23.475 4.3 

191 

1970 -Rank :} 
According to ~ 

Percent 1970 l Total Non .... hite Populiltion 
~ 
~ 

115.781 12.9 6 

f 25,5:24 o:~ 34 
34.599 4.9 22 

tl 12,588 2.3 72 
17.338 2.5 58 
13.255 13.8 71 r 
64,123 2.6 12- . 

462.768 21.3 Z-
10.488 0.6 80 
18,653 0.2 54 
15.792 1.3" 65 
19.821 0.7 47 
22,158 0.6 40 
10,353 4.2 81' 
16.855 3.8 60 
10,323 0.7 8J 
39,945 8.1 18 
16.556 1.5 62 
1£1,422 0.7 55 
10,326 0.8 82 
40.374 19.2 17 .'. , 
14.003 0.8 69 
25.373 1,8 36 
16.793 6.3 61 

25.770 7.4 32 
17,222 1.1 59 
19,677 1.7 46 
10,724 6.6 79 
10,215 0.3 84 
39,411 36.8 20 

12.144 1.1 . 74 
26,226 7.5 29 
39,795 2.3 19 
18.025 0.5 57 .. '': 
10,045 a.s 87 
20,980 0.5 45 . 

" 
25,544 7.7 33 

. , 
28,657 10.3 26 
13,365 0.2 70 .-
28.359 0,6 27 
25.399 3.7 35 
33,127 7.6 23 
23,776 0.7 38 
10,036 0.5 88 
18,909 7.7 51 
22,112 0.2 41 
14.042 0.4 68 
22,607 7.6 39 

'. 

(continued on following paga) 
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TABLE tr IContinwdl • 
POPULATION AND PERCENT NONWHITE IN cITIes AND IN LARGE INCORPORA'rED VILLAGES 11 I , ., 

I 
19~O, lG;;O and 1970 

'1 
Popularion 21 I 

1950 ISOO 1970 
Ran" 

I 
County Dall! of Acc:ordi rs to 

City Ic) or Where .ocorpor· Percent Petcenf Percent 1970 
I Vill,ge Iv) Located Jtion Total Non ..... hitlt 1'0131 N"nI~hi!1I Total Non .... h!'a Populatiot;:~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Min~ola Iv) Nassau 1906 14,831 0.4 20,519 0.6 21,845 1.0 43 
Mount Vernon Ie) Westchester 1892 71,899 , 1.0 76,010 19.9 72,778 36.3 11 
New~rk Iv) Wayn" 1853 10,295 1.0 12.808 0.6 11.644 2.0 76 
N~wburgh Ie) Orong9 1865 31,956 6.4 30.979 16.6 26,219 30.0 30 
N~w Hyde P"rk Iv) N~ss;lu 1927 7,349 0.1 10,808 0.3 10,'116 0.8 as 
N~>"f Rochalla (c:) Westchester 1899 59,725 12.6 76,812 13.6 75,385 15.7 10 

New York Ie) FivlI counties 1653 7,891.957 9.B 7,781,934 14.7 7.895,563 23,4 1 • ·t 
NiJgJra Fall, leI Niagara 1892 90,872 4.1 102,.394 7.5 85.815 10.3 8 
North Tonawanda lei Niagara 1897 24,731 0.1 34.757 0.3 36,012 0.3 21 
Ogd"nsburg (e) St. LawrenCIl 1868 16,166 0.3 16,122 O.S 14.554 0,7 67 ., 
Olean (c) Cattaraugus 1893 22,884 t.l 21,B68 1.5 19,169 1.9 60 . 

Ontid.1 (c) Madison 1901 11,325 0.7 11.677 1.1 11,658 0.9 
75 "':.r=--

Oneonta (el Otsego 1909 13,564 0.5 13,412 0.5 16,030 
' . 

1.8 63 
Ossining Iv) Westchester 1813 16.098 12.3 18,662 13.6 21.659 18.7 44 
Oswego (e) Oswego 1848 22.647 0.2 22,155 0.1 23,e44 O~6 37 

;'1 Patchogue !vi Suffolk 1893 7,361 1.7 8,838 2.7 11,582 3.0 in 
. peek.skill Ie) Westchester 1940 n,731 5.7 18.737 11.5 19.283 17.8 4S 
Plamburgh (e) Clinton 1902 17,738 0.2 20.172 2.2 18,715 1.5 63 

porI Chester (vi Westchester 1868 23,970 6.0 24.960 7.8 25,803 14.4 31 
Poughkeepsie Ic) Dutchess 1854 41,023 4.5 38;330 9.6 32,029 18.8 24 

A~nssalaer Ie) Rensselaer 1897 10,856 1.9 10,500 2.8 10,136 4.0 85 

Aochest~r Ic) Monrol) 1834 332.488 2.4 318,611 7.6 296.233 17.6 3 

Rockville Centre (vi Nassau . 1893 22,362 4.5 26,355 5.3 27,444 4.4 28 
Aom. leI Oneida 1870 41,682 1.4 51.646 2.B 50,148 4.3 15 

Rye (el Westchester 1942 11.721 3.3 14,,225 3.3 15,B6S 3.2 fJ.4 
$,)rat093 Springs Icl Saraloga 1915 15,473 38 16,630 4.3 16,845 4.5 62 .. 
ScJrld'le Ivl Weslchestlfr 1915 13,156 4.1 17.908 4.S 19,229 3.1 49 

" 
Schenectady Ic) Schenectady 1798 91,785 1.6 81.682 2.7 77,958 4,7 9 1 

Spring Valley (v) Rockland 1902 4,500 4.0 6.538 10.3 18,112 23.4 56 

Syracusa Ie) Onor.daga 1847 220,583 2,3 216,038 5.7 197,297 12.0 5 

TarrytOwn (v) Westchester 1870 8,851 4.7 11,109 S.3 11,115 6,7 ,. 78 

Tonawanda Ie) Erie 1903 14,617 0.1 21,501 0.2 21,898 0.4 42 

Troy (el Rensselaer 1816 72,311 1.4 67.492 3.1 62,91~ 5.4 13 

Utica Ie) Oneida 1832 101,531 . 1.6 100.410 3.2 Sl,611 5.9 7 

V~lIey Stream (v) Na~sau 1925 26.854 0.2 38.629 0.2 40,413 0.4 11) 

Watertown Ie) Jellerson '1869 34,350 0.4 33,306 0.5 30,787 0.6. 25 

W.;tervliet Ic) Albany 1896 15,197 0.3 13,917 0.2 12,404 0.5 73 
Westbury (vi Nassau 1932 7,112 2.4 14,757 3.2 15,362 9.4 58 
\'ihite PlaiM (c) Westchester 1916 43,466 10.0 50.485 11.9 50,346 15,1 14 

Yonkers Ie) . 7':Westchester 1872 152.798 3.3 190;;34 4.2 204,297 7.1 .; 

I 
11 10,000 populatio~ or more in 1970, 
11 .o.3t3 include institutional population. '. __ . '! ... ,. -"-'. ..... ---_ .. --

.. 
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TABLE 5 
POPULATION OF STANDARD METROPOLrrAN STATISTICAL AAEASAS DEFINED IN 1973 

TOTAL AND NONWHITE 

1950, 19GO.:lnd 1970 

Tot~1 
St~ncbfd MOlropolit~n 

Nonwhita 

Sliltist;~YI AfU:) 1950 lOGO 1970 1950 1960 ----
Ne ..... Ymk Stule 14,830,192 lG,7fl2,:l04 H.I,241,:1G6 958,O!.!7 1,495,233 

11 y 

All SMSA's 13,177,4!l7 14,9GB,442 16,:1!lO,5G6 936,237 1,459,507 
Cenl,;), cit,e~ 9,638,877 9,441,136 9,386,374 841,199 1,278,61a 
Outside centr;)1 cities 3,538,6:7') 5,527,:;06 6,904,192 95.038 180,883 

AI:l<my,Schcnoctady·Troy 6<18,953 714.743 777,977 10,077 17.6:;0 
A,!b,~"y City 134,!l95 129,726 115.781 5,881 10.!l12 
:)chef'ectndy City 91,785 81,6<32 77.958 1,476 2,1fl3 
Troy Ci.y 72,311 67,492 62,918 978 2,0£2 
Outside central cities 349,862 435,843 521,320 1,742 2,383 

81nghamton 11 214,864 250,463 268.328 1.081 1~701 
8ingh:),niOn City 80,674 75,941 64,123 832 1,281 
Out.iue (entryi city 13~,I!lQ 174,522 201,205 24£1 420 

8uff::ll0 1,089,230 1,306,957 1,349,211 47,786 89,237 
Buffalo City 580,132 532,759 462,768 37,700 73,388 
Outside cputral city 509,098 77/1.198 886.443 10/)86 15,849 

Elmira 86,827 98,706 101,537 1,906 2,637 
Elmiro City 49,716 46,517 39,945 1.811 2,525 
Outside central city 37,111 52,189 61.592 95 112 

Nassau·Suffolk 948,894 1,966,955 2,555,808 31,349 76,919 

New York 21 8,627,356 8,759,400 9,076,568 818,937 1,211,109 
New York City 7,891,957 7,781.984 7,895,563 775,516 1,141,:)22 
Outsida cantr~1 city 735,399 977,416 1,181,005 43.421 69.787 

POu9hkc~psie 136,781 176,008 222,295 5,614 10,260 
PQuuhkeepsitl City. 41,023 38.330 32,029 1,829 3,697 
r.; Ils,de central city 95,758 137,678 190,266 3,785 6,563 

Roc ISter 675,216 800,G5a 961,516 10,201 30,050 
I Jchester Ci ty 33"2,438 318,611 296.233 7,845 24,228 
Outs,de cenual city 34~.728 482.047 665,283 2,356 5,822 

Syr<lCU~ 465,114 563.781 636,596 6,691 14,73'2 
Syracuse City 220,583 216,038 197,297 5,058 12,281 
Outside central city 244,531 347.743 439,299 1,633 2.451 ... 

Utica,Aome 284,262 330,771 340,670 2,595 5,232 
Roml/City 41,682 51,646 50,14B 603 1,456 
Utica City 101,531 100,410 91,611 1,670 3,193 
Ou tslde c~ntral cities 141,049 178,715 198,911 322 583 

Outside SMSA's 1,652,695 1,813.862 1,950,700 21,860 35,7'26 

,,1" 

Excfuding Pennwl~a'nia PQrtion. 
Excluding Ne'l\l JerS4!Y P';-'; lion. 

--' .. ' . --.... -.. ---~ _ .. . ,,~-.-- -----'"'- ... ~, 

t", r.~-: ::. ............... "---"~:_ :__ ...... ,I '':':~ ... ~- '-' -' -' ~-----"'-'-'-' _:"'-":-'--..-' 

Source: New York State. DiviSion of the 
Budget. Statistical Coordination 
Unit. New York state Statistical 
YearboOK=19(4. Albany, 1914 . 

r\:·Y;T·'j""'::;' : ::'l"i';':,c, '::;:~: .ruJJ:it!r-'~ .1 .. 
i':~::L ·;~:·:~;·{.i;.i:~~f~~ ·;...::~:..I· '?i ? ".1,' . 
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2.'10:t,877 

2,351,G86 
2,060,625 I 

291,061 

26,897 
14.930 

3,622 
3,404 I 
4,941 

3,553 
1,683 
1,870 I 

118.424 • 
98.401 
20,023 

3,609 . I 
3.251 

358, • ,. 
, . .. '.~:' ',t'o 

130.847 :. 

1,952,038 ,:. 
I 

1,846,021 
106,017 

15,093 . " 
6,011 I 

10,002 

63,760 
52,115 
11,645 ,', I 
27,889 
23,597 

4,292 

8,576 I 
2,159 
5,431 

986 

51,191 I 
____ i I 
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the disc~ssion in Chapter 3 indicates this situation reflects 

a national trend which is firmly entrenched and ,,,hich is expected. 
-'" 

to continue through the next few decades. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN POLICING 

Generally speaking, future demographic trends in New York . 

State are consistent with those in the rest of the country an~, 

will cause the police to be faced with problems and situations 

similar to those encountered by their' colleagues in comparable 

regions. In suburban as wall as urban areas the problems of 

police relationships with a diversity of ethnic groups will 

become of increas~ng importance and will require the development 

of a sophisticated level of police response. 

A number of demographic factors peculiar to New York. State 

are, however, likely to make their influence felt and these 

should be taken into account in-any long-term plan to streamline 

police service capabilities to best meet future needs. Unlike 
. . ~ 

most states, the'populat'ion of New York is not l~kelY to lncrease 

to an:! significant degree between nO~l and the yea):' 2000.. ,Addition

al police manpower will not therefore be needed to cope with 

pressures brought about by future population expansion. This 

is, however, a conclusion which is only applicable to the State 

j.n general and does not necessarily apply to specific areas. 

Suburban counties, in particular, are expected to grow in size and 

to change in ethnic composition. '!'hese areas "1ill be well-advised 

to develop the quantity and quality of their police manpower in such 

a way as to enable them to cope with the d~ands of the future. 



Policing in rural areas will 'be affected to some extent by 

population pressures. As a report cited earlier in this dis-

cussion has indicated, a,number of rural c:ounties are expected-

to grow in population in the coming decades. Police systems in 

these counties should endeavor to recruit, and train officers wit:h 

the capability of fulfilling their responsibilities under these 

conditions. 

In this chapter, and in the latter part of Chapter 4, the 

rather scanty body of data whi.ch relates specifically to the 

future of policing in New York State has been revie\ved. Addition-

al mention of the latest State Comprehensive Crime Control Plan, 

issued by the DCJS, should be made as this includes information 

of major concern to developments in policing in the State in the 

immediate future. The general mess~ge presented in this report 

serves to make the point that it is quite unrealistic to discuss 

the goals and objectives of any particular criminal justice 

agency without considering the operation of other agencies within 

the system. The DCJS report does not focus on the poli.ce, but 

considers crime control within the context of the operation of 

a series of agencies which together constitute a truly integrat€!d 

criminal justice system. 

Hm'lever, the account of "Situational Intervention in High 

Crime Neighborhoods" which is included in the DCJS report, (Nev{ 

York State 1976a: 47-51), is of particular relevance to this 

present discussion . In this, attention is drawn to the fact that: 

. • • the s~.x priority crimes tend to occur in dispro
portionately large numbers in a limited number of 
identifiable neighborhoods within the State's major 
cities. The same analyses revealed a similar pattern 

,of concentration \·,ith regard to the areas of residence 
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of those arrested for these offenses. These analyses 
further suggest that many of the situational patterns 
typically associated with the occur~ence of these 
offenses.9.can best be changed or monitored on the 
neighborhood level. (Pg 47) 

The discussion which follows this statement is largely 

designed to draw attention to the ways in which strategies of 

"s\it'llational intervention" can be used to monitor and control 

crhnes in these categories \'lhicJl occur in the situations 

des\'::::ribed.. No attention is given in this discussion to the 

many and varied forms of "situational intervention" wl:li6h re-

preslent a significant proportion" 'of the polic~ function.. As 

has been indicated throughout this report, the trend in policing 

is more and more toward the provision of services to citizens. 

Intervention by police as a means of crime control is, of course, 

"a responsibi.lity of major importance. However, it is the wide 

variety of =.ituations not involving violations of the law, but 

which require police intervention, which have recently come to 

be the obj ect of study by~ police administrators, edu=ators and 

oth~.rs concerned with training 'police officers to meet the in

crea.singly complex demands of their role in modern society. 

A very useful addition to the body of knowledge available 

on future problems, trends and training needs of the police in 

New York State will have been made when the study currently being 

undertaken by the DCJS Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 

and Goals is completed and published. This stuo.y, which is ex

pected to be released early in 1978, will present the results 

of a Delphi questionnaire analysis c.esigned to identify the five 

most important problems faced by criminal jU5t~.ce agencies in 

lQh 



the state, now and in the immediate future ... 

However, the results of this literature review suggest 

tr-c.t, Khile there are certainly local factors which vTill in-

fluence future developments in policing, in this State as in 

any other, the most significant influences are national in 

their incidence and their effects As the projections discussec 

in Chapter 3 suggest, the forces \'ihich will continue to shape -: 

policing, like those which will affect o·ther social institutions, 

will tend more and more to be national rather than regional in 

their influence and origin. 

Ma.crae.7 Norman. America I s Third Century. Ne~., York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich, 1976. 
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~prehensive Crime Control Plan. New York,"19'7"6a. 
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Coordination Unit. New York State Statistical 
Yearbook--1974. Albany, 1974. 

New York State. Executive Department. Economic Devel
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ections by Age and Sex for ~ew York Counties. Albany, 
1976b. 

"Rural New York State Reversing a Trend by Gaining in 
Population, n Ne\.! York Times (Hay 2, 1977) i page 36. 

Salins, Peter D. "New York in the Year 2000, II New York 
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Appendix 

RESEARCH l{ETHODOLOGY 

The review given in the preceeding pages is not, of course, 

an exhaustive one for the subject-fields covered. Only those 

published materials which -,.qere consio.ered, in the opinion of 

the author I to be of particular importance have been cited and-:' 

discussed. 

In the literature search conducted for this project, all 

relevant bibliographic tools in the social sciences in general, 

as ";811 as in the particular field of criminal justice, were 

consultedc Such tools included card catalogues of outstanding 

library collections, national bibliographies, specialized 

indexing and abstracting services, separately published biblio-

gre.phies, and bibliographies included in selected monographs 

and journal' articles. A...""l eSIlecially helpful resource was the 

computerize~ bibliograph¥ prepared for the project by the 

National Criminal Justice Reference Service of .the Law Enforce-

ment Assistance Administration. This proved invaluable as a 

beginning bibliography which by no means included all the major 

works on the subjects covered, but which cited many important 
~ 

sources which would probably not otherwise have been located. 

A list of the library tools found to be the most helpful 

is given below. This is presented here to provide the reader 

with the means for developing a more extensive bibliography on 

the topics covered in this reportr and as an introduction to 

the major bibliographic sources for locating pUblished material 



• 

on other topics of concern to those undertaking research in thi3 

area. Those items marked with an asterisk \'lere found to be 

especially valuable. 

* Abstracts on Criminclcqy a,nd Penology. Deventer, 
Holland: Klmver,--1969-.. Bi-monthlYi index 
cQmulates annually. Provides international 
coverage of journal articles and monographs. 
Formerly entitled, ExcerEta Cr~inologica. 

* lillstracts on Police Science. Deventer, Holland: 
Kluwer, 1973-. Bi-monthlYi index cumulates 
annually. Provides international coverage of 
journal articles and monographs. 

* criminal Justice Abstracts. Hackensack, N.J. : 
National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 
1969-. QuarterlYi index cumulates annually. 
Provides extensive coverage of journal articles, 
monographs, government documents and other mater
ials published in the English language. FO~TIerl¥ 
en·titled Crime and DelL'"'lquency Literature 

Criminal Justice Periodical !ndex. Ann Arbor, Mich.: 
, University Microfilms Interna~ional, 1~75 Semi-

annual; annual cumulations. The only source cov
ering the contents of English-language newsletters 
in the field. A few of the standard journals are 
also covered. 

Personnel t-ianagemen t. Abstracts. Ann Arbor, l·iich.: 
University of Michigan, G=aduate School of 
Business Administration, Bureau of Industrial 
Relations, 1955- • ,Quarterly. 

Public Affairs Information Service. Bulletin. Ne\~' 
York, 1915-. 'V-7eekly; with quarterly and annual 
cumulations. Covers a broad range of journals 
and other forms of material in a field defined 
as 'public affairs.' 

* Robertson, Mary A. and Charles ~. Tracy. Education 
and Training of Criminal Justice Personnel: A 
Bibliography. Menlo Park, Cal.: StaiUord Research 
Institute, 1971. 75p. 

Skinner, Linda J. Hanuals for Cri.:-:lh"1al Justice Train
ing; Annotated~lioqra?hy ~l. Report No. 15. 
University, Ala.: University of Alabama, Center 
for Correctional Psychology, 1974. 9p. 
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social Sciences I"ndex .. Bronx, N.Y.: H.W. Wilson, 
1907-. Quarterly; with annual cQmulations 
Formerly entitled International Index and 
Social Sciences and H~manities Index. 

U.S. civil Service Commission. Library. Personnel 
Literature. Washington, D.C.: G.P.O., 1941- • 
Honthly. 

* U .. S. La\ol Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Police Training and Performance Study. 
NeT,l7 York: New York City Police Department, 19159. 
569p. An extensive bibliography on police 
training, compiled in the course of this pro
ject, is included on pages 515-550. 

u.s. Library of Congress. ProcessL~g Department. 
Honthly Checklist of state Publications. Wash
ington, D.C.: G.P.O: ,19~O-. HonthlYi ''lith an 
annual index. 

u.S. Superintendent of Documents. Monthly Catalog of 
United States Government Publications. ~'1ashington, 
D.C.: G.P.O., 1895- • Monthly; with an annual 
index; regulo~ decennial subject indexes are also 
issued. 
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